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1 Introduction
1.1 Context
Software development is a challenging task. Implementing algorithms is similar to the
way humans communicate to each other, there is a myriad of ways to pass-on given
abstract information. Assuming a given language, the knowledge of expected audience
enables a more concise representation by reducing the amount of context information or
using particular commonly known phrases. Choosing a particular way to express some
information is typically guided by a set of limiting factors. Most likely, the primary
factor is the time frame available for a given speech or the number of pages available
in a publication. Finding the most informative representation within the given set of
limitations is clearly a challenging Optimization Problem. Coming back to the software
development process, straightforward relations to the natural language formulation ex-
ist. The target platform can be denoted as the audience. Detailed knowledge of the
target-platform properties enables an implementation which reduces code overhead and
utilizes all available hardware components. The motivation for implementing an algo-
rithm in a particular way is analogous. The implemented task needs to be performed
within a given time limit or a given energy budget. Finding sufficiently fast or energy
saving implementation is again an optimization task. In contrast to natural languages,
for computer programming languages, automated transformation and optimization ap-
proaches exist, which can be used to achieve a more appropriate representation while
preserving the semantic notion. The work presented in this thesis provides the imple-
mentation foundation for a set of such optimization techniques which benefit especially
from detailed target-platform knowledge.
Target platforms which closely interact with the surrounding environment often ex-
pose tight limiting factors. Primarily, manufacturing costs, reliability requirements and
size and/or weight limits translate immediately into limited memory size, low compu-
tational power or a tight energy budget. Nevertheless, these Embedded Systems are
becoming omnipresent and are required to perform increasingly complex tasks. These
tasks vary across application domains. The automotive and avionic domains expose
tasks in the area of engine control, position estimation, mitigation of injuries or hu-
man interaction devices. Typically, this domain exposes high reliability requirements in
a harsh environment and especially in the automotive area also exposes high demand
for cost efficient solutions. Besides the automotive domain, industrial applications are
driven by embedded systems as well. This includes small-sized actuator and motor con-
trol at various power levels as well as large-scale distributed production process control
networks. Finally, an interesting domain is the still emerging domain of mobile commu-
nication devices and corresponding networks. Especially hand-held devices expose all
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kinds of limiting factors like weight, size, battery capacity, while requiring vast compu-
tational power enabling these devices to provide an appealing user experience and high
data throughput. Common to all these applications is the focus directed towards the
actual task to be performed, less towards the presence of a processor-based computer
which is executing software. Actually, in many cases, a typical user will not be aware
of using a computer. Nevertheless, a software-based approach helps to provide a flexi-
ble and eventually an in-field modifiable implementation. Knowledge of both the target
application ( which most likely will not change throughout the embedded system’s life
time ) and the obscured computational part allow for choosing a well-tailored hardware
platform. Especially, adding dedicated hardware blocks (i.e. communication processors,
graphic processing units, etc.) and finding a reasonable trade-off between total system
cost, necessary computational power and memory size are the knobs to be adjusted for
a particular target application. Even though this non-exhaustive enumeration already
spans a multidimensional design space, recent embedded systems designs add another
dimension: The number of processing units. Many applications can be divided into con-
current subtasks. In terms of energy consumption it is advantageous to distribute these
tasks to multiple, but slower, processing units, instead of executing them sequentially at
high speed on a single CPU. As described by Rabaey et al. [1], this is primarily due to
the power dissipation dependency on switching frequency and supply voltage in CMOS
circuits. Due to the size limitations and interconnection performance requirements, mul-
tiprocessor embedded systems are implemented as Multi Processor Systems on a Chip
(MPSoCs).
With respect to the initial example, in case of embedded software development, the
challenge of implementing a particular application is comparable to having to give a
talk on the same or similar topic to a variety of audience. On the positive side, for
each particular talk, the audience is well-known. The straightforward approach would
imply preparing the talk for each audience from scratch. Obviously, this is the least
efficient approach. Nevertheless, initially in the case of embedded software development
similar approaches were used. In those days, devices were programmed in assembler
language. This allows for highly efficient implementations, but on the down side, the
tractable complexity is limited. Furthermore, regarding current days’ time-to-market re-
quirements, prohibitively long development times would occur and the resulting software
would still tend to be error-prone. In contrast to assembler languages where the main
focus is directed towards the capabilities of the target processor, high-level programming
languages provide an architecture-independent set of control-flow statements, a uniform
way to express arithmetic and logic computations, a type-safe data storage management
and typically a set of language-domain-specific features (i.e. message passing primitives
in case of distributed systems programming languages). Using high-level programming
languages moves developers’ focus away from the actual target-platform peculiarities
towards to the algorithm to be implemented.
The C programming language [2] has evolved to be the preferred language over re-
cent years for embedded system software development. Primarily, the combination of
aforementioned high-level language features, a small runtime-environment footprint and
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the possibility to express efficient access to hardware components has rendered this lan-
guage a good choice for embedded software development. The wide popularity of this
language spurred development of corresponding compilation techniques. The C program-
ming language is based on a sequentially imperative programing model. This model is
well-suitable for single core architectures. Nevertheless, current embedded systems evolve
towards multicore systems where concurrent execution of multiple processing threads is
possible. Since there is no native representation within the C language which would allow
implementing concurrently executing threads, typical approaches are based on function
calls which encapsulate thread invocation, synchronization and data transfer.
Translation of C programs into assembler language representation and finally into an
executable binary is typically performed via a tree pattern matching approach. Prior to
this step, various Source-Code Transformations are going to be performed. In general,
source-code transformations replace a sequence of statements or expressions with another
one, which is semantically equivalent, but can be later translated into a more efficient
binary representation in terms of runtime or energy consumption. The challenging task
in supporting development of such source-code transformations is related to finding a
solution for following requirements:
• Provide a precise application-code representation which fully covers all
C language features: Especially for source-level transformations, the application-
code representation must not perform any automated code simplification. All lan-
guage patterns have to be preserved in the internal representation.
• Provide a conversion path back to plain textual source-code represen-
tation: Typically, source-level optimizations rely on a present compiler infras-
tructure. Once all optimizing transformations have been performed, the resulting
source code has to be reconstructed to be fed into the compilation toolchain.
• Provide an interface which allows for easy modification but ensures cor-
rect application-code syntax: Performing syntactically-correct code modifica-
tions is non-trivial. The application-code representation has to provide an API
which maps the code structure onto an object graph, where transformations of
this graph relate to source-code transformations. This way application of only
syntactically valid transformations can be ensured.
• Provide support for data-flow and control-flow analysis: Besides code
transformations, optimization techniques need to analyze the code structure and
corresponding data-flow paths in advance of taking optimization decisions. A
graph-oriented representation is also beneficial for this task.
• Provide tight integration with the system model: Typically, optimization
techniques relate application-code fragments and variations of those to particular
system-model item. A uniform representation among both domains simplifies this
task.
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The work presented in this thesis relies on a well-suited source-code representation.
Fortunately, the ICD-C [3] compiler framework could be used for this purpose. It offers
an object-oriented interface to the application-code representation, conversion paths be-
tween plain-text and internal representation and several analysis and standard optimiza-
tion steps. The challenging task in context of this thesis was related to the integration of
the system model and the application-code representation into a uniform optimization
technique foundation.
The actual benefit of such source-code transformations is dependent on the target-
platform properties and the compiler used to generate the binary code representation. In
straightforward approaches some trivial assumptions are made (i.e. less source code will
result in a smaller binary code footprint, which in turn likely results in faster execution).
Obviously, these assumptions do not always hold. Therefore, optimization techniques,
which take target-platform properties into account, can achieve much better results. Su-
perior to iterative approaches, where several transformations are evaluated on the target
platform, and the one being most efficient is chosen, are optimization techniques which
use model-based target-platform descriptions. These optimization techniques can imme-
diately take the most suitable optimization decisions for a given platform. In particular,
performing optimizations which take memory-subsystem properties into account can re-
sult in significant gains. Each instruction fetch and each data movement involves some
memory accesses. Directing frequent accesses to fast or energy-efficient memories shows
immediate benefits.
Among all the system-modeling languages developed in recent years, some incorporate
a memory model. In almost all cases, they target generation of simulators, transforma-
tion to hardware description languages or code generator generation. Actually, none of
them fits very well the needs of source-level optimizations. The first class of languages
implements a behavioral model, which can be transformed into executable code on the
host platform and thus supports simulation. Transformations to HDLs require primarily
structural information. A fixed set of properties per component is required to interpret
the description and translate it to lower-level HDL. Furthermore, a high level of detailed
information is required right from the beginning of system specification, since generation
of a complete and synthesizable hardware description is at focus. In contrast to this, for
memory-aware optimizations, a quite abstract system model is usually sufficient. Finally,
models for code generator generators focus on the internal structure and instruction set
of processing units. In contrast to the application-code representation, the lack of a suit-
able system-model description led to the proposal of a novel approach which primarily
targets source-level optimizations.
The major challenge in provision of a target-platform model suitable for source-level
optimizations is related to finding a balanced representation, which provides sufficient
information, while being as abstract as possible, to achieve low construction effort. In
addition, in most cases more than one optimization technique is applied to a given source
code. Ideally, each of them uses the same target-platform model to reduce the risk of
contradicting optimization decisions. Basically, such an system-modeling approach has
to fulfill following requirements:
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• Provide a combined locally scoped structural model with the typically
required component-centric full-system property perspective: There are
in general two contradicting requirements: The system-model designer prefers a
self-contained view of each system-model component, while the optimization tech-
nique developer prefers system-global property values which take all the partic-
ularities of a system into account. Especially by the means of proposed aspect
handlers, the system-modeling approach provides a satisfactory solution for both
requirements.
• Provide a system-modeling approach feasible for modeling of a wide
range of target-platform types: Covering a wide range of target platforms
implies either a vast set of predefined properties and system components, or a
fully open set of properties. In the first case, significant implementation effort
would be required, while still retaining the drawbacks of a closed system model. In
the second case, optimization techniques need additional, often implicit, knowledge
about the item names, and structural properties of the system description to be able
to retrieve particular system property values. The approach proposed in this thesis
uses component inheritance and the aforementioned aspect handlers to overcome
these drawbacks.
• Provide precise system property access at optimization technique run-
time: Typical full-system-simulation-based system property evaluation exposes a
prohibitively prolonged response time. This renders optimization techniques which
rely on such data infeasible for being applicable in compilers runs occurring in typi-
cal application development processes. The system-modeling approach proposed in
this thesis provides a balanced implementation which is capable of provision of sys-
tem property values at a precision level comparable to full-system-simulation-based
approaches, while offering a fast, application-structure-independent and query-
based interface. This allows for implementing optimization techniques being appli-
cable in typical compiler runs.
The system-modeling approach proposed in this thesis fulfills aforementioned require-
ments and therefore solves the challenging task of provision of a versatile, precise and
runtime-applicable system description.
Finally, supporting source-level optimization technique development is also related to
provision of an implementation framework. The most challenging task in this domain
is related to finding the right set of features being beneficial for development of source-
level optimizations. Typical infrastructural properties of several optimization technique
approaches in the domain of memory-aware source-level optimizations have been ana-
lyzed. This results in the following set of typical requirements related to the optimization
technique framework:
• Provide self-contained optimization technique representation: A modular,
self-contained optimization technique highly increases chances for successful reuse
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in further optimization flows. The challenging task here is related to finding simple,
uniform but sufficiently flexible interface definition.
• Provide support for application in hierarchical optimization flows: Op-
timization techniques are typically subdivided into fine-grained steps. These steps
tend to consist at least of further analysis or transformation sub-steps. The frame-
work proposed in this thesis provides a processing-step interface, which can be
used uniformly across all hierarchy levels, while being able to keep track of tool
dependencies across these levels.
• Provide user-interaction facilities: Optimization techniques may require user
interaction while being applied to particular application code. Especially, in the
case of current research work, where new ideas are evaluated, user interaction is
beneficial. Within this framework a highly abstracted user-interface model has been
developed, which allows for interactive optimization technique implementations
which are independent of the current execution environment.
• Provide data exchange and storage support: Besides the actual application-
code representation, multi-step optimization techniques need to pass additional
meta-data between correlated processing steps. The challenging task in this con-
text is related to provide an easily accessible, preferably native-language-based,
method for data retention and data communication. The framework proposed in
this thesis offers a sophisticated object model, which provides uniform and serializ-
able data representation across the system-model description, the application-code
representation and supplementary optimization technique data.
In general the framework solves the challenging task of bringing support and facilities
for research-grade optimization technique development, while keeping focus on applica-
bility of these techniques in production-grade compilation environments.
Concluding the introductory context overview, the work proposed in this thesis targets
the domain of memory and target-platform-aware source-level optimization techniques.
A well-balanced approach of application-code representation, target-platform model and
supplementary services framework is proposed. This combination of these building blocks
has shown its real-life applicability in the MNEMEE project.
1.2 Contribution to Research Community
Developing source-level optimization techniques for embedded MPSoC platforms is a
challenging endeavor. The work presented in this thesis provides an infrastructure which
facilitates this task.
There are two major areas of contribution. The first deals with platform repre-
sentations. Applying optimizing code transformations typically requires knowledge of
target-platform properties while taking optimization decisions, in particular since such
optimizations are expected to improve performance either in terms of runtime or energy
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consumption on a given target system. There are numerous ways to provide this informa-
tion. Starting from implicit assumptions in the optimization technique implementation,
over some lookup-table-based approaches, up to more generic optimization-technique-
specific system descriptions. Even those system descriptions are limited to suit best one
particular optimization technique implementation. The contribution in this area is pro-
vision of a uniform system-modeling approach which fits well the requirements of a wide
range of memory-aware optimization techniques for embedded MPSoC platforms. The
system model is located at a quite abstract system-modeling level, the processor-memory-
switch level. This abstraction level fits well requirements of memory-aware optimizations
which typically need to acquire a system overview first (i.e. type and count of memo-
ries) and later on need detailed memory-component-related information (i.e. per-access
energy consumption). This system-modeling approach features a unique method to cal-
culate on-the-fly system-wide properties based on local definitions within components
and interconnections. This allows for a very modular approach, while still providing
precise system-level properties to optimization techniques. A growing set of components
and channels, which can be easily combined and adjusted, enables low effort modeling
of various system-model descriptions. The object-oriented system-modeling approach
allows for well-structured component and channel property representation. Especially,
inheritance relations are a valuable way of finding a particular class of system-model com-
ponents or acquire class-specific details. The system-modeling approach presented here
has found community acceptance at the LCTES’10 conference. Refer to Pyka et al. [4].
In the second area of contribution an optimization technique framework is presented.
Proposing a theoretical system-modeling approach in isolation would be of limited benefit
once an actual optimization technique has to be implemented. Therefore, the system-
modeling approach presented in this thesis has been embedded into an optimization
technique framework. The unique combination of an infrastructure which supports opti-
mization technique cooperation and data exchange, accompanied by the aforementioned
system-modeling approach and a detailed application-code representation provides a solid
foundation for rapid optimization technique development. Encapsulating optimization,
analysis and code transformation techniques into so-called tools which expose uniform
invocation interfaces is one of the key properties of this framework. This simplifies in-
vocation of a variety of commonly occurring tasks. As can be observed later on for
the MNEMEE toolflow in Section 5.5.1.3, especially construction of toolflows of such
self-contained building blocks becomes available at significantly reduced effort. Fur-
thermore, the framework provides commonly-used services to optimization techniques.
This includes data retention, source-code and system-model annotation techniques, a
common-object-class model and corresponding reflection methods and a user-interface
abstraction layer.
The proposed MACCv2 framework, including the system-modeling approach, has been
successfully used as the core integration service in the MNEMEE project. The project’s
resulting optimization toolflow translates an initially sequential application code into a
parallel representation. The primary goal targets a more energy-efficient utilization of
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available processing resources and related memories. Furthermore, the MACCv2 frame-
work has been used in teaching activities at ALaRI [5]. The object placement computed
in the scratchpad-memory optimization could be interactively presented to students in
hands-on sessions. The approach supports effortless tweaking of target-platform proper-
ties (i.e. memory sizes or energy-model values) and observing the resulting optimization
decisions.
Concluding the contribution, the approaches presented in this thesis have been able to
show their added value in a real-life project, teaching, related PhD theses and subsequent
research work.
1.3 Author’s Contribution
Summarizing author’s contribution to the work presented in this thesis two areas of con-
tribution are considered separately. Regarding conceptual work, models and approaches
Table 1.1 shows an enumeration of author’s contribution to particular topics of this
thesis. Except for the source-code representation, the author is the only contributor.
Table 1.2 shows an overview of author’s contribution to the implementation topics
relevant in this thesis. Here, full contribution has been limited to the core MACCv2
framework components, while contribution to remaining implementation topics, which
have been primarily performed in the context of MNEMEE project, has been limited to
provision of implementation support and starting point templates.
1.4 Structure Overview
This thesis is structured into six chapters. Following this introductory chapter, references
to related work and design context are given next.
Chapter 3 presents models and design specifications regarding the major contribu-
tions of this thesis. Preceded by an introduction and motivation, the proposed system-
modeling approach is presented first. Key properties are enumerated and a structural
overview is presented to the reader. The next section presents the aspect-modeling ap-
proach. Aspects in terms of this thesis are arbitrary values which will be computed on-
the-fly according to the system-model structure, while still being accessible in a database-
like style. The last section focuses on the framework. A structural overview is presented,
followed by a description of major framework services. In particular these are:
• Interfaces to the system-model representation.
• Target-platform property computation.
• Processing-step representation.
• A set of supplementary runtime services.
A final conclusion summarizes the proposed design specification.
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Topic Aprox. Remarks
contrib. %
System description 100%
Access enumeration 100%
Aspect handlers 100%
Framework basic services 100%
Framework tool model 100%
Framework user interface
abstraction 100%
Framework runtime env.
and library handling 100%
Exemplary opt. technique in
Section 5.5.3 10% Developed in context of diploma thesis ad-
vised by author.
ICD-C code representation 5% Product of ICD e.V. The author added com-
mon object class and serialization support.
Table 1.1: Author’s contribution to concepts and models.
Chapter 4 takes a close look at the actual implementation and corresponding examples.
The set of general framework services around a common-object-class model is presented
first. In particular these are:
• Base-class services.
• Code representation.
• Runtime environment.
• User interfaces.
Based on this foundation, implementation details of the system-modeling approach and
processing-step representation are described. As appropriate, sections are accompanied
by practical example of presented items. A final conclusion summarizes the proposed
implementation.
Within Chapter 5, the system-modeling approach and framework evaluation results
are presented. Evaluation has been performed according to a set of goals initially moti-
vated: First, the effort required to provide a system model is discussed. Especially, the
possibility to control the effort by choosing the appropriate level of detail is a valuable
property of this approach. Next, a subsection focuses on the abstraction level chosen
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for this system-modeling approach. Here again, a trade-off between level of detail and
accessibility exists. The processor-memory-switch level has been identified as the most
appropriate abstraction level for the needs of memory-aware optimization techniques.
Finally, the precision of this approach is discussed. Since the access method signifi-
cantly differs from known methods (i.e. simulation-based approaches) a comparison is
performed, showing this approach as being capable of providing similarly precise values
in a fraction of time compared to state-of-the-art methods. Hereafter, the applicability
of this approach to real-life problems is evaluated. There, the benefits for the MNEMEE
project are presented, applicability in courses has been shown, and finally the effort
and benefits of porting an already existing optimization technique to this framework is
discussed.
This thesis is concluded in Chapter 6. The proposed system-modeling approach and
framework qualifies as a viable way for rapid development of memory-aware source-level
optimization techniques. Towards the end of this chapter, limitations and possible future
extensions are discussed.
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Topic Aprox. Remarks
contrib. %
MACCv2 core library 100%
Basic source-code optimizations tool 100%
Compiler/build tools library 30% Developed by other MNEMEE par-
ticipants. The author provided tem-
plates and implementation support.
Run/profiling tools library 20% Developed by other MNEMEE par-
ticipants. The author provided tem-
plates and implementation support.
Generic command-line executables 100%
Host platform template 100%
MPARM platform template 40% Structural model provided by the au-
thor. Energy and latency handlers
provided by Klein [4].
COMET platform template 10% Developed in the context of the
MNEMEE project.
MSC8144 platform template 10% Developed in the context of the
MNEMEE project.
UI texmode 100%
UI graphical (Qt) 100%
UI for Eclipse-IDE 10% Developed in the context of a
diploma thesis advised by author.
MNEMEE toolflow integration 60% The author provided a top-level tool
and templates for tool interfaces
classes.
MNEMEE optimization steps 5% Developed by other MNEMEE par-
ticipants. The author provided imple-
mentation support.
MNEMEE toolflow frontend UI 100%
Application in teaching 5% The author provided contributions to
the graphical user interface.
Table 1.2: Author’s implementation-related contribution.
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2 Related Work and Design Context
2.1 Introduction
The work presented in this thesis incorporates several disjoint aspects which have rela-
tions to previously performed work in the research community. First of all, the proposed
system-modeling approach is put into relation to previous research. In particular, the
general classification according to the abstraction level is of prominent importance. Since
besides the system-modeling approach a fullfledged framework supporting development
of memory-aware optimization techniques is proposed, corresponding related work is
analyzed next.
Next, an overview of possible application domains for this framework and system-
modeling approach is given. This is done by providing a concise enumeration of targeted
optimization techniques for which this framework is expected to be beneficial.
Later on, implementation techniques used in this framework are referenced and shortly
introduced. In particular, these are the various common-base-class services and the
application-code representation ICD-C.
Finally, the MNEMEE project is presented in the last section of this chapter. The
work presented in this thesis has been primarily carried out in the context of this project.
The contribution presented in this thesis has been used as the integrating foundation in
MNEMEE.
2.2 System Modeling
This thesis proposes a framework for fast and effort-efficient development of memory-
aware optimization techniques. One of the highlighted features of this framework is the
target-system description. Using a common system description across various optimiza-
tion techniques, integrated by the means of this framework, allows for well-coordinated
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Figure 2.2: Exemplary Bell/Newell PMS representation of a CDC 6600 system. [7]
processing and higher optimization gains. Furthermore, for reasonably fast executing op-
timization techniques, target-platform properties need to be accessible instantaneously
without prolonged full-system simulation. Such a target-system description requires a
definition using a suitable system-modeling language. According to the classification of
system-modeling languages along the abstraction level as shown in Figure 2.1, the de-
scription language presented in this thesis can be assigned to the PMS level. Processor-
Memory-Switch models were introduced by Bell and Newell [6]. They describe the system
at an abstract level where the main building blocks are the system components (i.e. pro-
cessors and memories) and the interconnection between them. The primary application
for PMS models was provision of a description of structural properties of computer sys-
tems and the interconnections between them. Originally, PMS models define seven item
types:
• Processors
• Memories
• Switches
• Links
• Data operation
• Transducers
• Controllers
In a graphical representation, instances of these items were connected via lines to each
other to represent a relation between them. Annotations to these items provide further
classification and higher level of detail, if required. These optional annotations allow
for subsequent refinement of system models. Figure 2.2 presented by Bell and Newell
depicts such an exemplary structure.
Nowadays, improvements in chip manufacturing enable much higher integration, re-
sulting in on-chip structures which resemble full computer networks at the time of intro-
duction of PMS models. Refer to Jantsch and Tenhunen [8] for a description of further
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properties of such Networks-on-Chip (NoCs). Nevertheless, the need for a representa-
tion of such systems still persists. Therefore, the corresponding PMS abstraction level
has preserved its value. The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis takes
advantage of the PMS abstraction level. Especially, for the domain of memory-aware op-
timization techniques a balanced system description is required. It is expected to expose
sufficient target-platform properties, without being difficult to handle, due to excessive
level of detail. Please refer to Section 3.2 for a more in-depth motivation.
Subsequently, various architecture description languages (ADLs) have been developed
in recent years. One comprehensive approach to classify them is by the main applica-
tion target. A first application target is the automatic transformation into a hardware
description language. This helps in automating hardware development as well as in
shortening the development cycle, where precise simulators can be derived in advance
from a HDL representation. A second main application target is the automatic gen-
eration of development tools like compilers, assemblers and linkers. Both application
targets impose almost disjoint requirements on the ADL. On the one hand, hardware
description requires precise structural information, on the other hand, automatic tool
generation requires a behavioral and semantic description of the system. In the domain
of memory-aware optimization techniques, focus has been put on the actual optimization
technique. In most cases an ad-hoc approach has been used which provides the required
parameters in an optimization-technique-specific way. Therefore, this thesis proposes a
new systematic approach in the domain of memory-aware optimization techniques, which
is based on a common target-platform model. Since memory optimizations typically re-
quire abstract structural properties enriched by individual semantic information, several
ADLs used in the domain of HDL construction and development tools generation are
relevant to this thesis. Even though they provide a valuable foundation, none of them
offers the appropriate scope to be directly usable within the MACCv2 framework.
LISA [9] is an ADL which targets primarily automatic generation of application-specific
hardware and corresponding simulators and low-level tools. Primary architectural targets
are signal processing and generic irregular single processor architectures. The language
has been extended later towards automatic compiler generation. To accomplish this
task, an additional semantic instruction set model has been added by Ceng et al. [10].
Since the main target of LISA is the cycle-true description of a digital signal processor,
neither a sophisticated system model nor detailed memory model exists. The timing
model integrated into LISA focuses on the specification of the pipeline behavior. No
energy model is incorporated into LISA. Muhammed et al. [11] describe a subsequent
extension to LISA, which provides a resource model. Still, this resource model is quite
processor-centric and targets a simple enumeration of memories and their sizes and few
other resource types.
ArchC [12] is another currently available ADL. ArchC was designed to support pro-
cessor architecture description. While the language has evolved, also the possibility to
design memory hierarchies has been added. Similar to LISA, ArchC covers the structural
and behavioral view of a system model. Since ArchC is based on the SystemC language,
which provides extensions to C++ for description of timing and concurrency, ArchC
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models are described in C++ code as well. On the positive side, this allows for the
description of a large variety of different systems, on the negative side, once it comes to
other tasks than simulator generation, it is really hard to extract any semantic meaning
from such a model. The SystemC language offers all the expression possibilities of the
C++ language. This is perfect for simulation, since this allows for efficient implementa-
tion of compiled-simulation simulators, which is the fastest simulation method available.
Recent work by Schu¨rmans et al. [13] shows even the applicability of SystemC models
for power estimation in full-system simulation. But even the task of statically extracting
timing information out of such a model without imposing any restrictions to the model-
ing style is an almost intractable problem. Closely related to ArchC is PDesigner [14].
Basically, it is a graphical editor which can be used for an intuitive, component-based
development of ArchC system models.
Specialized system descriptions targeting mapping of applications on MPSoCs are an-
other group of system-modeling languages. In this context, references to the SpecC lan-
guage developed by Gajski et al. [15], the ADL used in DAEDALUS [16] or the hardware
platform description in the CIC-based (common-intermediate-code-based) retargetable
parallel programming framework for MPSoC by Kwon et al. [17] are provided. Finally,
the Distributed Operation Layer (DOL), as presented by Thiele et al. [18], can be con-
sidered to be within this group as well. In general, these system descriptions are from
the structural point of view similar to the one presented in this thesis. Especially, SpecC
exposes a similar channel- and component-based structure. The major difference to the
work presented in this thesis is the application centric platform view of these modeling
languages. On the one hand, platform specifications as occurring in DOL focus on the
communication structures important to the target application. In the first place, such
a model is not going to resemble the actual physical target-platform structure, but will
contain abstract channels which represent end-to-end links between processing units.
On the other hand, approaches like SpecC focus on target-platform hardware structure
adaptation for a particular application. Trying to use these modeling languages in the
reverse scenario for application-code modification on a fixed platform would require var-
ious optimization-technique-specific annotations to the system model. These approaches
would suffer from the fact that changes to the properties of one component need to be
annotated in several places of the system description. The energy consumption of a
memory component would be an example for such an annotation. In contrast to this
approach, a change of such a value would also affect the per-access energy values anno-
tated to processing elements. In general, this will require user interaction and in-depth
system knowledge to precompute these values.
EXPRESSION [19] was developed in the late 90’s. It aims primarily at automatic
generation of software development tools. The motivation for this language was faster
design space exploration (DSE) on a single processor of the SoC. To accomplish this task,
EXPRESSION describes the system in a structural and behavioral way. In contrast to
previous languages, EXPRESSION offers an explicit memory model. There is only a
fixed set of parameters which can be used to describe properties of memories available
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to the processor. On the downside of this ADL, there is no method to convert the
description into a HDL for automatic generation of processor hardware.
Regarding design space exploration, an interesting approach is presented by Diewald
et al. [20]. The proposed Exploration Meta-Model (EMM) focuses on coordination of
design space explorations in the context of Model-Driven Development (MDD). Since
the MACCv2 system description can be used for fast exploration of target-platform vari-
ations, but models for guiding these variations are out of the scope of the MACCv2
framework, both approaches perform complementary roles. Therefore, DSE-related op-
timization techniques are expected to benefit from a combined application of both ap-
proaches.
A slightly different application scenario is specified for the TDL [21] language. The
primary goal of this language is to support development of retargetable post-pass opti-
mizations at assembly level. This is what comes closest to the approach proposed in this
thesis. TDL includes a structural description of resources present in the system. This
includes memories and corresponding cache hierarchies. Furthermore, a behavioral de-
scription of the instruction set is the second key part of the TDL language. Nevertheless,
there are significant differences to the proposed ADL. The semantical information in the
resources section does not allow for modeling structural dependencies between memories.
Furthermore, only single processor-based memory hierarchies can be described.
A related approach for platform description is presented by Kessler et al. [22]. Their
XPDL language targets a similar application scenario as the one presented in this thesis.
In general, system-level target-platform properties can be retrieved via a C++-based
API. These properties are stored precomputed within the XML system description. If
some properties are missing, a microbenchmarking-based profiling step is triggered to
estimate these values. In contrast to the approach presented in this thesis, which cal-
culates these values on-the-fly solely from locally scoped properties attached to each
component, the XPDL approach operates similar to typical table-lookup approaches.
Frequent platform modifications require time-consuming reprofiling of these values.
Finally, a vast variety of other ADLs exists. As examples, references to hardware-
related ADLs like IP-XACT [23], nML [24], ISDL [25] and MIMOLA [26] are given. All
of them do not focus on development of memory-hierarchy-aware source-code transfor-
mations. The common goals are simulation, HDL extraction or compiler generation.
None of them satisfies all the requirements imposed once source-level optimizations for
multicore platforms are targeted. In a broader scope, the set of software-related ADLs
also has to be taken into account. Examples in this class of ADLs are Wright [27] or
Darwin [28]. In contrast to this approach, these ADLs concentrate on description of the
application architecture instead of the platform the application is being executed on.
Concluding the overview of system-modeling-related work, several system-modeling
approaches have been identified. In general they can be classified into two groups. The
first one, which focuses on behavioral models, targets construction of full-system simula-
tors. The second one, which focuses primarily on structural properties of processing units
targets compiler and design tool development automation. Actually, none of them takes
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requirements of memory-aware source-to-source transformations into account. Further-
more, the preferable abstraction level, and therefore the level of detail, highly depends
on intended application scenario. The PMS abstraction level offers the best suitable
balance between modeling complexity and level of detail.
2.3 Frameworks
The system-modeling language presented in this thesis is embedded into a framework
which provides a foundation for the development of various optimization techniques.
Several of previously-referred system-description languages have a similar relation to a
framework in their specific domain. Most noticeable are LISA [9], DEADALUS [16] or
MIMOLA [26]. The MACCv2 framework proposed in this thesis focuses on source-code
transformations which strive to achieve an optimized representation of a target appli-
cation in terms of energy consumption or runtime. A relative in this domain is the
LLVM-framework [29]. LLVM provides an infrastructure targeting compiler implemen-
tation for various programming languages. Typically, several subprojects concentrate on
parsing of source code (i.e. Clang, Dragonegg), debugging (LLDB), providing a set of
core libraries which implement transformation, optimization and lowering steps which
translate the source-code representation into an assembler-like intermediate represen-
tation. This low-level representation can be later on translated into target-platform
executables regardless of the programming language used up-front. To some extent both
frameworks, LLVM and MACCv2, perform the same task, namely, performing code
transformations. Nevertheless, major differences exist: LLVM focuses on code compi-
lation, and provides corresponding optimization techniques, while MACCv2 focuses on
source-to-source transformations which target efficiency improvement in terms of en-
ergy consumption or runtime via optimized memory-access patterns. In contrast to this
framework, where a fullfledged model of the target-platform memory subsystem exists,
the LLVM framework offers a set of target-platform properties, which are relevant for
code generation and therefore are focused towards processor unit description. An exam-
ple in this area is the work presented by Grech et al. [30]. They propose a processor
centric application-code energy-consumption estimation. The estimation is based on a
per-instruction energy-consumption model which does not model any further platform
properties. In general, LLVM can be considered to have the same scope as the ICD-C
compiler framework being a component integrated into the work presented here.
A framework which also targets memory-aware compilation has been presented by
Verma et al. [31]. It consists of compilation and simulation parts which operate on a
common energy data base. Both parts are focused towards an ARM7 architecture. A
self-implemented compiler and corresponding analysis steps allow for implementation of
dedicated and deeply integrated optimization techniques. Nevertheless, this approach
comes to its limit, once retargetability becomes frequent and more important. The
implementation effort for setting up the specific compiler and simulator infrastructure
for each new target platform is prohibitively high. This has been the initial motivation for
provision of a framework which is also capable of exploiting memory hierarchy properties
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in optimization techniques, but does not have such a static structure and utilizes existing
tools and compilers to achieve a similar compilation and evaluation loop.
A similar approach of combining a fixed set of tools for MPSoC-related software op-
timization is provided by Iosifidis et al. [32]. The framework, called MPMH, consists
of three dedicated transformation steps targeting distinct aspects of application-code
optimization. First, the application code is transformed into a parallel representation
according to some annotations passed along the actual application code. The second step
takes care of appropriate static data allocation and finally the last one does dynamic data
structure transformations. A simple, list-based, platform description provides the enu-
meration of target-platform properties guiding these transformation steps. In contrast
to the work presented in this thesis, MPMH framework does not focus on providing
a foundation for development of memory-aware optimizations. Therefore, even though
the targeted application scenario is the same, the scope is completely different. In a
comparison, MPMH framework would rather relate to a particular instance of combined
optimization techniques implemented using the MACCv2 framework. This relation can
be observed in the evaluation section, where the application of MACCv2 framework as
foundation for the MNEMEE toolflow [33] is presented. In particular, the MNEMEE
toolflow incorporates wrappers for MPMH optimization steps. Hence these steps have
been used as individual processing step within this optimization flow.
Concluding the framework-oriented related work, efficient implementations of memory-
aware optimization techniques are best founded on a common framework. Well-known
frameworks focus either on hardware extraction or compilation. Especially, the last type
of frameworks contributes a variety of source-code transformations. Nevertheless, they
do not take memory-subsystem properties into account. The work presented in this
thesis, provides a unique combination of an abstract system model and a corresponding
framework which targets the domain of memory-aware source-level optimizations on
embedded multicore systems.
2.4 Targeted Optimization Techniques
Designing embedded systems always has the abstract goal of finding the most efficient im-
plementation. Unfortunately, there are contradicting limitations like cost, size and tim-
ing constraints which reduce this goal to finding some balanced implementation among
these constraints. Initially, both hardware and software were freely adopted to the target
scenario, which results in high development effort. Once chip manufacturing costs hit
millions of dollar per mask and short time-to-market times were demanded, platform-
based design became the predominant design approach. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli and
Martin [34] provide an overview of platform-based design aspects. Along the transition
towards platform-based design, source-level code optimizations become more and more
relevant. In particular, platform definitions are accompanied by a mature compilation
toolset. Often the rapid time-to-market inhibits development of platform instance opti-
mized compilers. Therefore, target-platform-aware source-to-source optimization are the
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preferred method to achieve an efficient mapping of application code onto a particular
target-platform instance.
Performing source-level optimizations has a long history. In the late 70s, Loveman [35]
proposed various loop transformation methods targeting high-level programming lan-
guages. In this work it has already been recognized that applying source transformations
leads to a target-platform-dependent benefit. Loop transformations have been important
optimization methods for years. Sophisticated approaches which utilize polyhedral mod-
eling have been presented by Falk and Marwedel [36]. Especially, benefits of high-level
representations and source-to-source transformations have been analyzed and promoted
in their work.
Regarded at a broader scope, loop optimizations can be considered as a subset of
optimization approaches which gain their benefits due to reorganized memory-access
sequences. Even though typically not at the same optimization point, both runtime
reduction or energy-consumption reduction can nevertheless be achieved this way. Es-
pecially, energy-consumption reduction under the constraint of keeping runtime within
required bounds is a prevalent topic in embedded system design and particularly in
embedded software development. There are numerous aspects to be considered which
could, depending on target-architecture properties, lead to desired energy-consumption
reduction. On the one side, there are optimizations, like the aforementioned loop opti-
mizations, which lead to energy savings due to reduced memory-access counts, either due
to reduced code size, reduced data accesses counts or beneficial cache access sequences.
On the other side, optimized placement of a particular code or data item has also a
significant effect on energy consumption and runtime. Typically, embedded systems ex-
pose complex memory hierarchies with several memories differing in size, access latency,
energy consumption or accessibility. More details on fundamental computer architecture
properties are provided by Hennessy and Patterson [37] and a view more focused toward
embedded systems is given by Marwedel [38].
Finding an efficient and feasible placement of application code and data has been a
challenging task for years and still engages the research community. Panda et al. [39]
provide a survey on a broad set of optimization techniques, while Wolf and Kandemir [40]
present a more software-focused view on possible approaches. For practical examples
references to the work done by Lai et al. [41] in the data-flow-oriented application domain,
as well as to the work done by Wehmeyer and Marwedel [42] in the control-flow-oriented
application domain are given. In the last one in particular, a closer look at the energy-
consumption aspects of various memory types is taken and beneficial optimizations for
these types are suggested.
Improvements in integrated circuit manufacturing technology allow for development of
complex systems on a chip. These systems typically expose multiple processing units as
well as several on-chip memories. These components are connected via multiple hierarchy
levels of buses or even more complex interconnection channels. These complex Multipro-
cessor Systems on a Chip (MPSoCs) still need efficient mapping of target applications
on a particular platform instance. Single core techniques including data placement and
loop transformations can be adapted to multicore platforms. Verma and Marwedel [43]
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show particular approaches in this area. Even though presence of multiple cores already
adds further complexity to the memory-access optimization step, automated distribution
of application code to these processing units adds an additional optimization dimension
to the application-code mapping problem. Complexity grows by the variation in types
of processing units included in a system. Homogeneous platforms have all processing
units of the same type, followed by platforms where two types of processing units are
included, both expose the same ABI but their internal structure implies operation at
different speed and differing energy-consumption level. Kumar et al. [44] provided some
considerations on these so-called big.LITTLE architectures. Continuing mapping prob-
lem complexity considerations along processing-unit variation, mapping of applications
on systems having each processing of different type, can be considered the most generic,
but also most complex approach to accomplish such mapping task. Techniques which per-
form application-code distribution across multiple processing units have been proposed
by Cordes et al. [45] and later on accompanied by techniques presented by Jovanovic
et al. [46], which actually map such distributed application code on particular processing
units including consideration of efficient memory-hierarchy utilization.
Concluding this fraction of approaches targeting optimization of embedded systems
software, there are a few recurring prerequisites needed for successful performing of such
optimizing code transformations:
• A notion of target-platform structure and available component and interconnection
properties.
• An optimization-decision guiding set of performance values. These may be execu-
tion times, energy-consumption hints, etc.
• An easy to modify, precise and usable for plain source-code reconstruction appli-
cation-code representation.
The work proposed in this thesis aims at the provision of a common foundation for
optimization techniques in the area described in this section. Therefore, among others,
concluded optimization technique prerequisites have been addressed and corresponding
models and implementations are provided. In fact, previously referred approaches by
Jovanovic et al. [46] and by Cordes et al. [47], including the corresponding PhD the-
ses [48], [49] benefit from this work. They use the MACCv2 framework and correspond-
ing system models as a foundation for their optimization and transformation technique
implementations.
2.5 Common-Object-Class Services
The framework services and approaches have been implemented in the C++ program-
ming language [50]. The C++ language is commonly used in the area of memory-aware
optimization techniques. This is often due to the availability of required libraries and
tools (few examples are: lp solve API library [51], LLVM pass implementation inter-
face [52] or the ICD-C framework [3]). Further, nowadays the decision to implement an
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upcoming optimization technique in C++ is historically motivated, since previous work
has been implemented this way, such an implementation promises the least effort and
a fast result. Therefore, this observation has been the natural motivation to contribute
this work as a C++-based framework. Even though C++ is an expressive and powerful
language, especially once it comes to support runtime linking and modularity it gets to
its limits. In the case the application image is constructed of independent libraries of
code at runtime, the code needs to become self-aware. In particular, it needs to have
a notion of class names and their relations, have an insight into the class structure at
runtime and provide some means of building object graphs of at compile-time-unknown
object-classes. In the same context persistent data retention is based on the same object
structure. These object structures need to be capable of being persistently stored and
restored in some later runtime context. These requirements have been recognized to exist
in the context of memory-aware optimization technique development as well. Therefore,
the MACCv2 framework presented in this thesis has been designed to implement a set
of services which provide reflection, common-object-class representation, object factories
and serialization. Initially, a broad scoped presentation of design patterns targeting these
aspects was given by Gamma et al. [53]. Especially, there are numerous approaches for
object serialization. Maeda [54] gives an overview of these approaches. Besides C++,
other languages have native support for common object model and corresponding seri-
alization support. The most prominent is Java [55].
Modularity and runtime linking has another challenging point. Since the complete
application context is not known a priori, typically the scope of an implementation is
at best limited to library boundaries. Interaction between objects of different libraries
needs dedicated support. Basically, there are two aspects to consider. First, objects
typically hold references to other objects. Since the referencing set of objects is not
known, some reference counting and pointer tracing is needed to ensure a consistent
data structure state. Henney [56] provides a survey on approaches found in this area.
The second aspect targets object notification. Since object state changes are of interest to
other objects, some notification mechanism is needed. Gamma et al. [53] introduced the
Observer design pattern, where current days programming languages like Java provide
corresponding implementations [57].
2.6 ICD-C Framework
The MACCv2 framework presented in this thesis focuses on the provision of a foundation
for the development of source-level optimization techniques for MPSoCs. Since a typical
application scenario of MPSoC devices targets embedded applications, a typical appli-
cation code to be optimized is implemented in the C programming language. Therefore,
addressing this scenario requires an application-code representation for the C program-
ming language. The most straightforward application-code representation operates on
the plain textual representation. Although this is the most universal way to represent
code, it offers least syntactic details. Also, performing changes is equivalent to editing
the text, which happens without any syntactical correctness guarantees.
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Therefore, except for some very basic cases, where text-based source-code modifications
could be assumed to be the preferred way, any reasonable optimization or transformation
technique needs an intermediate representation (IR) to perform the code modifications in
a well-defined, and syntactically-correct way. Performing source-level code transforma-
tion via an intermediate representation requires translation of such a textual representa-
tion into the IR and, once all optimizations and transformations have been performed,
back to a textual representation. To achieve these translations, source-level intermediate
representations typically parse the textual representation and try to construct out of
this token stream an abstract syntax tree according to expected programming language.
Since performing sophisticated source-level optimizations is still an emerging technique,
typical application scenarios for abstract-syntax-tree-based (AST-based) code represen-
tations target compiler development. There, the reverse step, reconstruction of a textual
representation out of an AST, is not required. Therefore, most intermediate represen-
tations focus only on a semantically correct representation, but allow or even perform
intentionally, simplifications, which prevent reconstruction of the original application
code.
The ICD-C [3] intermediate representation used in MACCv2 framework has been
designed for both application scenarios: compiler development as well as source-level
optimizations. Therefore, it supports such reconstruction of source code out of its in-
termediate representation. Since the precise application-code representation has been at
focus, the complete set of ANSI-C language constructs is covered by this intermediate
representation. Some additional features (i.e. some GCC extensions or source-comment
representation) are also provided, allowing application even for a specialized domain of
code (i.e. automotive code). Besides the intermediate representation several standard
and architecture-independent analysis, optimization and transformation techniques are
provided within ICD-C.
In the context of this framework, the previously available ICD-C intermediate rep-
resentation has been slightly extended. Basically, the major goal was to make ICD-C
benefit from the advantages of a common-object-class model. Therefore, the ICD-C inter-
mediate representation has been modified to fit the approach presented in Section 4.2.1.
Due to this integration, a common foundation exists across the system-modeling imple-
mentation, the application-code representation and the processing-step integration ap-
proach provided within this framework. Such a cross domain foundation is a subtle, but
very beneficial property of MACCv2 framework. Expression of optimization-technique-
dependent cross-object relations and annotations is possible with only minimal effort for
the optimization technique developer.
A closer look at the properties of ICD-C application-code representation shows an
overall structure as depicted in Figure 2.3. At top level the representation is enclosed
by a single object which describes a self-contained IR. Each intermediate representation
consists of a set of compilation units and a set of global application symbols (i.e. global
variables). A compilation unit basically relates to a single source-code file including all
header files. At the next level the structure follows the grammatical structure of the C
programming language. Therefore, compilation units consist of function definitions and
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Figure 2.3: ICD-C IR structure overview.
file-scoped symbol declarations. Function definitions are basically structured in hierar-
chical statement lists. All language-relevant statement types are provided. The typical
nested hierarchical code structure is represented via compound statements, which them-
selves contain a statement list. Other types represent loops, conditions or expressions,
including the most commonly appearing assignment expressions. Especially, the expres-
sion statements are interesting in this structural overview because they provide a link
to the expression representation. Expressions are represented as a tree. Except for the
representation of symbols or constant values, each expression consists of one or more sub
expressions. According to the evaluation order, such expression elements form expression
trees.
Besides the abstract syntax tree, also semantical information is provided within this
application-code representation. First of all, data type representation is provided for
each symbol and each expression. Herein, relations like type modifications, storage class
assignments and, if applicable, complex data type membership relations are expressed.
Further semantical information is deduced from on-the-fly analyses. This includes among
others, function-wide data-flow analysis and control-flow analysis. Based on this inter-
mediate representation a set of sophisticated analyses is provided. This includes loop
bound analysis or an alias analysis. For further details on the properties of the ICD-C
code representation, please refer to [3].
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Figure 2.4: ICD-C workflow.
Figure 2.4 shows commonly-occurring ICD-C workflow scenarios. A typical method
to construct ICD-C intermediate representations is to parse a textual C program repre-
sentation. A corresponding parser is provided within ICD-C. Besides the parsing-based
method, fully API-driven construction of intermediate representations is supported. Ba-
sically, the same API, as used for modifications of an IR, can be used to construct such
an intermediate representation from scratch.
The intermediate representation itself and surrounding services are implemented in the
C++ language. Therefore, the IR and corresponding API are exposed to the user in an
object-oriented manner. Consequently, modifications performed on the application code
via ICD-C are performed as modifications on the IR object graph or as modifications
to properties of particular objects in this graph. Typical modifications are replacements
of expressions or statements. Also more complex transformations such as inlining or
exlining of code fragments can be performed in a semantically correct way with limited
effort.
Once the application code has been modified accordingly, the optimization technique
may decide to write-out the intermediate representation as a plain-text C program. ICD-
C provides all the necessary methods to dump each compilation unit into a text file which
can be accepted as C program input by a subsequent optimization or compilation step. If
applying multiple optimization steps in the context of this framework, such a conversion
between textual representation and the intermediate representation can be avoided on
intermediate steps. Since the ICD-C framework is based on the common-object model
of MACCv2, the serialization and persistent data retention methods can be applied to
store and later reconstruct a snapshot of an IR. The advantage of this data retention
method is the seamless retention of all analysis and optimization-related annotations.
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Therefore, this is especially beneficial in the case where application code is being passed
between several optimization steps, which need along with the application code some
additional input. In combination with the system-modeling approach, the MACCv2
framework uses this serialization-based storage method automatically. Since application
code in the system description is always related to a particular processing unit, or a class
of processing units, it is inherently part of a system description. Therefore, it is stored
and reconstructed within corresponding system-model operations.
2.7 MNEMEE Project
According to the name “Memory maNagEMEnt technology for adaptive and efficient
design of Embedded systems” the European Commission-funded MNEMEE project [33]
targets development of optimization techniques which take the memory-subsystem prop-
erties into account. Since the work proposed in this thesis has been used as the integration
foundation in MNEMEE, detailed presentation of this project is given next.
2.7.1 Project Overview
The MNEMEE project aims at the provision of automatic optimization techniques which
increase system efficiency in terms of energy consumption and runtime, while maintain-
ing unchanged input/output behavior of such a system. Especially, tight development
time frames, reuse of previous designs and adherence to standards limit significantly the
set of options a designer may chose from once implementing new appliances. On the
other hand, the computational complexity increases along each generation. These con-
trary demands force a prolonged optimization and tuning phase which tries to fit the
software in an efficient way on the hardware platform. Mainly due to the complexity
of such embedded software, performing such an optimization manually is extremely te-
dious and error prone or even impossible task in a given time/budget frame. Therefore,
MNEMEE assists developers in this optimization phase, by providing a source-to-source
optimization framework which offers a set of state-of-the-art optimization techniques
which address efficient dynamic allocation of application data items as well as mapping
static data items to appropriate memories. Since current system designs often expose
multiple processing units, a further topic addresses automatic parallelization and map-
ping of function blocks of given source code to these processing units. These optimization
techniques take runtime, memory footprint and energy consumption into account. De-
pending on the actual optimization a trade off between these dimensions is determined.
Since these analysis results are exposed to the designer, MNEMEE supports design space
exploration approaches.
Summarizing the project description according to its description of work: “The MNE-
MEE project will deliver all the necessary design methodologies, heuristics and prototype
tools to enable the fast exploration of the huge dynamic and static design space.”
The project outcome can be classified in following topics:
• Source-to-source transformations which aim at the reduction of the most important
design metrics: Memory footprint and energy consumption.
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• Perform these transformation and optimizations steps in a coordinated way, which
follows a multi objective cost function.
• Since these optimizations do not have to be performed manually, MNEMEE reduces
design time effort significantly and allows shorter time-to-market.
• MNEMEE analysis and transformation steps are implemented in a platform-inde-
pendent way, therefore applicable to future platforms.
2.7.2 Toolflow Structure
According to the MNEMEE project, the target is an automatic toolflow, which applies
optimization techniques in a predefined sequence. This section introduces the structure
of this toolflow. Since the MACCv2 framework inherently supports such a development
process it has been a reasonable choice to use it as the foundation for the MNEMEE
toolflow. The actual benefits can be observed in more detail in Section 5.5.1.3.
Combining optimization techniques contributed by each project partner is a challeng-
ing task. Especially in the context of an European Commission funded project, such
a geographically and organizationally distributed development process requires clear in-
terface definitions and separation between each optimization approach. According to
MACCv2, each optimization approach is a self-contained entity in this project. Each of
these entities uses a common interchange format. Therefore, passing of required informa-
tion from one optimization technique to another via methods provided by this framework
is feasible. Despite the separation, each optimization technique is expected to have the
same notion of the target platform. The MACCv2 framework provides extensive means
of system modeling.
The actual ordering of processing-steps results from causal dependencies between these
steps. One example is the tool (MPMH) which performs code transformations accord-
ing to a parallelization specification. This specification is provided by the taskgraph
extraction. Therefore, a natural ordering between these processing steps exists. Further
dependencies have been analyzed. Dependencies according to the abstraction level on
which an optimization step performs its task have been found. Optimizing dynamic
data structures is less architecture-dependent than mapping tasks to processors. Simi-
lar relations exist between mapping of tasks, and per-task data assignment to available
memories: Assignment may be performed only after a mapping exists. On top of these
dependencies, the goal of achieving an energy-efficient execution of optimized application
code exists. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to ensure that each processing step in
the sequence does not disrupt or oppose gains achieved in previous steps.
According to these prerequisites, the integrated toolflow applies the processing steps
in the order depicted in Figure 2.5. This structure honors tool dependencies due to one
processing step providing meta-data to the next level, as well as enabling alternative
execution paths, as shown in the case of the mapping step.
Each box in Figure 2.5 depicts a tool in terms of the underlying MACCv2 frame-
work. They also correspond directly to processing steps described in the subsequent list.
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Figure 2.5: MNEMEE toolflow overview [33]
Along the toolflow work path, a short overview of the transformations and optimizations
performed in each processing step is presented next:
• Processing begins with the optimization of dynamic data types (DDTR). The trans-
formation performed at this point adjusts the implementation of dynamic data
types according to access patterns recognized for each particular data structure.
• The next step in the processing sequence is the task graph extraction (TGE). Up
to this point sequential code is assumed to be processed in the toolflow. This
step computes a cost efficient parallel representation of the code. The resulting
code contains additional labels marking parallel parts plus additional meta-data
describing the relation between these parts.
• Right after the TGE step, the MPMH tools are executed. The MPA part is re-
sponsible for actually implementing the parallelization found in the TGE step. MH
performs initial transformations of static data (e.g., array splitting) to support a
later mapping to scratchpad memories.
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• Since static data has already been considered by MH in the previous step, dynamic
data assignment also has to be taken into account. This will be done in the DMMR
step. This step optimizes the allocation strategy for dynamically requested heap
memory.
• The mapping step assigns the code generated in previous TGE and MPA steps to
particular processing cores. The MNEMEE toolflow offers two alternatives at this
point. On the one side, there is a scenario-aware mapping tool available and on
the other side there is a memory-aware mapping tool available. The scenario-based
mapping tool considers the dynamic behavior of an application when allocating
resources. The second mapping approach performs an allocation of tasks to pro-
cessing units under consideration of memory usage and communication overhead.
• Similar to the TGE/MPA pair, the mapping step and the subsequent RTLIB step
cooperate. Whichever mapping decision is taken in the mapping step, it has to be
realized later on in the code by the RTLIB step. The name of this step is related
to the hardware abstraction layer user in the MNEMEE toolflow.
• The final step in the MNEMEE toolflow performs the actual allocation of static
data objects to memories. Previous steps make assumptions on the location of
memory objects, but do not actually allocate these objects to particular memories.
It is optional for them to provide their assumptions as hints, but the final decision
is taken in this step.
Between every processing step in the toolflow, the application code can be extracted
from the intermediate system representation. Doing this after the allocation step would
result in the representation of the final, fully optimized, code.
2.7.3 Project Outcome
The MNEMEE Project has developed an optimization toolchain which executes a se-
quence of source-code transformations targeting the goal of energy-consumption reduc-
tion and/or runtime reduction. According to the toolflow structure, each processing step
targets a specific type of optimization technique. Since interdependencies between pro-
cessing steps exist, the order of applied optimization and transformation steps is driven
by code structure requirements, presence of annotations and target-platform mapping
types. The sequence chosen for the MNEMEE toolflow follows these dependencies. Data
structure optimization is typically possible quite early in the processing sequence. No
particular mapping or parallelization is mandatory to find a suitable data type refine-
ment. Nevertheless, subsequent steps could expose causal dependencies. Transformation
steps which implement optimization decisions have to be subsequent to corresponding
decision-taking steps, in general following top-level order is required: First, a parallel
model of the initially sequential application code is needed. Completing such a model
implies addition of communication and synchronization methods into application code.
Later, this parallel representation of an initially sequential code is used to find a valid
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mapping of each task to a processing units. Finally, a reasonable usage of tightly cou-
pled memories is only possible once such a mapping has been chosen. Only at this level
is the necessary knowledge of available memory-allocation options for each particular
data items available. Therefore, applying processing steps in the order proposed for the
integrated toolflow turned out to be a reasonable approach.
According to the MNEMEE project report D5.3 [58], describing the application of this
toolflow to a combined benchmark consisting of a MPEG4 encoder with a subsequent
network transmission layer, the overall toolflow achieves remarkable energy and runtime
savings. Refer to the D5.3 report for individual processing-step results. For the purposes
of this thesis, the concluded results stated in this report are cited next:
To summarize the benefits observed by the MNEMEE toolflow for the bench-
mark applications, we can claim the following:
Design Time: The design time for the parallelization and data optimization
of the benchmark application have been reduced by 80% by assuming
the involvement of a skilled application developer.
Memory Bandwidth: The memory bandwidth for the application can be
reduced by 54% for the dynamic part of the code. However, such a
decrease is accompanied by an increase in the memory footprint.
Memory Footprint: The memory footprint reduction for the application
is really negligible (less than 1%). Such a low benefit can be attributed
to the fact that this particular application was designed by a group
of skilled application developers who already made sure the memory
footprint of the data structures are low.
Execution Time: The execution time for the application time can be re-
duced by 30%.
Energy Reduction: The integrated toolflow optimization reduced the en-
ergy consumption by 30% using an analytical estimation.
According to the individual results presented in D5.3, applying individual tools results
in diverging optimization results. Since each optimization step has different optimization
goals, the individual results give higher gains in one optimization direction while resulting
in less effective or even in performance decrease in another dimension. A typical example
is the parallelization step. Moving from sequential code to a parallel implementation
which utilizes all processing cores available, typically decreases the required runtime
drastically but at the cost of increased energy consumption. Nevertheless, the integrated
toolflow shows the benefit of applying all the processing steps in a sequence. Even though
the parallelization step introduces increased energy consumption, subsequent memory-
allocation steps outweigh this disadvantage and give a combined result which is optimized
in all directions; runtime, energy consumption and memory footprint.
The fully automated integrated MNEMEE toolflow has shown a further advantage
once a broader set of application codes is processed. Iteratively exploring application-
code variations is possible without user interaction, effectively reducing design time effort
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significantly. Further, even though optimization benefits of individual optimization steps
do not accumulate, the MNEMEE toolflow shows that applying several optimization
steps in a sequence improves coverage of the optimization space. Typical application
code shows a preferred optimization direction. Either the general application domain
(i.e. multimedia code) or the coding style opens up optimization possibilities for a par-
ticular optimization technique while eventually rendering other optimization techniques
pointless. Therefore, such an integrated flow can adapt to the application type and cover
several application domains.
The subsequent citation taken from the MNEMEE project report D5.3 summarizes
well the successful integration:
To summarize the evaluation of the MNEMEE toolflow and optimizations
developed during the whole project, it can be concluded that the MNEMEE
has been successful in integrating a number of independently-developed tools
by different partners in an efficient and intelligent way. The overall optimiza-
tions in terms of design time, memory bandwidth are in line with the claimed
benefits at the start of the project. For memory footprint or energy reduction,
the benefits are not as high as expected at the start of the project. However,
the discrepancy can be explained from the constraints from the application
used in the experiments as well as the platform simulator used. This is not
a bottleneck for the MNEMEE toolflow itself rather an implementation is-
sue. As described in Deliverable 6.4 and 6.5, the implemented toolflow has
a well-defined path to be converted into a useful design tool for the future
embedded developers.
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3.1 Introduction
Memory-aware source-level optimization techniques alter memory-access patterns of an
application under optimization to achieve lower runtime or reduce energy consumption.
In general, such optimization techniques need some cost model to decide on the transfor-
mations to perform. Fundamental architecture-dependent data guiding these cost mod-
els is provided by the system-modeling approach proposed in this thesis. Optimization
techniques exploiting such architectural properties benefit from the presence of a system
model which is capable of delivering the required properties right on time. In particular,
this implies the accessibility of such system properties while the optimizations are being
executed. In line with this requirement, the MACCv2 approach provides a database-like
access to the target-system description. A key component here is the so-called access
query, which encapsulates the request imposed by an optimization technique and links
it to the computed cost values.
The novel system-modeling approach proposed here features an architecture descrip-
tion approach which can be classified as a structural PMS model according to Bell and
Newell [6]. In contrast to the primary focus on description of processing cores and their
instruction sets in common architecture description languages (ADLs), this one features a
fullfledged system model including details on the memory subsystem. At the core, this is
a structural system and memory-hierarchy model enriched with semantical information.
As various optimization techniques may require various precisions of target-architec-
ture descriptions, this approach neither requires a fixed set of component types nor a
fixed set of properties per component. Therefore, in contrast to previous ADLs where a
detailed model has to be developed in advance, in this approach only high-level struc-
tural information has to be provided for a new architecture. Once tools require more
detailed representation, these details can be added to the model without losing backward
compatibility.
Developing source-level optimization and transformation techniques results in a sig-
nificant amount of recurring work. This thesis proposes the MACCv2 framework which
aims at reducing this recurring overhead by provision of a common foundation for a wide
range of optimization and transformation techniques in the domain of memory-aware op-
timizations. The practical implementation of the system-modeling approach proposed in
this thesis is tightly integrated into this framework. Several further services are provided
within this framework as well. The complexity of these services starts at a very basic
level up to complex tasks, like processing-step encapsulation.
Reducing the implementation overhead for a particular optimization technique is a
prevalent requirement, obviously the minimal implementation effort can be achieved
for a particular optimization technique if every previously implemented processing step
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can be seamlessly reused. In general, implementing optimization techniques based on a
common framework is the preferred approach to increase the chances for successful reuse.
The MACCv2 framework presented in this thesis takes such an approach a step further.
Providing means of processing-step encapsulation and data exchange facilities helps in
designing highly reusable self-contained optimization and transformation techniques.
The memory-hierarchy description presented here is defined as an object-oriented C++
API usable within an optimization or analysis technique implementation. This fits well
with the common approach to develop such techniques in the C++ language. Especially,
within the context of the optimization technique development framework, where the
application code is represented as a set of C++ objects constructing an abstract syntax
tree, the C++-based API for this system description is a natural choice.
This chapter initially motivates development of a system-modeling approach as part of
an optimization framework focused on memory-aware source-level optimizations. First,
a closer look at the system-modeling approach is taken. This includes description of
structural properties as well as in-depth presentation of the database-like access to target-
platform properties.
In the following sections the set of services provided within the framework is presented
to the reader. Especially, the processing-step encapsulation and toolchain construction
methods are at focus. To cope with the complexity of current optimization techniques,
developers tend to implement stepwise approaches which subdivide a task into a better
tractable sequence of steps. The framework presented in this chapter plays the coor-
dinating and integrating role in such a scenario. Each self-contained processing step is
defined as a tool in term of this framework. The tool interface captures the dependencies
between such tools, enabling even fully automatic construction of toolchains.
Finally, a conclusion is drawn summarizing the properties of MACCv2 framework and
the system-modeling approach.
3.2 Motivation
The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis has been developed in motivation
for a versatile system model capable of provision of all necessary system properties to
any processing steps in a source-level optimization toolchain. The goal is to support de-
sign of optimization techniques which are applicable to various target platforms without
modification. To achieve this target-platform independence, besides a common system
description, provision of several services to the optimization technique is required. There-
fore, the system-modeling approach has been embedded into a framework. Later on in
this chapter these framework services are presented as well.
Target-Platform Knowledge for Source-Level Optimizations
Observing the requirements of present source-level optimization techniques, a general
preference for structural system descriptions can be concluded. In an initial step, a
technique going to exploit particular system properties requires a coarse grain overview
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Figure 3.1: System-modeling abstraction levels.
of target-platform structure. In the case of a memory-access optimizing technique, this
could be the set of present memories and their sizes. For a technique performing paral-
lelization, the counts and types of processing elements would be of initial concern. In any
case these properties are provided naturally in a structural model. In contrast to this,
behavioral models put their focus on an executable representation of a target platform.
Within this scenario it is tolerable to obscure the semantical and structural properties,
since the common usage of behavioral models, the simulation environment, applies de-
fined access pattern to the system model and the focus is directed towards a precisely
computed result not to the knowledge of how this result has been achieved.
With respect to the abstraction level, there are two contrary demands imposed to
the system-modeling approach. On the one side, a coarse-level system description is
required to provide an initial overview of a target platform. On the other side, to achieve
reasonable results, detailed knowledge of target platform is needed later on. As the
basic requirement to provide a target-system overview has been previously identified, the
initial abstraction level to consider would be the system level, as depicted in Figure 3.1.
Unfortunately, describing only the components of a system would be appropriate only
for a too limited set of optimization techniques. In many cases, and especially in the
class of memory-access optimizing techniques, more detailed knowledge of the structure
of a system is required. As a practical example within that optimization technique
class, having only the knowledge of presence of a particular memory and its size may
lead to invalid optimization decisions. This could be the case if the memory is shared
in a MPSoC system between several processing units, each unit having access only to a
dedicated fraction of that memory. To be able to provide reasonable data for such system
configuration, properties of links between system components have to be considered.
Therefore, compared to a plain system-level model, a slightly refined model is required.
This type of system models is considered to be located at the PMS level, as defined
by Bell and Newell [6]. Within that model, explicit focus on interconnection links (the
“switches”) is put. According to this classification, the system description proposed in
this thesis also puts prominent emphasis on the interconnection description. Especially,
modeling of address mapping rules between components and interconnection channels
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provides the means of determining the address space layout as seen by each component
in the system.
Besides minimizing effort for optimization technique developers, the system-modeling
approach is required to minimize the effort also for the system-description developer to
gain acceptance. From that point of view modularity is the primary goal. Describing
components and links between these components in a self-contained way, which helps
to avoid implicit influence on a particular component property due to its interconnec-
tion state, is a major motivation for this system-modeling approach. To motivate this
modularity requirement, the most common disadvantage of state-of-the-art system de-
scriptions is sketched next. In common approaches, the system description incorporates
a concise list of system component properties. Within that list values are stored in a
processing-element-centric way. As an example, memory-access latencies will be repre-
sented as accumulated values including bus and processor overheads. Such representation
may be acceptable as long as the values can be easily computed for a given platform and
this target-platform structure does not change often, otherwise recomputing these values
may introduce significant overhead, eventually rendering these representations useless for
design space exploration. The approach presented here avoids such issues by providing
means of expression of component properties locally and defines rules how these proper-
ties can be combined to system-wide values. Providing a system-modeling approach with
such compositional value representation fulfills both requirements imposed within that
section. First, a system-model developer can perform development on a per-component
basis. This enables construction of model component libraries from which components
can be plugged together to form a MPSoC system description. This resembles well
current preferred platform-based MPSoC development approaches.
A Solid Framework Foundation for Efficient Optimization Development
Even developing optimization and transformation techniques based on a well-defined sys-
tem model is a challenging task. Especially, once it comes to implementing cutting-edge
research ideas, the developer’s focus is located at the core algorithms. Infrastructural
work is often an additional burden, which prolongs the time until results can be generated
and published. Even worse, developers tend to perform this infrastructural work with
minimal effort, which limits the reusability of an optimization technique. Developing op-
timization techniques based on a framework approach mitigates these problems. Several
positive effects aggregate enabling much reduced infrastructural overhead. In particular,
an ad-hoc framework implementation would be performed in two steps: Identifying a set
of APIs for common recurring tasks and moving corresponding implementation into the
framework. The resulting long-term effect of a framework-based optimization technique
development provides improved integration with other approaches developed based on
top of the same framework. Secondly, the separation of optimization-technique-specific
code and a common framework-based API library implies an interface line between them.
Along this interface, parts of code can be combined or the underlying implementation
of these API methods refined, distributing the improvements to all optimization tech-
niques. Even though this iterative approach provides some benefit, a more structured
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framework design improves the optimization technique development process even more.
The MACCv2 framework proposed within this thesis targets such a focused develop-
ment of a source-level optimization technique infrastructure. Both previously identified
targets, integration and reuse, are at the focus of this framework.
Observing recent and past source-level optimization techniques, in most cases a step-
wise approach can be concluded. This may be quite subtle and simple as the division
into an analysis phase and a transformation phase, but it may also be complex as in the
case of the MNEMEE Project [33] where several types of memory-access optimizations
were performed in a sequence. In such a toolflow scenario the overall outcome may be
seriously affected by inconsistent system models between processing steps.
A set of services has been identified which are necessary and beneficial for source-
level optimization and transformation technique development. As indicated right in the
preceding section, a common notion of the target platform for which optimizations are
performed, and a common application-code representation are of utmost importance.
Both services are provided by the MACCv2 framework. The common target-platform
representation is provided according to the system-modeling approach presented in this
chapter. The common application-code representation is based on the ICD-C compiler
development framework [3]. The application code is parsed and transformed to an ab-
stract syntax tree. This representation is well-suitable for source-to-source approaches,
since the application-code semantic and syntax is preserved at a very high level. Es-
sentially, this enables reconstruction of application source code from such an abstract
syntax tree.
Providing a common notion of target platform and application-code representation is
accompanied by further services. The first one is a very fundamental service provided by
the framework. It implements methods for persistent data retention and communication
of results between processing steps. A common service for data storage saves much
recurring work, which would be invested into implementation of file-based configuration
methods and input file parsers. Further service, especially in the context of integration
support, is an optimization technique invocation interface. In terms of this framework
each optimization and transformation technique is named a tool. Such tools can be
called in a predefined way. Encapsulating each optimization into such a uniform tool
representation is very useful once forming toolchains of optimization techniques becomes
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necessary. Automatic invocation and seamlessly exchangeable user interfaces are only
two benefits of this approach. An exemplary application scenario for this feature is shown
in Figure 3.2. The blocks in this figure represent self-contained transformation, analysis
and optimization techniques which have been combined to form a source-level optimizer.
A practical example is the MNEMEE toolflow presented in Section 2.7.
The work presented in this thesis is expected to support rapid source-level optimization
and transformation technique development. Especially, focusing on a common notion
of target-platform properties, integration and reuse. To achieve this, a wide range of
services has been bundled into a framework, starting from platform and application-code
representation up to user-interface issues. The optimization developer does not have
to deal with infrastructural work, but can focus on the actual optimization technique
implementation.
3.3 System Description
The system-modeling approach proposed in this thesis exposes a set of properties ben-
eficial for development of source-level optimization techniques. From the top view per-
spective it resembles a structural system-level architecture description language. Within
that description, the target platform is represented as a set of components and chan-
nels. Components expose ports which link them to correlated communication channels.
Having a closer look at these links, emphasis is put on address space relations and cor-
responding mappings. With that level of detail the overall approach can be classified
as a PMS-level architecture description. In more detail, the system description focus on
these properties:
Expose a native language interface: In contrast to common plain-text-based de-
scription languages, this one exploits features of the C++ programming language
to represent the system model. Both, from the perspective of a system-model
designer, as well as from the perspective of a source-level optimization technique
developer, the system-model description is accessible as a C++ object graph. In
combination with the persistent storage method of the MACCv2 framework this
joins the advantages of both approaches. A particular system model can be stored
to disk in a self-contained file while the flexibility of a programming language-based
interface is still maintained. Especially, C++-based inheritance provides a natural
way to classify the set of components and channels. Furthermore, in combination
with the ICD-C-based source-code representation, which exposes the application
code as an abstract syntax tree consisting of C++ objects, a fast and straight-
forward way to express relations between system-model objects and source-code
object exists.
Define an abstract system model: System-model components are in general ex-
pected to relate to physical components of the target platform being modeled.
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As this system-modeling approach is located at an abstract level, the basic com-
ponent is regarded in first place as a black box. Therefore, the model does not
enforce provision of any information on the internal structure of a component. The
only requirement is to provide ports on the surface of it to give handles for linking
them via communication channels to other components. Subclassing is used to rep-
resent various types of components of the target platform. There are component
classes for processing units, which further specialize into particular processor mod-
els. Similarly, there is a class of components for any type of memory. An example
for further specialization in that class of components are scratchpad memories. The
subclassing approach opens up the possibility of having varying sets of properties
per component. For example, processing-unit components may have some applica-
tion code associated with them which indicates this code is going to be executed
on that particular processing unit.
Keep component interaction at focus: Channels are the second fundamental build-
ing blocks of a system description according to this model. They provide links
between components. Due to the abstract nature of this modeling approach, in
general channel objects are opaque in this model as well. Similar to components,
channels may also define address spaces. Address spaces will provide a distinction
between possible transactions performed via a particular channel. In contrast to
components, channels do not expose ports. The channel object itself is the entity to
bind communication paths to. Therefore, the basic model structure allows channels
to link an unlimited number of components. Nevertheless, specialized channels for
direct links and buses exist, denoting beside other properties the expected maxi-
mum number of connected components. Further specialization is applied to identify
platform-specific communication links.
Provide a memory-subsystem-centric view: According to expected application sce-
narios for this system model, emphasis is put on the modeling of target-system’s
memory layout. In line with the requirement for modularity, the approach chosen
here has to be compositional as well. To achieve this target, a structured address
space modeling has been chosen. Each component and communication link has a
set of address spaces it is aware of. An address space denotes an integral value
range associated with an identifier. Furthermore, symbolic address spaces may
provide additional symbolic identifiers for particular values. This is helpful for
modeling register sets. A set of mapping rules, describing the translation between
component and channel address spaces is a property of ports. The translation di-
rection reflects the initiator-target scheme as occurring in the actual system being
modeled. Since these local descriptions can be combined on request to build the
well-known memory maps, there is no need to provide them separately by a system
designer. This is superior to common system models used these days.
Provide system-wide properties out of locally-scoped definitions: The system-
modeling approach aims not only at provision of structural system models, as
described up to now, but also at offering comprehensive interfaces to system-wide
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properties of modeled platform. To avoid the downside of such data being hard
coded in some type of table, a computation method is proposed, which allows
for deriving such properties from information available at component level. The
system-wide properties available this way are denoted as an aspect. Common
examples for such aspects are latencies or energy-consumption values. Although
these example aspects are represented as numerical values, they are not limited to
such in this system-modeling approach.
Query-based interface to these system-wide properties: Optimization and anal-
ysis techniques based on this system description use such computed properties to
guide their decisions. With respect to mentioned latency values, the amount of
cycles required to access a particular memory location will typically guide imme-
diately some allocation decisions. As these values vary depending on the access
trajectory in the system description, in general a request for an aspect value is
related to some access pattern as initiated by a system component. There are
numerous options how to request such aspect values. Size, access type, best/worst-
case distinction or a complete access sequence may specify a request. This flexibility
covers a wide range of requirements imposed in common analysis and optimization
techniques.
Modular approach for calculation of these system-wide properties: From the
perspective of a system-model designer, aspect-value computation requires compo-
nents to provide handlers for each aspect. Such handlers express the contribution
of a particular component in the context of a request to the overall aspect value.
Since aspect handlers are expressed as C++ objects, they may perform arbitrary
computation on the aspect value. For common cases, predefined aspect handlers
are provided, including the case of a simple accumulating aspect handler as often
used for latency computation. Furthermore, also implementations of more sophis-
ticated handlers exist, like those used for energy-consumption computation where
an energy model is used to steer the aspect-value computation for each component.
To summarize the set of properties of the system-modeling approach presented in this
thesis, the whole approach classifies as a novel structural system-modeling approach lo-
cated at an abstract PMS level. Focus is put on composability and reuse of components
and channels while maintaining a minimal effort for initial system-description implemen-
tation. Besides pure structural information, the system-modeling approach has been
designed to support the user in determining system-wide properties without the need for
an explicit definition of these properties. This renders the approach well-suited for opti-
mization and analysis steps which require accurate information on whole target system,
like memory-aware optimizations as well as design space exploration approaches which
require fast and simple means of target-platform description modification.
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Figure 3.3: Graph structure example.
3.3.1 System-Model Structure
The structure of the system-modeling approach proposed in this thesis is introduced
next. It starts with a graph representation, which captures precisely the relation be-
tween system-model items. Followed by a more visually appealing, component centric
representation, which resembles well the typical way or target-platform visualization.
Graph Model
The system description presented in this thesis resembles a directed bipartite multigraph.
The system-modeling approach imposes intentionally no requirement on the graphs being
simple nor being connected. Nevertheless, common real-life MPSoC models will form a
simple graph, with its isomorph undirected graph being connected. According to the
graph definition, the set of nodes consists of two node subsets representing components
(c ∈ C) and nodes representing communication channels (l ∈ L). According to the
requirement for the graph being bipartite, the set of edges (E) may only connect nodes
from different node subsets C and L, therefore, restricting every edge e to e ∈ {C × L,
L× C}. The direction of edges represents the initiator-target relation as present in the
system being modeled. Components being initiators of communication activities on a
channel will be connected by edges from C × L, while components being targets will be
connected to the corresponding channel via an edge from L× C.
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The multigraph property is required to express system structures where components
connect to a multilayer crossbar communication channel. In this case, focus is directed
towards the possibility to represent several parallel communication activities being per-
formed concurrently. To be able to design system models with disjoint subsystems, the
system-model graph may consist of disjoint subgraphs. Therefore, even the isomorphic
undirected system-model graph will not be connected. Considering undirected graphs
here is required since common components expose an asymmetric behavior with respect
to the initiator target scheme. Therefore, the requirement for path existence between
every two component nodes for a graph to be connected will be violated in almost any
system model. Therefore, the undirected graph is of much higher value once it comes to
identifying disjoint subsystems in the overall graph.
Figure 3.3 depicts as an example a graph representation showing the architecture
according to Figure 3.4. This architecture consists of two cores with local memories
and caches and a shared main memory. On the left-hand side, nodes of the subset
C representing system components are located. On the right-hand side, nodes of the
subset L related to the communication channels are depicted. Edges across these node
sets represent port connections according to the system structure.
Constructing an initial system description is basically a two step approach. First,
collecting the component and channel nodes, and later on linking them via edges together.
If some target-platform component or channel is not present in any system-model library,
there are several options how to proceed with system modeling. The selected option
primarily depends on the intended use of the system description. In the simplest case
a more generic component class can be used instead, resulting in less precise property
representation or a complete lack of particular property values. This may be a viable way,
if only high-level structural information is required to perform the intended optimization
or transformation steps. The opposite approach is to describe the missing component or
channel as a new unique class providing a complete set of properties. Obviously, this may
be a tedious task. Therefore, this system-modeling approach promotes an incremental
approach. The initial effort consists of defining a new, type-specific component or channel
class derived from the most specific known one. Initially, the set of properties available
for that more generic component class is reused. Once more specific details are available,
a dedicated component or channel class already exists, enabling easy modification of that
class. Furthermore, with respect to the optimization and transformation techniques, at
any refinement level, the components and channels have a distinguishable type.
Structural Representation
To provide a more intuitive access to system descriptions modeled according to this
approach, a graphical representation is proposed within this thesis. To introduce the
key visual items an example system representation is shown in Figure 3.4. Rounded
boxes represent nodes denoting components in the graph representation. At the edge
components expose handles, which denote the set of ports exposed to the system model.
Components may have some key properties printed within the rounded box (i.e. name or
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Figure 3.4: System-description instance.
class). The second set of nodes, the channels, have varying representations. In the case
of buses or any other channel type capable of connecting more than two components, a
broad bidirectional arrow is used to represent a communication channel. In the case of
direct links no explicit representation is used. A line directly connecting ports of two
components implies a direct-link node in the graph on the path between these component
nodes. According to the system model, graph edges connect components to communi-
cation channels and vice versa. In the graphical representation also the relation to the
port is explicitly shown. Each port connects to a single communication channel. Within
the graphical representation a line is drawn between the port and the communication
channel. To avoid cumbersome representations, channels do not have explicit connection
points, but accept the connection lines on every edge. This matches well with the system
model, where communication channels are also the connection targets by themselves.
With these building blocks a wide range of system models, including relevant state-
of-the art MPSoC architectures, can be expressed. Starting from plain processor-bus-
memory models via MPSoCs with hierarchical bus systems up to NoCs with their various
topologies. Figure 3.4 shows a system model with bus communication channels at two
levels. There are two local buses and a system-wide bus connecting both computing
tiles to a shared memory. Vital to form hierarchical system models is the capability of
components to be connected via different ports to several communication channels. In
particular, such a component will have different roles on these connections. On the one
side, the component acts as a target component for incoming accesses. On the other side,
it will initiate subsequent accesses down the hierarchy path. As described in Section 4.3.1
presenting practical component models, this is exploited in component models for caches
or bridging logic between buses.
The following subsections take a closer look at components, channels and further
system-description items.
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3.3.1.1 Components
Components are the model representation of self-contained entities in the target system.
In the graph-based interpretation they are one subset of nodes in the bipartite graph. In
general the system model is expected to be located at the PMS modeling level. Therefore,
the mapping to entities of the target platform has to be performed at an adequate
hierarchical level. Usually, this would be processing units, memories, caches or self-
contained special purpose hardware blocks. A natural correlation exists to state of the
art MPSoC designs, where a platform-based approach is commonly used. The component
model of this system-description approach matches well with the platform building blocks
used to form a MPSoC.
According to the needs of optimization or transformation techniques the system model
is not limited to match exactly these platform entities. It may be useful to introduce a
higher level of detail. An example would be an explicitly represented register file of a
processing unit. In combination with a register set address space this would result in a
system model suitable for register set usage optimizations. Another feasible deviation
from a one-to-one mapping of entities of the target MPSoC to system-model components
would be explicit modeling of large background memories (i.e. hard disk swap spaces).
This could simplify application of memory-allocation strategies also to the main memory.
Such allocation strategies usually assume an infinite fall-back storage location for all items
which were out of scope or did not fit into the target memory. Such role could be given
to this additional storage, pulling the main memory in the scope of memory-allocation
and optimization techniques.
Component Inheritance
The set of components is structured as an inheritance tree. The root represents a generic
class common to all components. The first level of subclassing distinguishes between
processing units, memories, caches and further special purpose hardware blocks. In the
memory domain further specialization identifies scratchpad memories. In general the
leaves of this inheritance tree are component classes representing a particular model-
specific device. In the case of processing units this could be a specific ARM core. Fig-
ure 3.5 depicts the component inheritance tree. For simplicity the figure shows only
the components as available for a MPARM [59] platform description. Other platform
descriptions exist, which would result in a different set of leaf component classes.
As part of the MACCv2 Framework this system-modeling approach is implemented
based on a C++ API. Therefore, the component classification is performed by means
of C++-object-class derivation. Each component type has a C++-object-class-based
representation. The inheritance tree is preserved in the C++ API the same way. Due
to the requirement for the inheritance relation to form a tree structure, no multiple
inheritance is allowed as it would be in general possible within the C++ language.
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Figure 3.5: Component inheritance tree example.
Component Interconnection
Components are equipped with ports enabling them to connect to communication chan-
nels to form the structural system model. A generic component may have an arbitrary
number of ports. Usually, the system-model designer defines the set of ports present in
a specialized component. Each port connects to exactly one communication channel. At
the abstract PMS level this would be sufficient to form a structural system model. To
support the system-wide property computation, ports need to be equipped with some ad-
ditional information. A port may incorporate a set of translation rules, which describes
the mapping between locations in the address space of related component to locations in
the channel’s address space and vice versa. According to the design goals of this system
model, there are some predefined mapping rules for the common case, but any arbitrary
mapping may be implemented as additional rules.
With respect to the API, ports are also represented as C++ objects related to the
corresponding component. The MACCv2 framework provides a container API to build
these relations. The reader may refer to Section 4.2.1.9 for more details.
Component Property Model
The component structure described up to this point would give sufficient information
to build a structural system model. The subclassing of component types enables the
optimization technique to unambiguously identify the type of each component. Never-
theless, any property of such a component would need to be deduced from some external
source. Even worse, optimization technique developers could be tempted to hard-code
some properties into their optimization technique, rendering the whole approach bound
to one particular architecture type. Therefore, major focus has been put in this system-
modeling approach and underlying framework, to provide simple to use and flexible
means of annotation of properties to any entity of the system description, including
components.
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Properties in context of this system model are any numerical values, enumeration of
such, text strings or any object-oriented complex data structure represented as persis-
tent object in terms of the underlying framework. Especially, the last one opens up a
wide range of value representations including so-called smart data objects, where value
computation will be performed at request time. Common to all properties is the need for
an identification handle. Within this approach each property has a name. The name is
unique with respect to the object (i.e. component) the property belongs to. For the set
of practical property values please refer to Section 4.3.1 describing present component
implementations.
With respect to the component model used in this system description, properties may
either be related to a particular component instance, or to a class of components. In
both cases the complete set of properties as described in previous paragraph may be
used.
According to this system-modeling approach, properties defined for a particular com-
ponent have to be local to that component. This requirement is vital for high reuse
of components in various system descriptions. Nevertheless, there are properties which
result from the overall system structure and are affected by several components and the
communication links in between. One common example is the set of memory-access
latency values as observed by a particular processing unit. To be able to represent
such properties, the system-modeling approach introduces the concept of aspect han-
dlers. Briefly described, an aspect handler computes the contribution of a component
to the overall value of that property. For more details on the aspect handling refer to
Section 3.4. From the point of view of a component, aspect handlers are self-contained
entities which are related to that component. For each aspect-value type a single aspect
handler per component may be defined. A good practice approach is to define component
characteristics as property values and provide an aspect handler which refers to these
values once associated with a component. This approach enables not only the reuse of
components, but also simplifies design of new ones, since in addition a library of generic
aspect handlers can be formed.
Tool Specialization
To simplify operation on system models and application code, the MACCv2 framework
provides an abstraction layer which encapsulates such processing steps into so-called
“Tools”. Optimization techniques may apply such tools to perform common tasks. Nev-
ertheless, the need for performing such tasks in different ways for each component in the
system model may exist. A common example is a profiling step which collects memory-
access statistics. In this case, different processing-unit types will require different simu-
lation setups. Encoding profiling tool setups into the analysis technique implementation
reduces significantly the reuse factor of such techniques. Therefore, the component model
used in this approach provides a method to specify on a per-component basis a more
specialized tool than the one requested by the analysis technique. From the perspective
of a system-model designer, the effort required to exploit this feature is to provide the
mapping between a class of tools (i.e. profiler) and the component-specific types.
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3.3.1.2 Channels
Channels represent the communication facilities present in the target system. This
structural focus is different from the one present in behavioral modeling approaches,
like SpecC [60], where channels represent an abstraction to the data transfers occurring
within a target application. Besides components, channels are the second key building
blocks of the system description presented in this thesis. According to the graph-based
interpretation, they are the second subset of nodes present in the bipartite graph. In
contrast to components, channels are not well topologically identifiable in the actual
target MPSoC. According to the connection scope, they may form system-wide struc-
tures spreading across the whole MPSoC. Nevertheless, in a structural model, there is
usually a set of related signals plus optionally some arbitration and access-control logic
forming the communication channel. This part of the MPSoC is targeted in this system
description as the channel model.
Channel Inheritance
As this system description is located at the abstract PMS level, it is not the primary goal
of the channel model to capture the internal details of a particular communication chan-
nel. Similar to the component model, the primary goal for channels targets modeling of
structural properties of the target system and provision of handles to attach properties
to. Within that goal an identifiable communication channel type is of high importance.
To achieve this, a classification and inheritance scheme similar to classification of compo-
nents is used to identify communication channels. For the set of channels an inheritance
tree can be constructed. Figure 3.6 shows such an example. Initial classification of chan-
nels divides the set of channels according to the number of allowed connections. The first
class of direct links connects exactly two components. The second class denotes channels
which are capable of connecting to multiple components. This kind of communication
facility is in general a bus-based communication. Therefore, the common super class for
this set of channels is denoted as a bus class.
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In line with the underlying framework the API realization of this channel model con-
sists of C++ classes and objects. To express the inheritance relations between chan-
nel classes a native C++ class hierarchy is used. The MACCv2 framework provides,
in addition to the C++ language-based object representation, a rich set of reflection
methods which support analysis of class hierarchy at runtime. The reader may refer to
Section 4.2.1 for more details.
Channel Interfacing
In contrast to the component model where dedicated ports provide the connection points,
channels are the connection targets by themselves. The decision to omit explicit connec-
tion points is motivated through the observed structural properties in real-life MPSoCs.
According to the intuitive relation, identifying channels as a group of signals, there is
no dedicated handover entity, instead the port is connected immediately to the channel
signal. The system model assigns any interface logic and the related overhead to the port
and therefore assumes this to be part of the component. This way, a clear distinction
exists between which contribution to system properties are component-related and which
are strictly communication-channel-related. Observing the common case of bridging hi-
erarchical communication channels shows the advantage of this approach. Within this
system model it is not possible to directly link two communication channels. Instead, a
dedicated bridging component has to be introduced, urging the system-model designed
to explicitly quantify the bridging effects and overheads, resulting in an improved overall
system model.
Channel Property Model
Since the system-modeling approach does not target structural information only, but
aims at provision of local and system-wide property values, property values have to be
annotated to components and communication channels. The methods and the same
flexible APIs present at components are available for channels. Section 4.3.1 shows the
practical implementation and gives some example property values and their annotation
methods.
Excessive reuse of system-model components and channels is of high importance to this
system-modeling approach. Therefore, the restriction has been imposed to provide only
property values which are local to a particular component. The same applies to proper-
ties attached to communication channels. This simplifies introduction of such channels
into new system models, as its properties do not have to be adjusted to new application
scenarios. Nevertheless, as observed for components, the need for system-wide proper-
ties still exists. To be able to represent such properties the system-modeling approach
introduces the concept of aspect handlers. Both, components as well as channels, may
provide a contribution to such values. Therefore, both have the same APIs and concepts
for relating aspect handlers to them. For more details on the aspect handling refer to
Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.7: Address spaces occurrence example.
3.3.2 Address Spaces
Starting at the most generic definition: Address spaces denote a finite address range
associated with an identifier. As widely used within the MACCv2 framework, identifiers
are alphanumerical names. Addresses within this model are either integer numbers or
an ordered set of symbolic values. Between address spaces and addresses a mutual de-
pendence exists. Addresses always relate their values to an address space, this provides
the context for that address value. In the opposite direction, an address space defines its
range in terms of minimal and maximal addresses. The purpose of address spaces is to
provide a uniform way to denote storage locations in the system model. Address spaces
get their semantical value, once they are associated with components or channels. Each
component or communication channel may have several address spaces associated with it.
Depending on the assignment, address spaces serve different purposes. For components
which expose initiator ports, they express a location as being actively accessed by some
control logic within that component (i.e. application program in the case of a processing-
unit component). In the case of components exposing target ports, an address space
denotes a target location within that component (i.e. in the case of a memory compo-
nent a particular storage location). For channels, address spaces are used to distinguish
between various access types on that channel (i.e. some systems distinguish between I/O
and memory accesses being transported on the same bus. Typically such a bus would
have two address spaces.)
For address spaces, more precisely the set of addresses denoted by them, a wide range
of operations can be performed. These operations include arithmetic operations and
comparisons up to set-based operations which perform actions like intersection or join-
ing of two sets. To be able to represent huge sets of addresses, the often observed
locality is exploited to group addresses into ranges and lists of such, enabling a compact
representation of address sets of which explicit enumeration would be intractable.
Address spaces and their value representation also have, besides the advantage of a
common storage location representation throughout various optimization techniques, a
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key value for the computation of system-wide properties within this modeling approach.
The mapping rules as described in the following subsection operate on address spaces of
adjacent components and channels. Figure 3.7 depicts this situation as well as various
possible address space occurrences.
3.3.3 Access Model
Once addresses within an address space have been defined, some notion of action per-
formed on these addresses is required. As addresses denote a storage location in a target
component, actions on these locations are typically reading, writing of data or fetching
of instructions in an instruction-driven stored program machine. Usually, accessing data
is performed in type-dependent chunks. Most likely these chunks are not of the same size
as a single storage location denoted by an address. Therefore, besides the initial location,
an access has to denote how many consecutive location are going to be accessed while
performing the desired operation. Summarizing these requirements, a simple access in
terms of this system-modeling approach consists of:
• A set of initial locations in terms of addresses.
• An alignment within that set of locations, to determine any possible initial location
within a given range.
• The size of an access in number of consecutive address locations.
• The type denoting the action being performed. Currently supported actions are
data read, data write or instruction fetch.
The address indicates indirectly via the address space the component or channel in
which context this access is located. In case of an active component equipped with
initiator ports (i.e. processing cores or DMA units) accesses within this model can be
intuitively described as accesses being performed by that component. In case of target
components, an access describes an action as observed by such a component.
The simple access as described here, is considered to be an atomic operation. Espe-
cially, regardless of the size, the action is performed for a given initial location on all
locations within specified range simultaneously. This definition has been chosen, to pro-
vide an architecture-independent access model. Nevertheless, for large size accesses this
usually contradicts the behavior of real hardware devices, where only a fixed maximum
size access can be performed simultaneously. Therefore, a second type of accesses is in-
troduced in this model. The sequential accesses consist of a list of simple accesses. The
list defines the sequence in which these accesses are performed. Especially, in the pro-
cess of access translation in a path enumeration as described in next subsection, simple
accesses may be translated to an access sequence at next level. An example describes
an initial access definition at a processing unit, which defines a read access to a 16 bytes
array. According to the platform description the processing unit is connected to a 32 bit
wide bus. Therefore, performing a 16 byte read via such a bus as an atomic operation
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is not feasible. As a consequence, the mapping will convert this access to a sequential
access with 4 items related to the address space of the bus.
Besides this automatic construction of access sequences, the opportunity to define
access sequences already at the initiator level exists. Especially, since such an access
sequence does not have to target consecutive locations in the address space, but may
target arbitrary locations, this can be used to get more precise system-wide property
values, if such sequences are known to the optimization technique. A common example
of components benefiting from such a sequence of accesses are components which expose
different behavior according to the recent access history (i.e. Caches or DRAMs). Here
providing an access sequence while querying properties like latencies will give the oppor-
tunity to that component to compute its contribution more precisely within the scope
of such a sequence. Please refer to Section 3.4 for more details on aspect handlers and
system-wide properties.
3.3.4 Access Routing and Mapping
The structural system model consisting of components and channels and connections
between them gives an overview of the target system. Even though components and
channels are required to provide only local properties, various system-wide properties
are at least of the same importance. The structural model can be explored to retrieve
these values. Simple methods like iterating over the components or channels are a widely
used approach. More complex methods take the actual connection paths into account.
To support such recurring tasks, the system model incorporates mapping tables attached
to component ports. Within these tables translation rules between address spaces are
defined. Using these tables, paths can be enumerated in a system-model-independent
way. On these paths various operations can be performed. Examples of such operations
are invocations of aspect handlers attached to components and channels on such a path
to compute system-wide property values. Refer to Section 3.4 for more details on the
value computation.
The decision to relate path enumeration within the system model to address spaces
is motivated by the commonly arising question within the context of application-code
optimizations: Which benefit is obtained by taking a particular optimization decision?
Therefore, initial questions for the costs in terms of latency, energy etc. have to be
answered to compute such a benefit value. Usually, the granularity of such values is
related to the application-code structure. Either data items, like variables or arrays of
such or code items, like functions, are the items for which particular benefit has to be
computed. Within that view, the relation to address spaces comes from the observation
that size, location and the access sequence to such items are the input parameters to
any kind of cost computation method. All of these parameters can be expressed in
terms of addresses within a given address space. The address space is determined by the
processing unit to which the application code is attached to and further depends on the
capabilities of that processing unit. Eventually, the type of a particular application-code
item has to be taken in account as well.
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Figure 3.8: Access routing example architecture.
The required parameters match well with the definition of accesses according to Sec-
tion 3.3.3. To abstract from the actual application code, these accesses are the basic
items used for path enumeration. Either simple accesses or access sequences can be de-
fined as an initial query. An iterative process is applied on these accesses until no more
matching translation rules can be applied. Within that process, simple accesses may be
split into sequences of accesses to satisfy the maximum access size limit of particular
component or channel. Each translation step is recorded. In general, a full path enumer-
ation results in a tree of accesses denoting in each child node the possible next hop on
a path within the current system model. Keeping track of all possible paths is valuable
once it comes to determine a single path within that tree according to some criteria like
best/worst-case considerations.
For demonstration purposes an access is defined as follows (all addresses and address
counts refer to the processing unit’s address space. Each address denotes a 8 bit storage
location):
• Initial address range: CPU:[0x1000-0x5FF0]
• Alignment: 1 location (each location)
• Size: 16 locations
• Type: Data read
Figure 3.8 show a simplified example architecture with a single processing unit and
two memories at different hierarchy levels. Also the mapping rules are indicated in this
example. According to them the processing unit can access both memories at different
locations in its address space. Both memories are fully mapped into processor’s address
space. According to the hierarchy, both memories have interfaces of different bit width
resulting in different maximum access sizes.
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Requesting enumeration of access paths results in an access tree as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.9. Following the tree, several cases can be observed. First of all, the processing-unit
component exposes only one initiator port with mapping rules for that address space.
Therefore, only one successor node (the L1 bus) exists. Furthermore, the mapping is
quite simple, as every address within the processor address space is translated 1-to-1 to
an address within the bus address space. Nevertheless, one transformation is required
to adjust to the maximum access size of the bus. Therefore, the access to 16 locations
has been translated into a sequence of two accesses of 8 locations each. Once processing
continues within the scope of the bus, there is no unique successor anymore. Actually,
two components with one target port each are connected to the bus. The mapping rules
cover disjoint subranges of the access’ initial address range. Therefore, two successor
nodes exist. As the lower address range up to 0x3fff is covered by mapping rules in
the bridge component, the intersection with accesses in that range, results in an initial
address in the range of 0x1000 - 0x3ff0 within the bridge address space.
CPU: [1000-5FF0]
S: 16
T: DR
A:1
CPU: [1000-5FF0]
S: 16
T: R
:1
L1: [1000-5FF0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
L1: [1000-5FF0]
S: 8
T: R
A:1
L1: [1008-5FF8]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
L1: [1008-5FF8]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
+
Access sequence:
BR: [1000-3FF0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
BR: [1000-3FF0]
S: 8
T: R
A:1
SPM: [4000-43F0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
SP : [4000-43F0]
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T: R
A:1
L2: [1000-3FF0]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
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S: 2
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1002-3FF2]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1002-3FF2]
S: 2
T: R
A:1
+
Access sequence:
L2: [1004-3FF4]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1004-3FF4]
S: 2
T: DR
:1
+
L2: [1006-3FF6]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1006-3FF6]
S: 2
T: DR
:1
+
MM: [1000-2FF0]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
: [1000-2FF0]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
MM: [1002-2FF2]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
: [1002-2FF2]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
BR: [1008-3FF8]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
BR: [1008-3FF8]
S: 8
T: DR
:1
SPM: [4008-43F8]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
SP : [4008-43F8]
S: 8
T: DR
:1
…
...... ......
Figure 3.9: Access tree.
A second successor covers the range of the L1 memory 0x4000-0x43f0. Since the
L1 memory does not have any initiator ports, this path terminates here. The bridge
translates the access via its initiator port to the L2 bus. Here, a similar situation exists.
A simple 1-to-1 mapping is performed, but another split into four accesses in total is
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required. Finally, a single target port for the L2 memory with the range 0x1000-0x2ff0
is detected. Since there are no more unconsidered initiator ports, the tree is complete at
this stage. In complex system models more effects may occur. The access type may be
translated at each step. This often occurs if the processing unit distinguishes between
data reads and instruction fetches, but the bus does not. Furthermore, in the presence
of caches, a long sequence of accesses may follow down the path, when assuming a cache
miss, and a preload of a cache line is required. Nevertheless, the basic concept of a
tree holding all possible translations for a given request is still preserved. According to
the general approach for this system model, to rely only on locally-defined information,
the access routing follows the same strategy. Locally-defined mapping rules express
the relations of adjacent components and channels. Furthermore, in most cases these
rules are straightforward to implement. Nevertheless, the path enumeration enables a
wide range of analyses at system level. One example is the computation of system-wide
properties as described in the following section.
3.4 Aspect Modeling
Aspect modeling describes the method proposed for this system description to compute
system-wide properties out of locally-defined data. The local definition is related to
components or channels. According to the system model, each component and each
communication channel may have various properties associated with it. These properties
may describe numeric values, some tags or more complex data structures. Besides these
local properties, corresponding values describing the properties of the overall system are
typically of interest. Naturally, these global values depend on presence of components
and the interconnections between them. To avoid inconsistent values and the need to
update these values on each modification of the system model, the approach proposed
here enables computation of such system-wide properties on request and therefore always
provides up-to-date results.
Access-Based Computation
To compute such values, the access path enumeration and the corresponding access tree
as presented in Section 3.3.4 are used. Based on these paths, the contribution of each
relevant system-model component and each communication channel can be determined.
To avoid the limitation to some single value-oriented contributions, like accumulation
of values, each component may provide so-called aspect handlers, which can perform
arbitrary operations. Therefore, the commonly used system-wide property representation
as a numeric value is only one possible value type. Aspect handlers are designed to be
self-contained objects which are attached to components or channels. This way the actual
property computation is decoupled from the component or channel implementation. This
allows for building-up libraries of aspect handlers for various property types which may
be reused across several system models.
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Figure 3.10: Aspect modeling overview.
Scenario-Aware Path Selection
Since in general the access path enumeration provides a tree structure, this may be
problematic once a value related to one path is requested. Common examples are latency
values. Usually, the accumulated result is expected to be the access latency to a particular
memory or device component. Without any additional directions the approach would not
be able to deduce such common value. Therefore, the requesting optimization technique
has to specify which path is the relevant one for a particular request. This is done by
specifying a desired scenario. Currently, there is the option to choose between best-case
and worst-case scenarios. According to the scenario a handler will perform different
computations. Furthermore, the scenario is used to select among several sub node values
the one best matching that scenario. This effectively forms the requested path within
the access tree.
3.4.1 Aspect Definition
Aspects in terms of this system-modeling approach basically consist of two items. On
the one side, there is the aspect value which represents the current state of an aspect.
On the other side, there is the aspect handler which performs computations on aspect
values. Figure 3.10 depicts the aspect-handling relations within the system-modeling
approach.
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Aspect values are any kind of structured data. For example, they can be single value
items of numerical type, strings or any type of complex elements. Due to the tight
relation to the MACCv2 Framework the aspect-value representation is defined as an
object of a C++ class derived from a common aspect representation class. For strings
and various numeric value types, a set of predefined classes exists. Aspect handlers
are basically computation methods encapsulated into a corresponding object class. A
common base class exists which provides the interface definition. The framework ensures
invocation of these methods on each system-model entity being part of an access tree.
Since the same class of handlers and same value representation can be used for various
aspects, an explicit link between the two is needed. Therefore, similar to local properties,
each system-wide property represented as an aspect value has a unique name. Aspect
handlers are associated with components and channels under this common name.
Accesses and aspects are closely linked together. Since the basic data structure used
for the system-wide property computation in terms of aspects is the access tree as defined
in the previous section, the query of aspect values is performed based on such an access
definition. In general, multiple aspect values can be requested at the same time.
Performing an aspect-value request requires:
• An access definition according to Section 3.3.3
• The set of names for the aspect values which are requested.
• Name of the interesting scenario. Including the aspect name for which the scenario
is being taken into account.
• Initiating the query.
After a query has been completed, the root access will provide the combined value
for each aspect. Furthermore, the access tree beneath this root access is preserved.
Therefore, further analysis of resulting values is possible. Since partial access values are
also annotated at these sub-accesses, in-depth analysis of the contribution of each node
is possible.
From a formal point of view the aspect-value definition can be represented in terms of
an algebraic structure.
(A, (fi))
Where A is the domain consisting of the set of values representable in an aspect-value
implementation. fi denotes the operations defined on this domain. Within the aspect-
modeling approach, the set of operations is equivalent to the set of aspect handlers for a
particular aspect-value type. Due to the intended flexibility of the aspect-value represen-
tation and handler implementation, in general no further classification of the algebraic
structure is possible. Nevertheless, choosing a particular definition of aspect values (i.e.
integral numbers) will lead to more restricted algebraic structures (i.e. commutative
rings, in case of integral numbers and aspect handlers performing only additions and
multiplications.)
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3.4.2 Value Composition
As a prerequisite for the aspect-value composition, an access tree has to be constructed.
This happens as described in detail in Section 3.3.4 by following the mapping rules and
recording each translation performed. Based on a bottom up traversal, corresponding
handlers are called on each component and each channel. The bottom up traversal en-
ables these components to take already computed sub-values into account. This includes
the case where cross aspect dependencies exist. An example is the energy consump-
tion of a processing unit. While a processing unit stalls waiting for a memory access
to complete it continues to consume a non-negligible amount of energy. Therefore, the
latency of the memory subsystem has to be taken into account while computing the
energy-consumption value of this example processing unit.
To simplify the usage of this request-based approach, usually the requester is inter-
ested in a unique value representing the overall result. Due to the dynamic behavior
in typical systems, this unique value may be computed only under the assumption of a
selected operation scenario. The scenario is annotated to the request. If required, an
aspect handler at a component or channel may take it into account while performing
computation of its contribution. Furthermore, it determines in the case of multiple sub
nodes in the access tree which one is selected to contribute to upstream values. In the
simple case of a numeric value, the operation reduces to either minimum or maximum
computation.
Listing 3.1 summarizes the value computation approach as a pseudo algorithm. To
keep the representation concise, the construction of the access tree has been encapsulated
into a function call according to the approach present in Section 3.3.4. On calling this
function the root access has to be prepared as required. Besides address ranges, size
and modes, the preparation includes definition of requested value names. This set of
requested values is propagated to child nodes in the tree construction process.
Basically, iteration over the tree is performed in an inverse breadth-first approach.
For each depth, starting at the highest level, the related node set is collected. Within
that node set aspect handlers for each value are executed on each component or channel.
Passing the scenario selection argument is required, since the aspect handler may direct
its result computation according to selected scenario. Due to this iteration order, the
approach ensures for each node currently visited, that all child nodes have already been
visited before. Therefore, the aspect handlers may rely on the presence of sub-values.
For reference the parameters are as follows:
• Initial address range: CPU:[0x1000-0x5FF0]
• Alignment: 1 location (each location)
• Size: 16 locations
• Type: Data read
Picking up the access tree construction example described in Section 3.3.4 the value
computation is shown next for the same system description and request preconditions.
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procedure computeAspectValues ( Access root ,
Name scenar io ,
Name s c ena r i o a s p e c t )
AccessTree T = createAcces sTree ( root )
i n t d = getMaximumDepth (T)
NodeSet N = getNodesAtDepth (T, d)
while (N not empty ) do
for each Node n in NodeSet N do
for each AspectValue v in Node n do
ca l lAspectHandlerForValue ( n ,
v ,
s c enar io ,
s c ena ro a spe c t )
done
done
d = d − 1 ;
N = getNodesAtDepth (T, d)
done
end
Listing 3.1: Aspect value computation algorithm
This example assumes the user being interested in getting energy-related worst-case val-
ues for energy consumption and latency. Furthermore, assuming each channel and each
component in the system description has associated both required aspect handlers to
compute the energy and latency values. For the sake of simplicity, aspect handlers as-
sumed for this example do not consider complex real-life energy-consumption and latency
values, but are set to fixed values of 1 nJ or 1 cycle per access. The shared memory has
10 times higher values (10 nJ / 10 cycles).
According to Figure 3.11 the values are computed bottom up. The iteration rounds
are indicated in the figure.
1. The first iteration touches the L2 memory component. According to the access
tree, there are in total 8 accesses to be processed (due to space limitation only 4 of
them are depicted). Main-memory aspect handler computes a contribution of 10 nJ
and 10 cycles per access. Since the memory is a leaf node, there is no contribution
from sub-accesses to be considered. Therefore, the total value annotated to the
access sequence related to the L2 memory remains unchanged at (10 nJ,10 cycles)
each. Since all nodes at that level have been processed, the approach proceeds to
the next higher level.
2. At that level two sequence nodes exist. Each node encapsulates a sequence of 4
accesses to match each 8 byte wide request on a 2 byte wide bus. Both sequences
are calculated the same way. Bus overhead of 4 accesses (4* 1 nJ, 4* 1 cycle) is
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CPU: [1000-5FF0]
S: 16
T: DR
A:1
L1: [1000-5FF0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
L1: [1008-5FF8]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
+
Access sequence:
BR: [1000-3FF0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
SPM: [4000-43F0]
S: 8
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1000-3FF0]
S: 2
T: DR
A:1
L2: [1002-3FF2]
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T: DR
A:1
+
Access sequence:
L2: [1004-3FF4]
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A:1
+
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A:1
+
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T: DR
A:1
…
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Figure 3.11: Aspect-value computation example.
calculated and combined with the values from lower level, resulting in a total of
(44 nJ, 44 cycles) each.
3. Continuing at the next level the contribution of bridges, as well as of local scratch-
pad memories, is calculated. Bridges report the accumulated values and their own
contribution, in total (45 nJ, 45 cycles). The local memory is quite fast and reports
to be able to process requested access within 1 cycle (1 nJ, 1 cycle).
4. At the next level there is again an access sequence. This one has become necessary,
since the 16 bytes request coming from upper level has to be split into two requests
of 8 bytes each to match the bus width at that level. This level also depicts
the situation where several values are calculated for each requested aspect. Since
each sub-access may target either the bus bridge or the local memory, there are
among other combinations the worst-case accumulated values according to the
bridge targeting paths of (92 nJ, 92 cycles) and the best-case values resulting in
both sub-accesses targeting the SPM (4 nJ, 4 cycles). Since in this example the
worst-case scenario according to energy consumption is of interest, the (92 nJ, 92
cycles) values are reported to upper level.
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5. Finally evaluation reaches the root processing-unit component node. At this pro-
cessing unit, a single access exists, the one provided as request. The aspect handlers
associated with the CPU are a bit more sophisticated. Since a processing unit usu-
ally does not completely turn off power while waiting for the memory subsystem
to provide a data word, it consumes different amounts of energy depending on the
latency of the memory subsystem. Therefore, the aspect handler takes this into
account by computing a hypothetical contribution of 1 nJ + 92 x 0,5 nJ for the
assumed energy consumption in the idle state. The latency overhead is again 1
cycle. Therefore, a contribution of (47 nJ, 1 cycle) is computed. Finally, consid-
ering the sub-access, a total value of (139 nJ, 93 cycles) for the worst-case energy
consumption and latency is provided to the requester.
Even though the energy-consumption and the latency computation sketched in this
example are based on simple arithmetical operations, this is not a limiting factor of the
aspect-handling concept presented in this thesis. On the one side, the value represen-
tation has been abstracted from a fixed type value to an object-oriented representation.
This enables any kind of data types to be suitable for aspect-value representation. Fur-
thermore, the encapsulation of value computation into aspect handlers which are effec-
tively capable of performing any data manipulation, enables other types of algebra to be
applied as well.
3.5 Framework
The framework has been designed with implementation effort separation in mind. Var-
iously experienced developers are expected to provide their contribution independently.
In a subsequent step these contributions can be combined to form a particular opti-
mization toolchain instance. Figure 3.12 summarizes the three major efforts found in a
common source-level optimization technique development processes. Two of them pro-
vide building blocks or services, while the third one combines them and implements the
actual optimization technique. The roles are not fixed with respect to a long term devel-
opment process. Besides analysis and transformation techniques which were deliberately
designed as service contributions, the previously developed optimization techniques may
serve as building blocks for upcoming developments as well.
Taking a close look at the three major development efforts, the first concentrates on
provision of system models. Several tasks are required, starting with the definition of par-
ticipating components and channels. Based on these items a complete system template
according to the platform structure has to be provided. Since optimization techniques
often require a cost model, the system designer should provide such information via
corresponding aspect handlers.
The second group collects analysis and transformation techniques. This group bundles
the effort required for provision of libraries of analysis and transformation techniques.
An example is the set of analysis technique which are based on profiling (i.e. access count
estimation)
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Figure 3.12: MACCv2 usage scenarios.
Finally, the third group refers to the actual optimization technique development pro-
cess. Here, the framework user applies the techniques developed in the second group and
implements the actual optimization technique algorithms which acquire their platform-
relevant data from the results provided by the first group.
As can be observed in Figure 3.12, the MACCv2 framework, and especially the core
library therein, is the glue to bring these various, mostly independently-performed, de-
velopments together.
This library is the hub for any MACCv2 framework-based optimization and analysis
techniques. The library bundles the core services provided within this framework:
• A target-system-model representation
• An ICD-C-based source-code representation
• Optimization and analysis step integration methods
• A common-base-class model with reflection support
• Methods for persistent data retention
• User-interface abstraction and a basic text-mode user-interface implementation
• Dynamic library management
Around this central library a set of basic services is provided which complements the
library and provides a foundation for rapid source-level optimization technique develop-
ment:
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• Several system descriptions (i.e. MPARM system model, the host system model,
etc.)
• Graphical user-interface implementation based on Qt libraries.
• An Eclipse-IDE-based plug-in which provides a graphical system-modeling tool.
• A generic source-code optimization tool, which serves both, for practical use as
well as an optimization technique implementation example.
• A set of executables for commonly occurring tasks: Template-based system-de-
scription creation, optimization technique invocation and configuration.
With respect to design specification, the processing-step integration has several aspects
which are presented in subsequent section. For the supplementary set of service only a
short overview is presented here. A more detailed, implementation-related, description
is given in subsequent Chapter 4.
3.5.1 Processing-Step Integration
This section introduces the approach for processing-step integration present in the
MACCv2 framework. A framework which targets optimization technique development
needs to support common optimization implementation approaches. Dividing optimiza-
tion approaches into a sequence of steps is a common practice in current optimization
technique development processes. According to Figure 3.13, many optimization ap-
proaches can be naturally divided into:
• An analysis step
• A decision step
• A transformation step
These steps step may be divided into several sub steps again. Typically, this reduces
the per-step complexity and enables easier reuse of these steps in related source-code
optimization approaches.
Analysis steps are intended for collection of relevant input data for subsequent decision
steps. For example, in the context of memory-aware optimization techniques such analy-
sis results could contain access counts to variables. Further analyses may contribute alias
analysis results or construction of application-wide data-flow graphs. Different scenarios
of interdependencies exist between analysis steps. Either fully independent operation is
possible or preceding analyses are needed. In any case, a sub-step-wise structure of the
analysis phase can be concluded.
Once all relevant input data has been collected, the actual optimization step can be
performed. Here again, sub steps may become advantageous. In general, a good practice,
which is also promoted within this framework, is the separation of actual optimization
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Figure 3.13: Typical optimization steps.
logic, the “optimization decision” step, and the source-code manipulation required to
implement these optimization decisions, the “optimization transformation” step. The
rationale behind this separation is the increased reuse of a present optimization technique
for future platforms. In general only the application-code transformation step will need
some modification due to adapting to a different execution environment. In combination
with the appropriate set of framework services this advantage comes at only slightly
increased overhead. Primarily, this overhead is due to the implementation of a clean and
well-defined interface between both steps. In general this is an acceptable overhead, since
well-defined interfaces can be assumed as a valuable precondition for successful reuse of
optimization techniques.
The motivating optimization technique structure presented up to now exposes a linear
step sequence. This is typical for model-driven approaches (i.e. integer-linear-program-
ming-based approaches). Nevertheless, once heuristic or randomized approaches (i.e.
evolutionary algorithm-based approaches) are going to be applied, at least after the fi-
nal code manipulation step, some evaluation of achieved optimization gain or eventually
a degradation detection is required. Based on this evaluation result, the optimization
technique may be repeated under different input conditions. This evaluation and reappli-
cation of optimization techniques introduces loops into the optimization step sequence.
Such loops prevent list-based execution of optimization steps. Instead, some higher-level
decision instance is required to direct the optimization step flow and construct condi-
tional loops.
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According to the typical optimization technique structure, a conclusion indicates that
a framework which supports development of such techniques, needs to provide a foun-
dation for coordinated step-wise execution of analysis, transformation and optimization
steps. Since typically such steps may depend on the execution results of other steps, the
dependencies between processing steps have to be captured as well. This information
will ensure properly ordered execution of such steps. Furthermore, organizing process-
ing steps as a set of sub-steps and the need for conditional execution of steps, including
repeated execution, can be tackled best in a hierarchical approach. Therefore, the frame-
work provides means of processing-step invocation within other higher-level processing
steps.
The desired scenario for a particular optimization technique or complete toolflow is the
seamless reuse for various target platforms, ideally, even for those which were not known
at development time of a particular optimization technique. The step-wise approach,
presented here, is also beneficial for such versatile reuse scenarios. Typically, a limited
set of steps needs to operate in a platform-dependent way. For example, collecting access
counts to application-code variables can be performed according to different methods
(i.e. profiling or static analysis-based). Furthermore, different target platforms may need
different setups or annotations. Without further support from the framework, a toolflow
developer needs to specify exactly the envisioned access count collection approach. This
effectively requires the toolflow to be modified for each target platform. The MACCv2
framework proposed in this thesis implements automatic processing-step specialization
methods based on a classification hierarchy. In respect to the access count example
within a hypothetical toolflow, using such access count computation, the request for a
generic access count computation step can be specified. The framework will choose the
best suitable one at runtime, according to the system model and the available set of
approach implementations.
According to these use cases, the details of the processing-step representation approach
proposed in this thesis are presented next.
3.5.1.1 Tool Model
Implementing optimization techniques based on a framework reduces the implementa-
tion effort significantly. To achieve a sustained implementation efficiency, the reuse of
previously developed optimization and analysis techniques is the key. A framework pro-
moting fast development cycles, should support such reuse. One major prerequisite is a
well-defined notion of self-contained processing steps. Especially, invocation and config-
uration of such processing steps needs to be at focus. Furthermore, typically processing
steps will not operate in isolation. Constructing toolflows introduces ordering dependen-
cies. Capturing such dependencies in the tool definition, enables the framework to check
and try to automatically satisfy such relations.
This section introduces the tool model present in the MACCv2 framework. First,
starting from the implementer perspective, tool definition and typical processing-step
implementation requirements are presented. Ensuring appropriate tool interaction, a
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Figure 3.14: Tool applicability.
tool-dependency tracing approach is described next. Finally, the tool model as exposed to
the user is presented. in this case, focus is directed towards invocation and configuration.
Tool Definition
An optimization or analysis step encapsulated as a MACCv2 framework tool, is im-
plemented as an object instance derived from a common tool-object base class. The
general rationale within this model is to apply such tools to system-model objects. Fig-
ure 3.14 depicts this scenario. Each tool defines a set of system-description classes it
is applicable to. Since in terms of this framework such objects reflect target-platform
entities, this approach matches well the intuitive notion of performing actions for a par-
ticular platform component. In the most common case, especially when implementing
memory-aware source-level optimizations, a tool will be defined as applicable to process-
ing units. This way, relation to particular target-application code is given. For more tool
implementation-related properties, refer to Chapter 4.
Tool Specialization and Abstract Tools
The object-oriented representation of processing steps enables dedicated association of
related processing steps to a common base class. Across these classes, inheritance hi-
erarchy can be used to express specialization relations. Especially, this way common
interfaces can be implemented. Since framework tools are based on the fundamental
common-object-class model, the interface definition includes configuration API entries,
enabling unified configuration entries for a class of tools. Typically, interface defining
classes omit the implementation; in the case of processing-step tools, such interface tools
would not be operational. The framework provides means to express this case. A dis-
tinction between regular tools and abstract tools is provided.
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According to the class hierarchy, identification of processing-step types and corre-
sponding hierarchical dependencies is possible. Based on this foundation, the framework
provides methods to automatically choose the most suitable tool for a particular system-
model object. This specialization approach is for example widely used for compilation
and linking tools. Since these are highly platform-dependent steps, each processing-unit
component suggests a suitable specialized tool which is used when compiling code for this
processing unit. From the toolflow perspective, this simplifies the code generation pro-
cess significantly, since regardless of the actual target platform, always using the generic
compilation tool can be requested.
Dependency Tracing
Dividing optimization techniques into processing steps introduces interaction between
these steps, and consequently interdependencies. Especially, such interdependences imply
an execution order of processing steps. Typically, input data requirements impose such
dependencies.
Within the MACCv2 framework, dependencies are expressed as per system-model
item tool application requirements. A tool specifies in its initialization method which
other tools need to be applied to a system-model object before that particular tool can be
applied to such an object. According to the reflection approach present in this framework,
these dependencies are denoted in terms of tool class names. Therefore, the actual C++
tool class types of prerequisite tools do not have to be known to a particular tool. This
is in line with the modularity concept present in MACCv2.
For each system-model item the framework keeps track of all successfully applied
tools. Once the next tool is going to be applied, this application history is inspected for
missing prerequisite tools. If missing tools are detected, the framework tries to resolve
these dependencies by automatically applying these missing tools. Since such tools may
have unresolved dependencies by themselves, the whole process is repeated recursively.
Typically, the termination condition is either satisfaction of all dependencies or failure
of such, due to presence of a dependency to an unknown tool.
Figure 3.15 depicts a hypothetical tool application sequence executed by the MACCv2
framework once the ”ExampleTool“ is being requested to be applied. In this figure
”ExampleTool“ depends on some ”AnalysisTool“ which in turn needs two distinct ”Dat-
aCollector“ tools. These dependencies are resolved step-by-step. The processing units
these tools are going to be applied to have different precondition situation. None of
these tools have been applied to CPU1. One of these hypothetical data collector tools
have already been applied to CPU2. Finally, CPU3 has got all prerequisite tool require-
ments already satisfied in some preceding run. Once dependencies have been resolved,
correlated tool sequences are applied to each processing unit.
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Figure 3.15: Tool-dependency-driven application sequence.
3.5.1.2 Processing-Step Interaction
Except for the basic case where processing steps perform only modification to the system
description or to the application code, typically cooperating processing steps need to pass
information to each other.
The framework does not impose any limitations on the way such communication can
be performed. Nevertheless, the preferred communication approach is based on the
common-object-class model presented in Section 4.2.1. Passing information from one
processing step to another is preferably done via object annotations. As described in
the referred section, this approach is superior to others in the context of the MACCv2
framework. Especially, the seamless integration with the system description, type save
access and minimal effort for persistent data retention are key benefits.
Focusing on the framework-based tool interaction, in general passing processing results
from one tool to another is performed via a system-description-attached object graphs.
The object classes, the attachment location, the number of graph instances and the
naming conventions are defined by the optimization technique.
Besides passing the actual optimization technique results between framework tools,
a coarse-grained control over the operation of a particular processing-step tool is often
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required. Typically, such control parameters will vary at different scope levels. To
support such variable configuration options for any kind of tools, the framework offers
methods for definition of so-called tool settings, which are associated to system-model
objects. Based on these tool settings, the framework offers several supporting methods to
create, manipulate and find tool settings feasible for a particular tool. To provide a well-
defined, and descriptive interface, tool settings expose their entries via framework-based
configuration API.
Further, tools may also need some operating system and runtime-environment-related
configuration options. These configuration options are quite constant. They are best
expressed as MACCv2 environment variables. Such environment variables resemble the
same well-known approaches in Unix-based operating systems. Actually, among various
types of such environment variables the framework provides means to link operating-
system environment variables to corresponding ones within the framework, enabling
configuration of framework tools from some invocation script.
Concluding tool operation configuration options, there are basically four places :
• Tool-settings objects attached to particular components of the system model.
• Configuration fields in the default tool settings object.
• Direct configuration fields in the tool object.
• MACCv2 environment variables.
Summarizing the processing-step integration in general, the definition of tool interfaces
and configuration options, provides the tool integration foundation. Tool interfaces are
the preferred method for passing processing-step results between tools, while tool settings
and the direct configuration entries, provide control over the operation modes present in
a given tool. Typically, a toolflow tool exposes only settings and configuration options of
the topmost processing step to the user, enabling user interaction in a well-defined way,
regardless of the actual user-interface type.
3.5.2 Supplementary Framework Services
The MACCv2 framework offers a versatile set of fundamental services which is available
to optimization technique developers, as well as being used for implementation of upper-
level service within this framework. In particular these are, the system description, code
representation and processing-step representation presented in previous sections. A short
overview of these fundamental services is presented next. A detailed description can be
found in the subsequent implementation Chapter 4.
The integration facilities provided by a framework already need support at a very basic
level. Especially, a streamlined API across all kind of services is a valuable precondi-
tion. Fundamental to such an API is a common notion of objects. Several programming
languages (i.e. the most prominent one is Java) provide natively such a common base
class for any kind of derived object classes. The C++ language, identified as frequently
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used for optimization technique development, does not. Therefore, the framework com-
pensates for the missing common-object notion and defines in the context of MACCv2
framework such a base class model. It is expected to be used as the root class for any kind
of object classes. It is defined as IR_PersistentObject. Especially, the ICD-C-based
application-code representation, the system-modeling approach and further framework
services exploit this feature excessively. The common base class of this framework pro-
vides several additional features:
Persistent data retention and serialization support: A serialization API for the
common base class and the corresponding derived classes is provided. This way
object graphs can be stored to persistent storage and reconstructed later in an-
other runtime context. The implementation effort in derived classes reduces to
enumeration of relevant class members.
Reflection and Versioning: In complex, runtime-pluggable implementations, com-
pile-time-unknown object class may occur. Therefore, examining the class hierar-
chy is often very useful. This service provides support for object-class naming and
identification. Since object-class implementations may vary, version numbers have
been introduced to help identify whether the expected implementation of a class is
available.
Runtime linking: Since modularity is an high priority goal in this framework, low-
level support is needed to achieve this goal. Typically, modules are represented
as operating-system-related libraries, which can be dynamically linked into current
execution context. Support within this framework focuses on identification and
location of such libraries, as well as provision of an object-class name to library
mapping.
User-data annotation: Any class derived from IR_PersistentObject supports the
annotation of so-called user data. User data are named references to other objects
of this common class or any derived class. These annotations can be used to attach
addition data to any object or create cross relations between distinct object. This
kind of annotation is commonly used for analysis-step results storage at related
application-code representation items.
Auto deletion, reference counting and pointer tracing: Object auto deletion and
reference counting services help in keeping a clean process image even in complex
data structures. Corresponding objects may keep track of references and eventually
self destruct, once not needed anymore.
Object-Configuration API: The configuration API is closely related to the reflection
services. The configuration API provides means to expose a subset of class member
variables in a uniform way to other objects. These members can be examined or
modified without having access to the C++-related object-class declaration.
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Object Events: Object events provide means of notification across object hierarchies.
Objects within this framework may post notifications to other objects in case some
relevant event or state change has occurred.
Object-Container API: Object containers are basically named collections of object
references. They are primarily used to construct dynamic data structures.
Factories: Factories take the basic object construction methods provided in context
of persistent storage a step further. Additional configuration parameters can be
specified to direct the object-instance creation. Factories are typically used in
construction of new target-platform system-description instances.
Next, fundamental service offered within this framework is related to the runtime
environment. Executing optimization techniques on a particular host system typically
requires adjustment of several runtime parameters. Especially, locations of external
tools (i.e. compilers) may vary among different host system platforms. An often-used
approach to cope with such variations in the execution environment is based on envi-
ronment variables. The MACCv2 framework offers an API to define such variables in
an object-oriented way. Beyond plain operating-system-related environment variables,
more sophisticated types are defined. Examples are, counter variables or unique identifier
generators.
Further, according to the goal of keeping as much recurring and infrastructural work
away from optimization technique developers, this framework offers a user-interface
abstraction service. Optimization techniques face a quite abstract user-interface API
which allows for implementing typical user-interaction tasks in a runtime-environment-
independent way. This way the same optimization technique implementation can be used
for presentation purposes along a graphical user interface as well as deeply embedded
into an automated optimization toolchain with no user interaction at all.
These typical user-interaction services are offered within the MACCv2 framework.
Progress indication and logging: Typically, complex optimization techniques re-
quire prolonged execution times. To enable progress tracking and presentation,
any optimization technique may provide progress indications. Even in the case of
toolchains, the framework ensures appropriate accumulation of these values. This
gives a good execution time estimation to the user.
Dialog-based interaction: In some cases, optimization techniques may require direct
user interaction in terms of providing some runtime values or choosing among
several options. In this case, the MACCv2 framework offers an API which allows
for formulation of such requests in a concise way and user-interface-independent
way.
Object views: Especially in the case where novel optimization techniques are presented
to the public, it is beneficial to display optimization technique decisions and final
results in a graphical way.
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented in detail the key approaches and models proposed in this the-
sis. Starting from the system-modeling approach, over the calculation of system-wide
properties based on aspect handling, up to the MACCv2 framework which embed a rich
set of supplementary services for rapid and easy memory-aware optimization technique
development.
Contribution of a System-Modeling Approach
In accordance to the general goal of this thesis, the system-modeling approach aims
at applicability in the context of development of source-level optimization techniques.
Even though these techniques operate at the abstract source level, the knowledge of
architectural properties is beneficial or even vital for this type of optimization techniques.
In contrast to simulation-based approaches where the full-system execution is at focus,
the system-modeling approach presented here focuses on request-based, database-like
provision of target-platform properties. A balanced approach between initial modeling
overhead and level of details has been achieved.
Primary motivation for this system-modeling approach was the observed need for a
common target-platform description in the often occurring multi-step-based source-level
optimization and transformation technique implementations. Common assumptions on
the target platform help to avoid optimization decisions which interfere with subsequent
steps.
According to the intended application scenario, the system-modeling approach pro-
vides a model at the processor-memory-switch (PMS) level. The general structure con-
sists of components representing self-contained entities in the target platform and chan-
nels representing the interconnects between them. These items are defined by a unique
class name plus a variable set of properties attached to them. This locally focused struc-
ture enables development of libraries containing sets of components and channels. These
libraries are usually structured according to the target platforms being modeled.
Locally-scoped properties attached to components have a major draw back. Due to
their scope, they contain values related only to that particular component or channel.
Especially, drawing system-wide conclusions from such data sets is difficult. Therefore,
an approach to retrieve such system-wide properties has been proposed. It covers the
most common case where such properties are computed according to the perspective
of a processing unit. System-wide values for energy consumption and latency related to
accesses performed by processing units have been a driving example throughout this part
of the chapter. In terms of this system-modeling approach these system-wide properties
are called aspects. Each aspect is represented by a value type and a set of handlers
operating on values of such a type. Requesting such aspect values is performed based on
accesses. Accesses are used to construct access trees which capture every possible access
path in the system model for a particular request. These trees are used to determine the
invocation order of aspect handlers to compute a combined system-wide property value.
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The combination of a structural model incorporating component and channel proper-
ties with an access-oriented, request-based, system-wide property computation method,
results in a unique system-modeling approach. The advantages of such an approach are
twofold. On the user side, fast iteration over a structural model is possible as well as
uniform, request-based, exploration of processor centric system-wide properties. On the
system-model developer side, the system-model design is greatly simplified. Each compo-
nent or channel can be regarded as a self-contained entity. Combining these components
or altering their properties is simple, since the local scope avoids occurrence of global
side effects.
Contribution of an Optimization Technique Development Framework
Developing source-code optimization techniques is a tedious task. Recurring implemen-
tations, marginal reusability, mostly due to unknown or misleading interfaces, different
assumptions on the target-platform properties are only a subset of problems occurring
in the typical development process of source-code optimization techniques.
The MACCv2 framework targets these problems and provides a common foundation for
a wide range of optimization and transformation techniques. Even though the framework
is not limited to the combination of ICD-C-based precise application source-code rep-
resentation and proposed multicore-aware target-platform representation, both features
render it preferably suitable for implementing memory-aware optimization techniques for
MPSoC platforms.
The framework focuses on increased reuse of optimization techniques. One very basic
but key foundation which increases the chances to successfully reuse an optimization or
analysis technique in upcoming developments, is a common notion of data representa-
tion and a set of methods to retrieve and store such data. Since this framework targets
optimization technique development implemented in C++ programming language, data
representations are naturally encapsulated in C++ objects. Such an object-oriented rep-
resentation has additional advantages. For example, object classification and inheritance
relations help to improve the structure.
Based on this common foundation almost all other framework services use and benefit
from such unified object representation. Namely, persistent data retention, flexible object
annotation, system model and source-code representation, processing-step encapsulation
and several more presented in this chapter.
Having only a solid low-level foundation would still require recurring implementa-
tions for common problems. Typically, application-code representation, a target-platform
model and some means of interaction with the user are prevalent tasks. The MACCv2
framework covers all these areas.
These framework services are directed towards a single optimization or transformation
technique, which would imply a monolithic approach. Since such monolithic approaches
are tailored towards a single application scenario, this is disadvantageous for later reuse.
Within this framework a modular approach is supported. The key concept here is to
promote the subdivision of optimization or transformation techniques into smaller steps,
and if applicable to, do this for these steps hierarchically. In terms of this framework,
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such steps are denoted as tools. The framework services cover a whole range of methods
for definition of such tools and interaction between them. In particular, classification
relations, precedence dependencies, configuration options and interfaces between them
can be defined. On the usage side, the framework ensures enumeration and identifi-
cation of present tools. With respect to tool invocation, the class-based tool definition
approach enables automatic tool specialization, which in turn, improves reusability, since
sub-related processing steps may be requested in a generic way, with the actual imple-
mentation being used varying between toolflow setups or target-platform definitions.
Summarizing the framework-related contribution of this thesis, the design and the set
of services provided within this framework can be considered to be a well-balanced foun-
dation for development of memory-aware optimization techniques. As described later in
the evaluation part, this framework and the proposed system-modeling approach have
shown practical relevance in the MNEMEE project. The set of optimization techniques
developed in this project is organized as a multi-step tool chain which benefits from a
common target-platform model. Utilization of MACCv2 framework has significantly re-
duced the effort for integration of optimization and transformation techniques developed
at disjoint organizations across Europe.
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4.1 Introduction
Developing source-level optimization and transformation techniques results in a signif-
icant amount of recurring work. This thesis proposes the MACCv2 framework which
aims at reduction of this recurring overhead by provision of a common foundation for
a wide range of optimization and transformation techniques. One key recurring aspect
in the development of optimization techniques in general and source-level optimizations
in particular is: The development of a target-platform description. A system-modeling
approach has been proposed within this thesis. The practical implementation of this
system-modeling approach is tightly integrated into this framework.
To cope with the complexity of current optimization techniques, developers tend to
implement step-wise approaches which subdivide a task in a better tractable sequence
of steps. The framework presented in this thesis plays the coordinating and integrating
role in such a scenario. A wide-set services is provided within this framework. The
complexity of these services starts at a very basic level which is closely related to the
object-oriented C++ programming language, and continues up to complex services as
the system description or processing-step representation.
As indicated in the previous chapter, the framework services have been implemented
as a set of C++ object-oriented APIs. This fits well with the common approach to
develop memory-aware source-level optimization techniques in the C++ language. The
application code to be optimized is represented as a set of C++ objects constructing an
abstract syntax tree. The C++-based API for this system description, processing step
and runtime-data representations have well matching interfaces and C++-based APIs
which form a well-defined framework.
According to the concepts and models proposed in this thesis, a closer look at the
actual implementation is taken in this chapter. Practical examples of framework services
and system-model components accompany this implementation description. The imple-
mentation centric perspective of this chapter puts actual APIs and class names at focus.
Providing this information is expected to give a good overview to the way framework
services have been implemented and serves as a starting point for the development of
upcoming optimization techniques or further target-platform descriptions.
The following sections iterate over each service provided within the MACCv2 frame-
work. Starting at the fundamental services related to the common object base class,
continuing at higher-level services as the user-interface abstraction and system-model
interface, and finishing at the processing-step representation and toolflow construction.
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4.2 Framework Services
The MACCv2 framework proposed in this thesis is based on a central component, the
MACCv2 library. This library is the hub for any MACCv2 framework-based optimization
and analysis technique. The library bundles core services provided within this framework
which are presented in detail in this section. Starting from the fundamental common-
base-class services which include among others data retention, reflection and annotation
services. The implementation of the system-modeling approach and processing-step rep-
resentation are based on these services. Finally, a close look is taken at the user-interface
abstraction services.
4.2.1 Common Base Class
The integration facilities provided by a framework already need support at a very basic
level. Especially, a streamlined API across all kinds of services is a valuable precondi-
tion. Fundamental to such an API is a common notion of objects. Several programming
languages (i.e. the most prominent one is Java) provide natively such a common base
class for any kind of derived object classes. The C++ language, identified as frequently
used for optimization technique development, does not. Therefore, the framework com-
pensates for the missing common-object notion and defines in the context of MACCv2
framework such a base class model. It is expected to be used as the root class for any kind
of object classes. It is defined as IR_PersistentObject. Especially, the ICD-C-based
application code representation, the system-modeling approach and further framework
services exploit this feature excessively. Besides commonly found methods for serializa-
tion and reflection, the common base class of this framework provides several additional
features which are presented next. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of these features.
4.2.1.1 Persistent Data Retention and Serialization Support
The first common task tackled in this framework is the persistent data retention. Op-
timization techniques may require preserving their state across multiple runs as well as
pass analysis results to the subsequent processing steps. The ad-hoc methods often found
in state-of-the art optimization techniques define more or less well-structured text files
where such information is stored. Obviously, this comes at the cost of several disad-
vantages. The file format is not well-defined or documented. Subsequent changes may
break easily existing toolchains. Non-uniform value representation, ambiguous hierar-
chical structure, unclear field semantics are only a few problems which can occur while
performing text-file-based data retention. Avoiding these problems, even in combination
with sophisticated libraries (i.e. XML parser libraries), comes at high effort for infra-
structural work and documentation. Furthermore, this has to be repeated for each new
data type and optimization technique implementation.
The MACCv2 framework proposed in this thesis defines a serialization API for the
common object base class and corresponding derived classes. The effort for derived
classes basically reduces to enumeration of members expected to be stored or loaded
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Figure 4.1: Common object features.
in the corresponding methods. Items of commonly occurring data types can be stored
and restored this way, including all basic C++ data types, some common STL types
and containers (i.e. strings, lists, sets, maps and vectors) and pointers to other object
and members which are derived from an IR PersistentObject class. Especially, this pos-
sibility to store cross-object references and complete object hierarchies is a valuable
add-on to common serialization approaches which often support only storage of basic
data types. The serialization backend within this framework takes care of serialization
of all referenced objects, ensuring a complete, self-contained representation. This serial-
ization approach matches well with typical methods for representation of runtime data
or analysis results which are going to be passed to subsequent steps. The natural and
easily-accessible runtime representation can be preserved with minimal overhead. An
example could be a map of symbol references from one application-code representation
to another one. Such maps are beneficial if source-code modifications are performed in
preparation of profiling runs. Usually, these profiling runs will be performed on modified
or annotated application code, while the actual outcome has to be related to the original
application code. Such maps encapsulated into a storable persistent object can be made
available to a profiling trace analysis step within few lines of code. The entire overhead
of storing and reconstructing of such data structures is covered by this framework. Ef-
fectively, the analysis and optimization steps can operate on native C++ data structures
as they would if no persistence consideration were required.
The actual storage format is not fixed. The MACCv2 framework provides an extensible
backend which defines a lean API to the actual file reader and writer implementation.
This way various storage formats can be implemented. Currently the framework supports
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a binary file format, which is fast and dense, but not human readable and a XML-based
file format, which can be manually explored.
4.2.1.2 Reflection and Versioning
The second feature often found in the context of common-base-class implementations is
an API reflection method. Examining the class hierarchy is often very useful especially
in combination with runtime linking where the set of known object classes is not constant
during application runtime.
The reflection approach included in this framework focuses on class hierarchy repre-
sentation and instantiation of objects. The method for class hierarchy exploration covers
retrieval of object-class names, queries for inheritance relations and few class properties
(i.e. whether a class is abstract or can be used to construct preinitialized objects).
Classic reflection implementations also provide methods for member enumeration. This
implementation follows a slightly different approach. An object-configuration API is
provided, which enables controlled enumeration and modifications of selected members.
Refer to Section 4.2.1.7 for more details on this service.
Class naming within this approach is based on a string representation of class names
as occurring in the C++ source code. A string-based approach has been intentionally
chosen, since in combination with runtime linking, the class name is often the only
information available, rendering type-based approaches infeasible due to the required
knowledge of the actual class declaration. The MACCv2 framework supports object
creation based on these class names. The most prominent situation where such an object
instantiation is performed, occurs when an optimization technique is going to be applied
to a system description. Such techniques are encapsulated into (tool-) objects, which are
instantiated according to their requested name.
The framework provides methods to control this generic instantiation of objects. First
of all, the class implementer may inhibit such instantiation. In general, a class has to
be ”initializable“ in terms of this framework to be feasible for instantiation of objects
of this class. Basically, a class is in this state if it implements an initialization method
which preloads class members accordingly when requested by the framework. The second
condition which may inhibit instantiation of a class is if the class is abstract in terms
of the C++ language (i.e. it has unimplemented virtual members). Abstract classes are
marked as such to the framework, so it will prevent creation of such objects.
Since the framework-based reflection support is an add-on to the native C++ capabil-
ities, the IR_PersistentObject derived classes need to provide the required class names
and inheritance information. The framework hides this overhead almost completely from
the user. Actually, the approach requires only two short lines of code. The first one, is
required in the class declaration. The second is placed in the file containing the class
implementation.
Within the class declaration a class version number can be specified. Class versioning
is primarily used in combination with the persistent store of object hierarchies. For each
serialized object the class version is recorded. Once the data is being restored, this version
number is compared against the current object class implementation. The framework
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will report an error and refuse to restore the data, if a class versions mismatch is detected.
Whether a particular class version numbers mismatch can be decided by the class itself.
Therefore, an improved class may report compatibility to its current version and to some
older version enabling migration paths to more recent optimization techniques.
4.2.1.3 Runtime Linking
Another service provided within this framework is the dynamic loading of libraries con-
taining object class definitions. There are two cases where such runtime linking of addi-
tional code is performed. The first case is basically on user-code request, in particular,
once creation of an object of an unknown class is requested. In this case the frame-
work tries to locate a dynamic linkable library containing this class definition. There
are several locations which are checked for such a library. First of all, the framework
tries to determine whether a library file name is known. If so, a library with that name
is searched. The mapping between classes and library names is provided at the class
definition. For a particular toolchain, a configuration file can be generated which con-
tains the relevant mappings. The framework reads this file on startup and tries to match
the library names according to this list. In the case no library can be determined for a
particular class, the class name is used as the filename. Looking for such linkable files is
performed according the following scheme:
• If a library is known, it may have an explicit path defined, so look-up at this
location is performed first.
• The framework has an environment configuration variable defining possible library
paths. Searching there is performed next.
• Finally, apply the operating-system search order (i.e. use LD_LIBRARY_PATH vari-
able in Unix-based OS).
If a corresponding library is found, it is loaded and the reflection data is updated
automatically. A subsequent retry to create an object of requested class will most likely
succeed, if the mapping information has been correct.
The second case where runtime linking of additional code is performed occurs while
restoring object graphs according to a persistent store data file. While this file is read,
corresponding objects are created. The same situation as in the case of a user initiated
request may occur: The requested class is currently not known within the framework’s
class hierarchy. The same search approach is applied as in the manual case. In addition
to the manual case, the persistent data contains an additional library hint, which may
be used if no suitable entry in the class name to library map has been found.
This dynamic runtime loading in combination with the serialization approach provided
within this framework has a unique advantage compared to other state-of-the-art data
retention approaches, effectively enabling a combined data and code retention. The
possibility to bind member methods to a particular data set and this way providing
for example getter/setter methods has several advantages over any kind of plain data
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Figure 4.2: Example of an annotated object graph.
retention (i.e. enabling sanity checks, access control or basically any computation on
this data is possible). Intuitively spoken, from the optimization technique perspective
the de-serialized data may be considered to be ”smart“ since computation methods are
made accessible instead of plain read/write access to it.
Since runtime linking modifies the process image of an optimization technique, basi-
cally arbitrary code may be inserted. In open environments this may be hostile code,
too. To provide a protection against unwanted behavior, the framework provides meth-
ods to the running process which can be used to check a particular library file in advance.
Which kind of checks is performed is user-dependent. From simple name checking up to
signature-based check, any method is possible. The framework will load a library only if
the check callback has returned an approving answer.
4.2.1.4 User-Data Annotation
The common base class provided within this framework defines another valuable feature
for combining analysis and optimization techniques into automatic toolflows. Any class
derived from IR_PersistentObject supports the annotation of so-called user data. User
data are named references to other objects of class IR_PersistentObject or any derived
class. Names are arbitrary string constants. Each name references a single object.
Figure 4.2 depicts an example of this relation in a object graph. Besides methods for
direct association and retrieval of user-data objects, wild-card-based look-up methods are
provided. Such methods can be used to collect similar objects in terms of names or object
classes. Especially, the possibility to restrict the set of retrieved object references to a
particular class simplifies the iteration code within an optimization technique. Since the
retrieved set-members are correctly typed, no casting and validity checks are required.
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Since referenced objects are only required to be derived from this common base class,
almost any data can be annotated. For common cases where a numeric value or a plain
string is needed, predefined container classes are provided. Furthermore, the ICD-C-
based application-code representation as well as most other services of the MACCv2
framework, especially the system-model representation, are based on this common-base-
class model. This enables any of these entities to be referenced in the user data. Further,
any of these objects will accept user-data annotations. A simple example demonstrates
how powerful these annotations are. Let us assume an allocation technique, which as-
signs each global variable to a particular memory. Instead of generating some map-file
which links variable names to memory names, this user-data annotation allows for def-
inition of a plain pointer to the targeted memory component which is attached to the
global variable representation. Especially in the case of MPSoCs such map-files may run
into ambiguity problems when the same code is being executed on several cores, while
this annotation-based approach is always precise. In combination with the serialization
approach presented in the previous subsection, this annotation is as persistent as a plain,
file-based, map would be.
Associating object references is accompanied with a set of flags which provide hints
to the framework and eventually to the optimization technique on each association. The
current set of flags covers primarily control over automatic actions performed by the
framework. In particular this set of flags is implemented:
• User-data references may be marked with a flag indicating to the framework that
the object referenced in this entry has to be deleted once the object holding the
reference is destructed.
• Another flag operates in a similar way. In contrast to the previous one, even the
removal of such a user-data entry implies the deletion of the corresponding object.
This flag saves implementation effort, since the user does not have to retrieve the
reference and invoke the deletion process.
• A flag may also indicate to the framework that the removal of this user-data asso-
ciation is required when the referenced object is deleted. The framework provides
pointer tracing services, which are used here to get notified once the referenced
object is deleted.
• Similar to previous flag, this one also uses pointer tracing to get notion of the
referenced object being deleted. In contrast to the previous flag, the implemented
behavior is more rigorous. Assuming the object holding the reference is useless or
invalid without that particular user-data annotation, it will be deleted as well.
• User-data entries can be marked with a flag which identifies the data to be of
temporary nature. While serializing an object to a file, user-data entries marked
with this flag are ignored.
• Finally, there are currently 8 predefined flags which are not used by the framework.
They may be used by optimization techniques to indicate some special states or
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conditions related to a particular user-data entry. The semantics of each flags is
user-defined, and will most likely depend on the type of associated object and needs
to be known a priori by any optimization using such flags.
Optimization techniques may have different assumptions on the set of associated user
data. Especially, they may request user-data entries which are not present. In the case
that an optimization technique is not enumerating present user-data entries via wild-
card-based methods, but is requesting a single item with an exact name, the MACCv2
framework tries to construct such an entry, if not present in the user-data set. The
framework provides methods to register callback functions which will be invoked when-
ever a request for a particular user-data entry could not be satisfied. Within this callback
function the requested entry may be created. If successful, the requested entry will be
returned to the optimization technique.
An application scenario where such on the fly entry creation is beneficial, could be
a computationally intensive analysis technique. Instead of requiring precomputation of
every analysis result in advance, only these actually requested ones will be computed
on-demand. Since such on-demand results are attached as regular user data, no multiple
recomputation of repeatedly requested user-data entries is required.
4.2.1.5 Pointer Tracing
In complex data structures, mutual cross references between objects are the common
case. As long as the application code has knowledge of all places where a reference to
an object is kept, cleanup of such reference points can be performed before a particular
object is deleted. In complex optimization techniques which consist of several libraries -
most likely contributed from various sources - this knowledge is not trivial. Therefore,
often various ad-hoc update and notification mechanisms are introduced to tackle this
problem. The framework proposed here benefits from the definition of a common base
class. It implements a unified approach for pointer tracing and invalidation.
There are two types of references to be handled by this approach. The first type refers
to object-references associated via user-data annotations. The framework takes care of
such annotations automatically, if the corresponding flags (refer to Section 4.2.1.4) are
set. Basically, two types of actions can be performed: Removing just the reference or
deleting the entire object holding this user-data reference.
The second type of references are plain class members. To be able to identify invalida-
tion of references stored in local member variables, a callback mechanism has been cho-
sen. Derived classes may implement a callback method to cleanup the reported references
and eventually invoke its base class implementation to continue the cleanup process. In
contrast to smart-pointer approaches (i.e. provided by the BOOST library [61]) this ap-
proach does not introduce additional wrapper objects around pointer members, resulting
in a reduced object size with no additional access overhead. Especially, in combination
with arrays of references a significantly lower space and runtime overhead is expected.
The notification mechanism allows for group notifications. The callback method is
invoked with two arguments passed. The first is the group name, the second is the
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actual pointer becoming invalid. Invalidating according to a group name is useful if
validity of multiple references is required to be kept synchronized to provide the expected
functionality. Group names are plain character strings and can be arbitrarily chosen by
the referencing object class. The framework provides methods to associate one or multiple
object references with a particular group name.
4.2.1.6 Auto-Deletion and Reference Counting
Pointer tracing is a valuable service to keep a sane overall data structure state if the op-
timization technique requires explicit object deletion. Another commonly-found practice
defers object deletion until the last reference has been removed. This resembles aspect
of automatic garbage collection known from other high-level languages (i.e. Java). The
MACCv2 framework covers also this programming paradigm for object classes based
on the common-base-class definition. Objects which will keep track of the number of
references and perform auto destruction, once no more references are open, are denoted
as ”attachable” objects. Especially in context of user-data attachment, the framework
keeps track of reference count updates, so no further user code overhead and interaction
is required.
The framework supports two approaches for reference counting and automatic object
deletion. The first is suitable in the case of an entire class of objects which require
reference counting. The second one is beneficial if the majority of objects of a particular
class does not require reference counting, but few instances do. In this case reference
counting can be enabled at per-object level.
For class-based attachable objects, the framework provides a base class denoted as
IR_AttachableObject. It is an immediate descendant of the common base class named
IR_PersistentObject. It inherits all base class features, plus additional reference count-
ing support. Object classes which should be recognized by the framework as attachable
have to be derived from this more specialized class.
The second approach providing reference counting is based on attach guards. Cur-
rently, the framework implements this approach as user-data-related sub-objects which
perform the reference counting and deletion handling. The framework recognizes these
specific user-data object references and treats the referencing objects the same way as the
one based on an attachable object class. Per-object reference counting is commonly used
when dealing with ICD-C-based code representation objects. Assume an optimization
technique which needs to preserve several implementation variants for a particular state-
ment (i.e. a loop). Such alternative implementations could be attached as loop statement
object references to the original loop representation being part of the application-code
syntax tree (AST). The original implementation has a well-defined and known depen-
dency in the AST, therefore can be cleaned up properly within ICD-C without reference
counting. The additional implementation variants are not known to ICD-C and would
remain unreferenced in memory. Marking such loop statement objects as attachable, will
prevent such memory leaks.
Attachable objects are most beneficial in combination with user-data-based referenc-
ing. This way the framework can take care of updating the reference counts accordingly.
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IMPL_CONTAINER_CONFIG_BEGIN(MyConfigTest ,MACC_Container)
ADD_CONFIG_ENTRY(boolcfg ,"Some␣description")
ADD_CONFIG_ENTRY_ENUM_BEGIN(intcfg ,"Another␣description")
ADD_ENUM_VALUE("hello" ,33)
ADD_ENUM_VALUE("world" ,99)
ADD_CONFIG_ENTRY_ENUM_END ()
IMPL_CONTAINER_CONFIG_END ()
Listing 4.1: Configuration definition example
Nevertheless, the framework provides an API for manual control of reference counts.
Similar to pointer traces, once objects are referenced in regular class members the refer-
encing object has to inform the framework about the reference taken. Doing so can be
encapsulated in a setter method. Basically, two methods are provided by the framework.
One for increasing reference counts and the other for decreasing.
4.2.1.7 Object-Configuration API
The framework presented here promotes a plug-and-play approach. This implies the
provision of self-contained libraries which implement services at various levels. In such
a case, the reflection mechanism is valuable once it comes to examine the set of exposed
object classes and instantiation of corresponding objects. At the object-level scope some
insight into the object structure is useful. The framework supports exposing selected
member variables via a uniform interface. In terms of this framework this service is
denoted as object-configuration API. A motivating example for such configurable objects
are system template factories. The properties of a system description being created can
be configured in advance. For example, properties exposed by the MPARM system
template factory are the number of cores or memory sizes.
The framework provides fine-grained control over the set of exposed members. This
control covers the type of access or the set of valid values. Exposing member variables
can be done in quite a concise manner. The framework provides a rich set of macros
which reduce the effort for the developer to enumerate the set of member variables to
be accessible as configuration entries. For each member variable, a developer may chose
whether it is a read-only variable or a variable which may be modified. Further, the user-
visible name has to be provided (usually the same as the variable name) and optionally
a short description giving the purpose of this configuration entry. Listing 4.1 shows
an example of a configuration definition for an exemplary object class MyConfigTest.
This definition can be placed along the usual class implementation into the same file.
Besides this implementation block, the class declaration has to contain a DECL CONFIG
line announcing the presence of configuration entries.
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MACC_Container
Entry_1 (int)Entry_1 (int)
Entry_2 (enum)Entry_2 (enu )
......
Entry_n (struct)Entry_n (struct)
......
+ getConfig()
...
MACC_Config
Subentry_1 (enum)Subentry_1 (enu )
Subentry_1 (string)Subentry_1 (string)
......
Subentry_n (struct)Subentry_n (struct)
......
MACC_Config
Figure 4.3: Configuration object structure example.
Restricting the set of acceptable values for a read-write entry can be done either by
explicit enumeration of these values, or definition of a valid value range in case of a
numeric entry.
There are several other configurable options for each entry. For example update noti-
fication callbacks can be registered for each entry, or visibility levels defined.
Besides a rich set of common numerical and string entry types, several framework-
specific configuration entry types can be defined. First of all, the configuration API
allows for construction of hierarchical configuration trees. Entries which point to member
objects which themselves are capable of providing a configuration tree can be defined.
A graphical user interface exposing the configuration entries to the user will recognize
such sub-tree structure and present it in an adequate way. The second set of framework-
specific entries covers various data types provided by the MACCv2 framework. Examples
are a unit-equipped real number representation or environment variable representations.
Defining such entries does not differ from entries of simple data types.
From the configuration user perspective, the framework provides unified methods for
accessing any kind of configuration entries. The general structure is as follows: The ob-
ject exposing member configuration entries provides a method which returns a reference
to the collection of configuration entries of this object. Figure 4.3 depicts an exemplary
structure. In general, configuration entry values are exposed in a string-based represen-
tation. For simplified access to these values, corresponding setter/getter methods are
provided. Accessing a particular configuration entry is done based on its entry name.
For a more detailed access to a particular entry, a reference to the configuration entry
object has to be requested first. Once this reference is known, additional information
can be retrieved. This includes the set of valid values or the value range, description
text, type information or error reports, in the case an invalid value has been provided in
a call to the setter method.
Both access methods have a preferred application scenario. While the name-based
method would be preferably used in text-based or automatic setups, the object-based
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Figure 4.4: Object event notification example.
method is valuable for graphical interfaces where detailed information can be exposed to
the user.
4.2.1.8 Object Events
Changes to individual objects may have effects on various other objects in complex data
structures like the system descriptions presented in this thesis. An often occurring exam-
ple in this context would be the modification of application code which may invalidate
computed analysis results. The low-level consistency ensuring approaches previously pre-
sented are not applicable here, since on such modification, the semantical information is
invalidated and not the structural properties of a system description. Therefore, another
approach is required to cover such situations.
This framework provides an object-based event notification mechanism. Events are
similar to the well-known C++ exceptions. In contrast to exceptions, events do not
propagate along the current call-stack, but they use parent-child relation between objects
to propagate within a given object graph.
An event in terms of this framework is an object instance of a particular event class.
Common to all event classes is the requirement to be derived from a common event
base class. An object which has undergone some relevant change which is expected
to influence other objects, may initiate an event notification. In general, a suitable
event object, which reflects the occurred change will be instantiated and posted to the
framework service for distribution. The framework distributes the event object until a
receiver method indicates the event object as being consumed, or no more distribution
paths could be enumerated. Figure 4.4 depicts the event distribution in case of object
modifications due to item addition to a related object container.
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IMPL_EVENT_HANDLER_BEGIN(MyEventTest ,MACC_Container)
ON_EVENT(MACC_Event_Modified)
{
ev->getSomeData ();
ev->doSomething ();
return EVH_CONTINUE; // go on
// return EVH_BREAK; // or stop , if consumed here
}
ON_EVENT(MACC_Event) // catch any event ...
{
// ...
return EVH_CONTINUE;
}
IMPL_EVENT_HANDLER_END ()
Listing 4.2: Event handler implementation
Objects which have to be sensitive on event notifications have to provide an event
receiver method. The MACCv2 framework supports implementing event receiver meth-
ods by provision of a set of macros, which basically reduce the effort for the developer
to provide the actual action to be performed on arrival of each relevant class of events.
Since events are based on the regular C++ class hierarchy, requesting sensitivity on a
generic event class also covers all derived event types. Listing 4.2 depicts an event han-
dler implementation. The handler reacts to object-container modifications in the first
section, and basically to any other event in the second section. Since the event actions
are evaluated in the order of occurrence, this is usually the preferred implementation
order to achieve the intended behavior. More specific event types have to precede more
generic ones.
Once an event has been created, the framework has to propagate it to all relevant
objects. For each event, the class and the scope of relevant objects can be defined.
Object scopes are defined according to a parent-child relation. In general, in this context
objects referenced in user-data entries are considered to be children of the referencing
object. Since objects can be referenced at several places, the opposite relation has to be
explicitly specified. When using the object-container API presented in the next section,
the framework creates these relations automatically. Events record the set of objects
already notified. Therefore, circular references can be avoided. Both explicit parent
definition and circular reference detection make this approach applicable not only to
object trees but also to object graphs. An event definition advises the framework to use
a particular scope of propagation. Following notification schemata are available:
• The first one performs basically no propagation. Only the event handler at the
object causing this event is involved. Self notification can be useful if the developer
choses to implement object-state-change processing in a centralized place.
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• The second type propagates events only to child objects (i.e. to objects referenced
in the user-data entries)
• Another propagation type advises the framework to notify the parent object and
follow up this relation until no parent reference exists.
• This propagation type combines the previous three types. First the causing object
is notified, then the child objects, and finally the parent objects.
• A system-level notification is performed starting at the root parent node down to
all child nodes reachable from that point.
• Finally, a global notification of all objects reachable via the child relation from the
global MACCv2 runtime-environment object is performed. The main purpose of
this propagation method is to notify objects related to different system descriptions.
4.2.1.9 Object-Container API
Managing complex data structures involves recurring implementations. Iterating over
data collections, inserting, removing or searching for subsets in such collections are always
occurring tasks. In the context of this framework, the system-description implementation
has exposed properties of such complex data structures. At an abstract level, the system
description consists of various types of object instances. A hierarchical dependency
between these objects is given due the structure of the system description. Starting at
the system level, a system keeps collections of components and channels. A component
keeps track of the corresponding ports. Finally, ports need to collect the related mapping
rules. These examples and several more occurring in the system description would require
implementation of similar APIs and corresponding behavior for different object types.
The approach presented here does not focus on implementing the next most efficient
data collection method. Efficient approaches exist (i.e. STL containers) which are not
duplicated here. What is usually missing, and causes tedious overhead in the development
process, are user-friendly interfaces to such data collections. Typical implementations
consist of a private container object and a set of content-related methods which basically
proxy the modification request to the private container object.
The MACCv2 framework provides the building blocks for such container API. The
effort for the user is limited to one declaration line, which primarily specifies the ob-
ject type to be stored in such a container. Optionally, differing names for the private
container and method naming can be specified. Such a declaration expands to a set of
methods which provide the common access patterns. The method names are adapted
according to the user-provided declaration (i.e. declaring a container API for objects of
class “Port“ will provide among others a method ”AddPort” which adds new objects to
this container).
In particular the API includes following methods:
• Add a new object reference to the container.
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• Remove a particular object reference.
• Remove a subset of object references according to naming or tagging criteria.
• Retrieve a subset of object references which satisfy the specified class type, naming
and tagging criteria.
Especially, the last method is a powerful look-up and enumeration method. The possi-
bility to ensure presence of only properly typed objects in the result set saves significant
casting and filtering overhead in user code. A common example is the enumeration
of a particular type of components of a given system description (i.e. only processor
components). Obtaining such data basically requires two lines of code:
map<string, MACC_Processor*> processors;
sys->getComponents("*","*",processors);
Where the ”*” indicate no restriction on names or the set of tags.
The object-container API supports two types of object storage. The first one uses a
regular member variable of type MACC_Container, the second method keeps the container
as an attached user-data item. Both storage approaches have their specific advantages.
The member variable-based approach is faster, since one less level of dereferencing is
required to access the data. The second approach is advantageous in case the stored items
have to be enumerated in a uniform way. Since the container is part of the user-data set,
an external entity (i.e. a graphical user interface) would be capable of enumerating such
a container and its content without knowledge of the actual class declaration, solely via
framework-provided interfaces.
The framework-provided container class is derived from the common object class.
Therefore, such container object inherits all properties of this class. Especially, the
serialization is useful for persistent retention of container content. In addition to the base
class properties, the container class adds primarily methods related to implementation
of object-container API. This includes, container tagging support, extended search and
enumeration methods for user-data items and a uniform object naming interface.
4.2.1.10 Factories
Continuing the set of framework services related to the common object base class, object
factories are presented in this section. Factories extend the class-name-based object
creation method provided within the reflection support. Factories are beneficial if more
control over the type, initialization state or the instantiation of full object structures is
required. The main application scenario for factories is the construction of system-model
items and complete system descriptions.
The factory service incorporated within this framework provides a set of methods to
enumerate available factories. To get an overview of available facilities, a method which
returns the complete set of factory objects is provided. Further methods are provided
for requesting a factory with a particular name or to retrieve a specific factory which is
capable of constructing objects of requested class.
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Once factory references are known to the user, further details can be enumerated.
Each factory provides the set of class names of which it is capable to construct objects.
Typically, a factory will have a set of configuration entries to control its mode of opera-
tion. These configuration entries can be enumerated and used according to the methods
described in Section 4.2.1.7.
A typical process of constructing objects via framework-provided factories consists of
the following three steps:
1. Request the factory object capable of constructing a particular object class.
2. Setup the factory configuration entries accordingly.
3. Invoke the object instantiation method.
The first practical examples of factory-based object instantiation can be found in the
graphical system-model editor. A user may add new components and channels to the
system model. First, the set of available component or channel classes is enumerated
from available factories. Once the user chooses to add a component, this set is presented
in a list. Choosing a particular item from such a list results in the instantiation of a
corresponding object via the corresponding system-model factory.
A second example uses the configuration capabilities excessively. The dedicated tool-
chain frontend developed for the MNEMEE project uses the factory approach to instan-
tiate fullfledged system models according to predefined templates. The toolflow user may
configure the number of cores, memory sizes or any other platform-specific option before
the system description is created according to these parameters.
4.2.2 Code Representation
In the context of this framework, the previously available ICD-C intermediate represen-
tation has been slightly extended. Basically, the major goal was to make ICD-C benefit
from the advantages of a common-object-class model. Therefore, the ICD-C intermediate
representation has been integrated with the common-base-class approach presented in
Section 4.2.1. Due to this integration, a common foundation across the system-modeling
implementation, the application-code representation and the processing-step integration
approach exists. Such a cross domain foundation is a subtle, but very beneficial prop-
erty of the MACCv2 framework. Expression of optimization-technique-dependent cross-
object relations and annotations is possible with only minimal effort for the optimization
technique developer.
4.2.3 Runtime Environment
Executing optimization techniques on a particular host system typically requires adjust-
ment of several runtime parameters. Especially, locations of external tools (i.e. compilers)
may vary among different host system platforms.
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An often-used approach to cope with such variations in the execution environment is
based on environment variables. Such variables are preinitialized in the setup phase ac-
cording to current execution environment. Later, the content is used when path strings
are constructed (i.e. when constructing the command line to invoke a particular com-
piler). The MACCv2 framework exposes a similar service. Environment variables are
represented as pairs associating a name with the corresponding value. Based on such
tuples, which have an object-oriented representation within this framework, methods are
provided for searching, iterating over and modifying these environment variables. Be-
side this object-oriented API, string replacement is supported within the environment
variable API. Basically, user-provided character strings are passed to the framework for
substitution of variable names with their values. Similar to the operating-system-based
variable substitution, undefined variables are substituted by an empty string.
Since framework-provided environment variables are represented as object instance,
this object-oriented representation is especially advantageous in the context of string
substitution. In contrast to the operating-system-based environment variable implemen-
tation, the associated value does not have to be constant. The environment variable
object may implement a value computation method, which will be invoked each time
the variable value is requested. Typical examples of non-constant environment variables
provided within the framework are random character sequence generators or counter
variables. Since such variables are resolved in the same step as any other environment
variable, they can be used in a straightforward approach for path construction of tem-
porary filenames.
Currently four classes of environment variables are provided within this framework:
• Plain static environment variables, defined within the framework context.
• Host system bound environment variables. These reflect and update the values of
related operating-system-provided variables.
• Random character sequence generator variables. The variable value is a config-
urable number of random characters (typically 8).
• A unique number generator. Environment variables of this class return an 64 bit in-
teger number. The number is incremented on each value request. The unique value
is globally shared among all variables of this class and preserved across multiple
process invocations.
Due to the typically flat name space for environment variables at the operating-system
level, excessive usage of such variables may result in conflicts or at least in a cumber-
some representation of the runtime environment. The framework offers a hierarchical
approach for environment variable representation. According to Figure 4.5, starting at a
single global environment, several subenvironments can be defined. Typically, these sub-
environments are related to particular processing-step implementations or system-model
representations. An optimization technique or an object within a particular system-
model representation holds a reference to its specific environment, if any. In general, if
no specific environment can be determined, the global one is referenced.
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Figure 4.5: Environment structure
Across these runtime environments a parent-child relation is defined. Except for the
topmost global environment, each one references a parental runtime environment. This
parent-child relation is used once environment variables are going to be resolved. Envi-
ronment variables are resolved starting at the immediately referenced environment. If
some variables do not exist in this context, the parent environment is consulted.
Adapting optimization techniques to a particular runtime environment is supported
within this framework. Based on the well-known approach of using environment vari-
ables to setup runtime-variant configuration options (i.e. paths to external executables,
paths to the workspace etc.) a similar service is provided within this framework. From
the optimization technique perspective, these runtime environments are persistent even
across multiple runs in subsequent processes.
Since the framework targets support for development of highly reusable optimization
techniques, a toolflow typically exposes a fine-grained modular structure. Self-contained
parts (i.e. processing steps, system-model components) are encapsulated within dedicated
libraries, which are linked together at runtime. The framework keeps track of several
parameters for each of such libraries. For a typical library, the most important parameters
are the set of provided object classes and the file system path from where the library
has been loaded. The first list is helpful to find the mapping between a particular object
and the corresponding library. Once such a relation is found, the library path can be
retrieved. Assuming a well-known folder structure relative to the library path, all related
files can be accessed without any installation or setup phase, even when the library and
its related files are moved within the file system.
In addition to the already loaded libraries, the framework keeps, in a similar way,
track of a user-defined set of expected libraries. Such sets can be defined in the toolflow
construction phase. Let us assume a complex optimization technique is going to be
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delivered for a predefined target platform in context of a project. In this case, the set
of required processing steps and the system-description type are well-known in advance.
According to this knowledge, a list of required libraries can be constructed. During the
startup phase, the framework consults this “libcache” file for the set of libraries and
eventually the paths where to search for them. Each library is loaded into the process
image in this phase. This way failures due to broken or missing libraries can be detected
early in the toolflow runtime.
Keeping track of the set of libraries is an important service within this framework.
Especially since their filesystem location can be used to reference related files without
the knowledge of their absolute path.
4.2.4 User-Interface Abstraction
Complex optimization or analysis techniques typically require prolonged time to per-
form their task. Especially in a multi-step toolflow these times accumulate to a signif-
icant amount. If such processing steps are not applied as some automatic background
processes, but explicitly invoked by a user, operation times higher than a few seconds
without any feedback will most likely cause the user to suspect a failure. To avoid such
situations, it is beneficial to keep the user notified of current actions being performed,
and eventually estimate the expected duration. The MACCv2 framework provides such
progress indication and logging services to the optimization technique developer.
A second set of services related to user interfaces provided within this framework
focuses on implementation of interactive modes of operation. The optimization technique
developer may decide to involve the user into the optimization process by requesting some
input, asking to choose an option from a set of choices or displaying intermediate results.
The MACCv2 framework supports this set of interaction methods.
Since these methods need to be fully independent of the type of interface exposed to
the user, the general approach is to provide a quite abstract API, designed in a dialog-
oriented way. The optimization technique prepares an interaction request and advises
the framework to expose it to the user. Once the user has performed the requested
interaction, the result is passed to the optimization technique and its operation continues.
In the context of graphical user interfaces this resembles a modal dialog box.
Besides these basic interaction methods, the user-interface API manages so-called ob-
ject views. Each user-interface implementation may provide presentation and editing
methods for dedicated object classes. An optimization technique may request an object
view for a particular object instance. Basically, any object instance of a class which is
derived from the common object class, can be a suitable target. The MACCv2 framework
tries to match a compatible view provided by the current user interface to the requested
object. Since these views are not required to be modal, they are suitable for intermediate
state presentation while the optimization technique continues to perform its task.
The user-interface abstraction tries to keep easy and efficient reuse of optimization
and analysis techniques always at focus. Especially, strict decoupling of a particular
user-interface implementation and the API provided to the optimization technique gives
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the freedom of choice for the intended usage of an optimization technique. The same im-
plementation, and even the same binary library encapsulating a particular optimization
or analysis technique, can be used for both extreme situations; on the one side deeply
integrated into an automatic workflow, where no user interaction is required, and on the
other side for presentation purposes, where interaction, and intermediate results should
be nicely presented to the audience.
The subsequent sections give a more detailed overview of capabilities provided by each
interaction method.
4.2.4.1 Progress Indication and Logging
Keeping the user informed about the current state of a processing step avoids impatience
or even frustration in the case of prolonged operation times.
The framework provides basically two types of services related to user information.
First of all, there are logging and error reporting methods. Further, there are progress
indication methods.
The logging and error reporting methods provide basically a line-oriented interface.
Reporting a line of text is similar to printing text via the well-known formating “printf”
method. The framework offers four output channels:
Info Output directed to this channel is for reporting processing-step states and general
information on the action being performed. In general, the reported text should
be concise for this channel.
Log This is basically another informational channel. According to typical logging of
processing actions, the content directed to this channel should be more detailed.
Longer text, even spreading across several lines, is acceptable here. The output
should give a good overview of what is going on in the optimization or analysis
step. Eventually, this even includes some overview of achieved results (i.e. estimated
energy consumption or runtime reduction)
Warn Reporting of any non-fatal problems, missed conditions or any state which may,
but does not have to, harm proper operation of the optimization or analysis tech-
nique should be directed to this channel.
Error Finally, any fatal failure, misconfiguration, or invalid operation should be re-
ported here. Typically, any condition reported via the error channel is assumed to
be a possible source of a non-successful termination of the optimization or analysis
technique.
To further classify the output generated by an optimization or analysis tool and give
the user control over the level of detail presented, each reported text line is annotated
with a verbosity level. The verbosity level is an integer number, with the least verbose
messages indicated with level 0. The user may choose a maximum verbosity level. The
framework ensures that only messages with an indicated verbosity equal or below this
threshold are presented to the user.
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4.2.4.2 Dialog-Based Interaction
When designing interactive tools, typically not only output to the user is required, but
also requesting input from a user may become necessary. Currently, the MACCv2 frame-
work supports two methods of requesting such input from the user. The first asks the
user to enter an arbitrary line of text. The second method provides a question and offers
a set of choices to the user. The user is expected to select one of them.
Since the framework abstracts from the actual user-interface implementation, no as-
sumption on the way both input methods are presented to the user are made. The
interfaces are basically straightforward text-based interfaces. For the text input method,
the optimization tool developer needs to specify a caption text, some description explain-
ing the purpose of this input and eventually some default text, which may be proposed
to the user as possible reply.
In the case of a selection method, similar items as for the text input method need to be
specified. In addition to the caption and description, a set of choices needs to be passed
to the framework. Each choice is represented as a tuple consisting of a text associated
with this choice, an optional description, which may be shown in GUI-based interfaces
as a tool-tip pop-up, a unique id and eventually a pointer to additional optimization-
technique-related data. To reduce implementation overhead, the framework provides
several sets of predefined answers. They cover typical “Yes-No”, “OK-Cancel” etc. cases.
Integrating user interaction into an optimization or analysis tool also has a down side.
Typically, this prevents script-based background operation of the same implementation
of a particular optimization tool. The framework presented in this thesis targets this
problem at two levels. In general, any user-interface implementation has a flag indicating
whether an interactive operation is desired. This flag may be cleared to indicate a
background operation mode without any interaction. The optimization technique can
query this flag and avoid requesting user input. Clearly, this moves the burden of taking
care of non-interactive operation to the optimization developer. If a developer chooses
not to take care of the operation mode, the framework still tries to ensure uninterrupted
background operation. If non-interactive mode is chosen, the input and selection method
do not show any user interaction. Instead, the default answer text is returned in case of
an input method, or the first choice is selected in the case of a selection query. At this
level, the only effort for the tool developer is to consider appropriate order of answers,
or provide a default input text, which ensures desired operation.
4.2.4.3 Object Views
Simple dialog-based interaction is suitable for requesting provision of a small number
of decisions. Especially, once it comes to representation of some intermediate results,
solely dialog-based interaction combined with line-oriented text output will not deliver
the expected user experience. Therefore, an object-based user-interaction approach has
been integrated into this framework.
The approach is depicted in Figure 4.6. In contrast to the dialog-based user interface,
where plain-text messages are exchanged, this one operates on objects. In particular, the
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example contains several object-view instances for the currently selected user-interface
implementation. Each view indicates which type of object it can handle. Object-class
hierarchy is considered as well. Based on this, the fundamental idea is to request the
framework to provide an opaque, compatible to the current user interface, representation
for a given object. A processing-step implementation decides on the type of representa-
tion to be requested according to given tags and name. If a suitable object representation
has been found, the corresponding handle is returned to the processing step. In a partic-
ular example, requesting a handle for the COMET-System object will result in a handle
to the generic system view, since no more specialized implementation exists. In contrast
to this, the MPARM System has a dedicated view, which would be provided in that case.
Typically, views are requested on processing-step results. This can be observed in this
example as well. For the taskgraph construction results, which have been attached to a
MPARM CPU, a dedicated view exists, while the access count results do not have any
dedicated view. In this case the most generic view for the basic MACC_Container object
class is returned, if present.
Once such a handle has been obtained, this handle can be used to trigger several
actions. Basically, the processing-step implementation controls the visibility and con-
tent updates of this representation. Further, if a modal operation mode is desired, the
processing-step implementation can postpone its own execution until the representation
has been closed by the user. Any further exchange of data, or control of operation is
performed via the object being viewed. This reduced interface combines well the flex-
ibility needed to represent complex data structures or create more sophisticated user
interactions with the requirement not to depend on a particular type of user interface.
Since the operation of an object view and the processing-step implementation’s main
thread of execution can run concurrently, without any further synchronization, there
would be a great chance of failure or at least of displaying of invalid object states.
Therefore, shared access is regulated via an update method. In general the object being
viewed is accessible to the processing-step implementation. The view representation is
expected to operate on a snapshot of the object’s content. Such snapshots are gener-
ated on initialization and each time the processing-step implementation calls the update
method. Therefore, the processing-step implementation needs to ensure a consistent
state of the object only while the update method is executed.
Due to the decoupled approach of using object views which are developed indepen-
dently of the processing-step implementation, increased emphasis in the MACCv2 frame-
work has been put on the method used to enable the requesting processing-step imple-
mentation to identify a particular view. Currently, three types of views are distinguished
along the level of interactivity they offer. Least interactive are plain static view. They
display the state of the associated object without any user interaction. The second type
denotes browsers. This type of object views allows for some user interaction. Selecting
items to be more closely inspected or integrating different view perspectives are only
two examples of possible interaction. Finally, the third type allows for modification of
associated object state. This type allows for changing object properties or modifying
and creating object references between sub-related objects.
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Figure 4.6: Object-view relations
Besides these type definitions, other tags can be defined as well. Once requesting a
view, the framework checks if the view has the requested tags defined. Which views are
examined for the set of tags depends on the object compatibility. Each view defines in
its initialization phase which objects classes it can handle. The class identification is
based on the reflection approach introduced withing this framework. Therefore inheri-
tance relations can also be considered. The processing-step implementation may request
providing views which match exactly the object class or enable the framework to consider
also base class views. Using base class views has several advantages. The first advantage
targets view reuse. Since derived object classes can be viewed by their base class repre-
sentation future processing steps are likely to benefit from present view implementations.
In this context such views will probably be less intuitive, or will not contain all details,
but at least user interaction can be satisfied. Another benefit of base class views enables
simple construction of object-graph browsers. Such graph browsers will chose to rely on
automatic selection of most suitable view type for each node. Providing a generic view
for the common-persistent-object root class can be used as a fallback mechanism in such
a browser enabling it to display any type of object nodes.
Two object views incorporated into the Qt-based graphical user-interface implemen-
tation are presented as practical examples next. The first provides a browser for HTML
documents. The second is an image viewer. Both are typically used to represent
processing-step result summaries, or corresponding diagrams.
According to the general object-view approach, these views also operate in an object-
centric manner. To represent HTML text, the framework defines an object class. This
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MACC_HtmlData class is a container for the source code of a HTML page. In addition
to the storage location, this class of objects offers few editing methods (i.e. a “printf()”
like interface) for constructing and modifying the HTML content. Furthermore, since
typical HTML documents reference other documents, the storage object may contain sub
HTML-Data objects which incorporate referenced pages. A processing step intending to
expose a HTML document to the user instantiates such a HTML-Data object hierarchy,
fills-in the content, and requests the framework to provide a viewer for the root object.
If the currently active user interface provides such an object viewer (i.e. the Qt-based
UI), the corresponding handle is returned.
Similar to the HTML view, the image viewer also operates on a particular object class.
In this case the expected object class is denoted as MACC_ImageData. The content is
basically the binary representation of a PNG image. Since the image data representation
is derived from the generic binary data representation, the same interface for accessing
the content and file I/O can be used.
Concluding the user-interface abstraction, the framework implements a balanced ap-
proach between the abstraction level and the possibility to exploit features of a specific
user-interface type. Typical application scenarios are covered. Therein, output-oriented
services are: Logging of processing-step output, error reporting or progress indication.
Simple user interaction can be achieved via text input requests and selection dialogs. Fi-
nally, more sophisticated user interaction can be achieved via an object-viewer interface.
Exposing processing-step-specific information based on dedicated object types allows for
use of all techniques available for a particular user-interface type (i.e. a GUI-based on
the Qt library) to represent the content of such an object in a user-friendly way.
4.2.5 Practical User-Interface Implementations
Several user-interface implementations are provided within this framework. Mainly de-
pendent on the intended application scenario a particular type of user interface is best
suitable. To cover the typical range, three different types of user interfaces are pro-
vided. There is a plain-text-based interface implementation, a graphical user-interface
implementation which uses the Qt framework and a user-interface implementation which
integrates the MACCv2 framework into the Eclipse-IDE. Each of them is presented in
detail in subsequent sections.
4.2.5.1 Text Mode
Integration of processing steps is performed via command-line executables in typical de-
velopment workflows. Therefore, if MACCv2 framework-based source-code optimizations
are going to be part of such workflow, a command-line-based interface is required.
To satisfy this requirement, the framework implements such a plain-text command-line
interface. The implementation consists basically of a user-interface abstraction adapted
to text-based input/output and a set of executables which can be used to perform typical
task (i,e. invocation of processing steps or construction of system descriptions)
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The user-interface abstraction consists of several services which need to be provided
in a text-based fashion. Please refer to Section 4.2.4 for details on the complete set
of services. At this point as a good example the chosen user-interaction approach is
presented.
The first service to be presented here provides logging and error reporting facilities
to the processing step. A text-based interface matches straightforward with the line-
oriented reporting. Each report of an appropriate level is passed immediately to the user
terminal. The formating is limited to combining all invocation parameters into a line. A
typical logging report looks like this example:
L:MNEMEE:Loading system ’mparm/parallelizer/edge-detect.xml.gz’
The first character indicates the type of the line. There are four types: Logging,
Information, Warnings and Errors. Afterwards, the caption text is appended. This
typically indicates which entity reports the line. Finally, the reported text is printed. If
the operating system supports colorful terminal output, the lines are reported in different
colors according to their type.
The second service provided via the user-interface abstraction offers services to re-
quest user input. Here, a text-mode representation for arbitrary text input as well as a
selection-based input of predefined options, are provided.
?:Create System:Provide a name for the new system:
Again, a similar syntax is applied. A question mark indicates the input request,
followed by the caption text and the request of what is expected to be entered.
The second input method offers the user a set of options to choose from. An exemplary
request may have the following structure:
Q:Factory selection:Please choose which factory should be used for...
1) : MPARM-System Factory
2) : Host-System Factory
?
A Question is indicated first, followed by the caption text, and the actual question
text. In subsequent lines the possible answers are enumerated. Each is preceded by a
sequential number. The user is expected to enter this number when selecting one of these
options.
Further user-interface abstraction provides methods to indicate the progress of actions
being performed. Since several actions and sub actions can be active simultaneously, the
progress reporting is organized in a hierarchical structure. Each entity (i.e. an optimiza-
tion or analysis tool) reports its local view of its operation progress. The framework
combines these local values to an estimated overall progress report. In the text-mode
user-interface implementation such progress reports have the following syntax:
P: Total/MNEMEE_Toolflow/HTGParallelizer=’Performing parallelization...
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The overall structure can be observed in this example. The Progress report type is
indicated in the first character. The hierarchical path of the currently-reported progress
is printed next. A short description of currently-performed action follows. Finally, the
completion percentage is reported as a progress bar followed by the actual number.
Besides the user-interface abstraction, a set of command-line executables is provided
to help integrate MACCv2-based optimization and transformation techniques into other
workflows. Most often occurring tasks are tackled in these executables. Namely, setup
and configuration of the runtime environment (macc-setenv), construction and mod-
ification of system descriptions (macc-createsys and macc-modsys) and invocation of
processing steps (macc-tool-apply).
These executables offer a rich set of command-line options enabling their execution
without further user interaction. In addition to this mode of operation, they can operate
interactively. In this mode, the user is guided verbosely towards the desired action and
requested to provide input. Typically, only a single command-line argument is required,
which points to the system-description file to operate on.
Using the MACCv2 framework-based processing-step implementations and optimiza-
tion techniques via text-based command-line interface is subject to a few recurring steps.
Typically they are performed in the following order:
1. Setting up a runtime environment for a new workspace is performed via a macc-
setenv command. This is typically a one-time effort.
2. Creating a system model for a target platform is performed via macc-createsys.
This command can be used to create system descriptions in a single step. Typically,
configuration options can be passed to the system factory to control the properties
of the target-platform description being constructed.
3. The previously constructed system description can be preserved to be reused for
several application-code assignments according to this step. Using macc-modsys
the application source code can be associated with a particular processing unit.
4. The actual optimization or transformation technique is invoked via macc-tool-
apply.
5. Finally, typically the optimized source code needs to be read back from the system-
description file to be accessible in a plain-text format. This can be performed via
the macc-modsys command as well.
Except for the first step, which does not require any argument, all other steps in the
sequence need at least the file reference to the system-description file to operate on. Due
to the well-encapsulated processing-step representation within this framework, the steps
shown here are almost universal for any optimization or transformation technique to be
performed.
The executables offer an interactive mode with verbose user guidance. Hence, for the
sake of brevity only an example of the user interaction for the source-code association
step is presented next. The macc-modsys command can be invoked as follows:
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#> macc-modsys -i -S application_code.c system.xml
This command line chooses to use the interactive mode, and specifies the filename of
a compilation unit to be added to the system description, indicated in the last argu-
ment. Since the set of command-line arguments does not specify the processing unit and
the intermediate representation to operate on, this information has to be requested at
runtime:
Loading system system.xml ... OK
Q:Processor selection:Please choose a processor for modification:
1) : ARM Processor #0
2) : ARM Processor #1
3) : ARM Processor #2
4) : ARM Processor #3
? 1
Selected processor ARM Processor \#0 at system sys1
Q:IR selection:Please choose the IR for modification:
1) : - New -
? 1
?:New IR:Provide IR name:
IR1
Selected IR IR1
Added compilation unit application_code.c
System sys1 has been modified. Saving to system.xml ... OK
The command-line-based invocation of processing steps is not very user-convenient
compared to the other user-interface types. Nevertheless, this is a frequently used inter-
face type, especially when source-level optimizations or transformations are integrated
in established workflows.
4.2.5.2 Qt-Based GUI Mode
The text-mode user interface presented in the previous section is quite useful in auto-
mated setups. Since plain-text terminals have quite limited presentation capabilities,
it is best suitable for setups where the actual optimization result is at focus. The sec-
ond user-interface implementation provided within this framework focuses at a user-
convenient presentation of processing step’s operation. This can be best achieved in a
graphical environment. To save effort and provide an established API, the well-known
Qt user-interface framework has been chosen for this user-interface abstraction.
The graphical user interface implements the user-interface abstraction services as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.4. Therefore, it can be used as a drop-in replacement for the
standard text-mode user interface. According to the modular concept of the MACCv2
framework, the user-interface implementation can be encapsulated in dedicated libraries.
Currently, the command-line executables presented in the previous section exploit this
concept. They provide a command-line option to choose a particular user-interface im-
plementation, enabling them to operate also in graphical environments.
Both, the logging and the progress indication service are realized in a common window.
Figure 4.7 shows a GUI-based representation of the logging and progress indication.
Basically, the upper part is covered by the logging facilities, while the bottom part
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Figure 4.7: Logging and progress indication window.
contains the progress indication. Logging follows similar line-oriented representation
as for the text-based output. The output of all four report types is presented in the
sequence of its occurrence. For each type the caption text is highlighted in a different
color. Further, the user has the possibility to control the output verbosity.
The progress indication section at the bottom of this window takes advantage of the
graphical representation. In contrast to plain-text mode, where only the most recently
changed progress is reported, here the full hierarchy of progress reports is presented to
the user.
The input services of the user-interface abstraction are exposed to the user as dialogs.
Figure 4.8 shows such an input dialog asking the user to select a particular processor in
the system description.
In contrast to the text-mode user interface, the GUI provides two types of generic
object views. The first is capable of presenting HTML pages to the user, the second
shows PNG images. When requested by a processing-step implementation, each view
instance opens a dedicated non-modal window showing the related object’s content to
the user. Subsequent update requests are also supported. Therefore, both object views
are well-suitable for detailed presentation of intermediate results (e.g. an evolutionary
algorithm may present its current population distribution in an image map).
Typically in the development process of project-driven toolflows, besides the pure
processing-step implementation an adequate presentation and user interface is required
for a successfully project outcome. The graphical user-interface implementation has been
designed to provide a foundation for toolflow-dedicated user interfaces. This can be ob-
served in a twofold internal structure. All graphical elements (i.e. logging facilities, object
views, progress indication) have been designed as reusable widgets. In the standalone
UI these widgets are located in dedicated windows, for a toolflow-specific user interface
these widgets can be used either in the same way, or integrated in a toolflow-specific
view.
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Figure 4.8: Selection input window.
Summarizing the capabilities of the graphical user interface, it can be concluded, that
it provides a user-friendly drop-in replacement for the default text-mode user interface.
Furthermore, it has been designed to be a starting point for dedicated user-interface
development. In the context of the MNEMEE project such a dedicated toolflow interface
has been developed with a significantly-reduced effort based on this foundation.
4.2.5.3 Eclipse-IDE Plugin
The third user-interface implementation targets the workflow in an integrated develop-
ment environment. The user-interface abstraction has been designed to smoothly inte-
grate into the Eclipse-IDE. In addition to provided user-interface abstraction services,
focus has been put on interactive system-model design.
Since the Eclipse-IDE operates in a graphical environment, this UI implementation can
be classified as highly interactive graphical UI abstraction. In general, the Eclipse-IDE
provides dedicated spaces within the IDE View for similar services which match well the
MACCv2 UI abstraction. Figure 4.9 shows a typical Eclipse workspace layout with the
MACCv2 system-model editor opened. It is a drag-and-drop editor for system-model
designs. Users may choose from a range of available system components and channels a
particular one and drop it onto the drawing area representing the system model.
Within this area, modifications and removals of present components and channels are
possible. Overall, fine-grained control over the system-model structure and properties
of each component is provided. Furthermore, interconnections between components and
channels and especially the address space mapping rules therein can be edited as well.
A complete system description consists of a structural system model and associated
application code. Such associations can be created, modified and explored within the
Eclipse-IDE. Each compilation unit (aka. source-code file) can be viewed and edited the
same way as done for plain source-code projects within the IDE.
System-model descriptions are handled in a project-oriented way. Due to the framework
design, system descriptions are represented in a self-contained file. Therefore, loading or
storing of system descriptions affects the system model including the associated source
code.
Once a particular system-model instance has been prepared, typically individual op-
timization and transformation techniques or complete toolflows are going to be applied
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Figure 4.9: Eclipse user interface.
to it. Tools are typically accessible via the context menu in the system model. Since
processing steps may have different scopes (i.e. some are defined to be applicable to pro-
cessing units some at system level) the context menu takes this into account. Depending
on which component has been selected, the applicable set of tools is displayed to the
user.
General user input requests triggered from particular processing steps are handled in a
similar way as for the Qt GUI. They are exposed to the user in dedicated dialog windows.
Finally, no dedicated object views are provided within this UI currently.
In contrast to the text-mode UI and standalone GUI implementation, where abstraction
of user-interface services for optimization and transformation techniques was at focus, the
Eclipse-IDE integration focuses more closely on interactive design of system models. The
user has a better fine-grained control over the structure of the system model, enabling
manual tweaking of system properties to perform interactive design space explorations.
Nevertheless, the required services to invoke optimization techniques or other processing
steps are also provided. Therefore, the Eclipse-IDE-based user interface is best suitable
for users who want to become familiar with the MACCv2 base optimization technique
development process as well as those users in the early stage of an optimization technique
development when the problem space is going to be explored and eventually a target
platform has to be chosen.
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4.3 System Modeling
A common system model is a vital prerequisite for well-cooperating optimization tech-
niques within a multi-step optimization toolchain. Especially, in the optimization con-
text targeted in this thesis, knowledge of target-platform properties is necessary to each
memory-aware optimization step. Since optimization techniques take decisions based
on the target-platform properties (i.e. memory sizes or latencies), inconsistent platform
models may lead to contradicting optimization decisions which diminish the overall op-
timization result. Therefore, one of the major contributions of this thesis is the proposal
of a unified target-system model which is accessible in each optimization and analysis
step. The conceptual details have been presented in Chapter 3.
A system-model definition is encapsulated by a top-level object, derived from class
MACC_System. Following the structure shown in Figure 4.10, the system-level object
keeps track of the major building blocks of this system description. References to the
set of components and to the set of channels are organized in separate container-based
collections. Refer to Section 4.2.1.9 for more details on the container API. Following the
system-model hierarchy, components are presented next.
A component has to keep track of the set of address spaces associated with it. Further,
to represent interconnection relations, a component exposes ports. References to them
are also retained within the component class. Finally, components participate in the
computation of system-wide properties. The contribution of each component is repre-
sented via associated aspect handlers. Based on a generic component representation, a
set of more specialized component types is provided. In particular there are predefined
component types for processing units, memories, scratchpad memories, bus bridges and
caches. To support annotation of properties to component groups, a representation of
component classes is provided as well. A component class may be used to represent
object relations to a set of components. For example, associating application code not
to a dedicated component, but to the whole set of components which are of a particular
type can be done by associating it to the class representation for this particular type.
Channels expose a similar structure. A set of address spaces is included. Further, a
set of aspect handlers for modeling a channel’s contribution to system-wide properties
can be defined. Finally, references to ports connecting to this channel are preserved.
Specializations of channel classes are provided for bus-based channels and direct-link
channels.
Port representation is located at the next deeper hierarchy level. Ports connect com-
ponents and channels together. Therefore, ports need to keep references to both items.
Since, according to the system model, components expose ports, the port-component
relation is fixed, while the port-channel relation can be modified according to the system-
model structure. Once a link between a component and a channel has been established,
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Figure 4.10: System-modeling API.
semantic properties of this link have to be described. In terms of this system-modeling
approach, focus is directed towards translation rules which map address values in the
context of a component to corresponding values in the channel’s context, and vice versa.
Following the unified structure, such mapping rules are defined within a dedicated con-
tainer.
4.3.1 Practical Component and Channel Models
Within the following section, the set of system-model components and channels provided
to the user is described. General classification according to entity type represented in
the target system is performed. The focus is put on an overview of available components
and channels as well as on their aspect handlers.
In advance, an overview of system-model templates is presented. These templates
can be used to instantiate a full-system description according to the structure of cor-
responding target system. Within the MACCv2 framework, a system model for the
MPARM simulator [59] and an abstract model of the host platform are provided. The
MNEMEE project contributed further system models, namely, an ARM-based CoMET
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Figure 4.11: Host system-model template.
simulator [62] description and a Freescale MSC8144 [63] system model. These four sys-
tem models serve different purposes. This primarily affects the level of detail and the
implementation of aspect handlers.
4.3.1.1 System-Model Templates
Each system-model library provides component and channel classes which can be instan-
tiated on request. The graphical frontend uses this feature to provide the on-screen tool-
box of components and channels. Besides this individual instantiation method, a system
model provides a full-system template. This template instantiates the set of components
and channels according to the setup found in the target platform. These components and
channels are connected appropriately. Furthermore, address mappings, aspect handlers
and tags are initialized. Using these templates simplifies the system-model construction
process. Especially in automatic toolflows where the tools are expected to operate on
one or few predefined platforms, the system templates can be used to provide a simplified
user interface.
Host System Model: The host system platform defines an abstract minimalistic
platform which is intended to provide a generic host system representation. The primary
purpose of this platform is to encapsulate the host system’s compilation and linking tools
into the same interface as for actual target-platform tools. The correct representation of
all details of a particular host system is not at focus. Therefore, the system structure
implemented here consist only of necessary components: The processor core, for the
application-code representation and a memory component for representation of storage
space and data or code assignment. Both are connected via a generic bus. Figure 4.11
depicts a host system as created according to the system-model template. This system
template has no configurable options.
MPARM System Model: The MPARM system-model template defines a system
model structured according to default MPARM setup. A configurable number of ARM
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Figure 4.12: MPARM system-model template.
core components is instantiated. Each core has an associated scratchpad-memory com-
ponent. The size of this memory is configurable as well. Furthermore, a private main-
memory component of configurable size is created. Finally, a single shared-memory com-
ponent is created. These components plus additional bridging components are connected
via buses. Two types of bus channels exist. The first one represents the processor local
bus. An instance of this channel is created for each processing unit. The scratchpad-
memory component is connected to this bus. The second type represents the system-wide
AMBA bus. According to the MPARM model, private main-memory components and
the shared-memory component are connected to this bus.
Figure 4.12 depicts the MPARM system model as created according to the template
with default parameters. The parameter values match the configuration parameter of
the MPARM simulator version as used in MNEMEE project:
• Number of Cores: 4
• Scratchpad: 12 kB
• Private main memory: 12 MB
• Shared memory: 16 MB
• Annotated processor core frequency: 200 MHz
CoMET ARM System Model: The CoMET ARM system-model template con-
structs a system description similar to the MPARM system. The development of the
CoMET system description was primarily motivated by the need for a drop-in replace-
ment for the MPARM environment within the MNEMEE project.
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Figure 4.13: CoMET system-model template.
The overall structure is similar. The system-description template constructs a con-
figurable number of cores. Per-core memories and a single shared-memory component
follow. In contrast to the MPARM system model, tightly coupled memory components
are not connected via a processor local bus, but direct links and additional ports on the
core are defined. Furthermore, an additional secondary shared memory is provided.
The set of configuration parameters is similar to the MPARM system template. The
system description depicted in Figure 4.13 has been constructed according to following
default setup values:
• Number of Cores: 4
• TCM: 16 kB instruction TCM, 16 kB data TCM
• Private main memory: 16 MB
• Shared memory: 1 MB
• Shared DRAM: 512 MB
• Annotated processor core frequency: 500 MHz
MSC8144 System Model: The MSC8144 system-model template constructs a sys-
tem model of corresponding Freescale MPSoCs. For the targeted usage scenario within
the MNEMEE framework an abstract system model has turned out to be sufficient. The
focus has been put on memory-allocation strategies for the StarCore processing units.
Therefore, the abstract system model contains only the StarCore processing units and
the corresponding memory subsystem. To be able to represent the memory partitioning
and provide adjustable energy and latency values for each partition at minimal effort, a
diverging implementation of on-chip hardware structure of the memory subsystem has
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been chosen. This way, predefined aspect handlers could be reused. The MSC8144
hardware connects all memories via a system-wide CLASS crossbar. In contrast to this
structure, the system model employs abstract buses to group the memory partitions and
corresponding processing units. The resulting overall system-model structure shows the
expected hierarchical structure which would have been otherwise obscured, if the model
had exactly followed the actual hardware structure.
The general structure is: Four processing-unit components, each has access to private
memories at each hierarchy level plus access to one shared memory per hierarchy level.
There are three hierarchy levels in the memory subsystem.
The system-model template has various configuration parameters. The first set of
parameters can be used to adjust the sizes of private memories at each hierarchy level.
A rich set of parameters provides the configuration input to the energy-consumption
and latency computation aspect handles. Individual parameters for memories of each
hierarchy level can be defined.
A typical system description of the MSC8144 platform is depicted in Figure 4.14.
Following default configuration values have been used:
• Private L2 memory: 64 kB, Latency: 1 cycle, Energy consumption: 1 pJ
• Private L3 memory: 512 kB, Latency: 10 cycles, Energy consumption: 10 pJ
• Private DDR memory: 16 MB, Latency: 100 cycles, Energy consumption: 100 pJ
• Shared L2, L3 and DDR memories: Same as private memories
• StarCore: Energy consumption: Idle: 1 pJ, Active: 2 pJ
• StarCore access setup overhead: 1 cycle
4.3.1.2 Processing Units
Processing-unit components described in this system-modeling approach have a common
base class:
MACC_Processor
This processor class implements an interface for association of application code to a
particular processing-unit component. The semantics of such an association relates an
application code as being intended to be executed on that particular processing unit.
Host Processing Unit: The host processing-unit component, as part of the host sys-
tem model, does not target a particular physical processing unit. The purpose of the
host model is to provide an abstract environment in case no particular target platform
is selected yet. The host processing-unit component does not expose a lot of special-
ized properties. Primarily, the inherited capability to associate application code has
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Figure 4.14: MSC8144 system-model template.
been combined with dedicated compilation and linking tools fitting the host compilation
toolchain. Integrating seamlessly the host compilation tools into the framework enables
fast development of profiling and analysis approaches.
MACC_HostProcessor
MPARM Processing Unit: This processor model targets the SWARM core included
in the standard MPARM distribution. This is an ARM7-based unit. According to the
modeling approach, a dedicated component class is provided, uniquely denoting this
processing-unit type:
MACC_MPARM_ARMProcessor
The base class is the generic processor class. According to the ARM architecture, this
processor component operates on a single address space. Data and application code are
located within that address space. The address space covers a 32 bit address range.
Since the processor provides a single initiator port, the entire range of that address
space is mapped for any kind of access to that port. This resembles the modeled ARM
architecture, where the core interfaces only to a local bus, called PLB.
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The MPARM processing-unit class provides predefined aspect value handlers for energy-
consumption computation as well as for latency computation. Both handlers resemble
the energy and timing model used in the MPARM target.
Not immediately related to the system-modeling approach, nevertheless dedicated to
the MPARM processor component, are MACCv2 tool specializations. The MPARM uses
target-specific compilers and linkers. Therefore, the corresponding MACCv2 tools need
to be adapted for that platform. The MPARM system-model library provides compiler
and linker tools which invoke the MPARM GCC-based toolchain.
Besides these properties, a set of tags provides optimization techniques with hints on
the processor type. A tag identifies it as a RISC processing unit. Another exemplary tag
provides information about the clock FREQUENCY.
CoMET Processing Unit: The processing-unit component for the CoMET platform
targets an ARM11 processing core as provided within the CoMET simulator. The com-
ponent class is denoted as:
MACC_COMET_ARM_ARMProcessor
It is derived from the generic processor class. Since representing an ARM core, a
single address space is defined. In contrast to the MPARM system model where the
core performs all accesses via a single interface, the ARM11 core model embeds tightly
coupled memories. To reflects this structure, the CoMET processor component has
dedicated ports which connect via direct links to such local memories.
Further properties are similar to the MPARM core. Aspect handlers for energy and
latency computation are provided. Tags indicate further processor properties.
MSC8144 Processing Unit: The MSC8144 processing-unit component models one
of the four StarCore DSPs present in the target platform. Similar to the MSC8144
system model, the processing unit does not target a detailed representation of the actual
StarCore. Therefore, the processing unit is kept at an abstract level. The structure
exposes a single address space and a single port to the memory subsystem. Similar to the
other processing-unit models, this one provides aspect handlers for energy-consumption
and latency computation. Since no actual energy and latency model for these cores was
available, the general computation scheme is based on the MPARM aspect handlers. In
contrast to them, several configuration parameters have been added enabling adjustment
of fundamental values, once measured data becomes available.
MACC_MSC8144_Processor
4.3.1.3 Memories
The set of memory components is presented according to available system models. The
base class for any kind of memory component is named
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MACC_Memory
To enable simplified memory-access optimization techniques, which need only to dis-
tinguish between fast local memories and some main memory, another subclass has been
provided:
MACC_Scratchpad
This class indicates such a local memory. Any kind of higher-level memory is going to
be represented by a class derived directly from the generic memory class.
Host-system memory: The host-system memory represents a hypothetical main
memory. Since the host system model targets an abstract intermediate platform, the
memory component follows the common assumption of a huge or infinite main mem-
ory. Therefore, the entire 32 bit address space range of the host-processor component is
covered by such a memory component. No default aspect handlers are provided for the
host-memory component.
MACC_HostMemory
MPARM memory: The MPARM system has two types of memories:
MACC_MPARM_Memory MACC_MPARM_Scratchpad
MACC_MPARM_Memory represents private and the shared memories. The second type, the
scratchpad memory MACC_MPARM_Scratchpad, represents the tightly coupled processor
local memories.
Each memory component has an address space with a configurable range. This enables
the reuse of the same component class for private and shared memories in the system
model.
The MPARM memories provide aspect handlers for energy-consumption and latency
computation. The energy-consumption model follows the scheme applied within the
MPARM. Three access sizes of 8, 16 and 32 bits are distinguished. In the orthogonal
dimension a distinction between read and write accesses is performed. This six value
matrix is provided at construction time of the memory component to characterize its
energy-consumption behavior. Recent extension performed in the context of the MNE-
MEE project by Jovanovic [64] adapts this set of values according to the address space
size of a particular memory component. The adjustment is based on factors retrieved
via CACTI [65].
The latency computation assumes a fixed per-access value regardless of the access type.
Theses values are configured on instantiation of memory components.
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The tightly coupled memories (aka. Scratchpads) in the MPARM model expose the
same energy-consumption and latency computation models as the main memory com-
ponents. Therefore, the aspect handlers for both value types could be reused. Different
initialization parameters reflect the significantly lower per-access energy consumption
and latency.
CoMET memory: Within the CoMET system model, two basic types of memories
are provided. The first one identifies shared and local private memories. The second
one targets the tightly coupled memories (TCM) associated with each processing unit.
In contrast to the MPARM system model, a further distinction between data TCM and
instruction TCM is done. Therefore, the CoMET system model defines three classes of
memory components:
MACC_COMET_ARM_Memory
MACC_COMET_ARM_DScratchpad MACC_COMET_ARM_IScratchpad
The memory component class is used for modeling system-level memories. The scratch-
pad components are used for representation of tightly coupled memories.
Energy-consumption estimation and latency computation are related to the MPARM
model. Therefore, all types of memory components utilize the same set of aspect handlers.
Energy-consumption aspect handlers require similar six value matrix for initialization to
determine the per-access energy consumption for 8, 16 and 32 bit accesses.
Latency computation requires a single value. The aspect handler accumulates these
latency values for all types of accesses. This uniform behavior resembles well static RAM
properties.
MSC8144 memory: The MSC8144 system model defines one class of target-specific
memory component:
MACC_MSC8144_Memory
This is the common class to all memories at all three hierarchy levels modeled in this
system description.
Energy and latency aspect handlers are provided for MSC8144 memories as well. For
the purposes of the MNEMEE project a simplified energy and latency model was suffi-
cient. Within this model the memory has a fixed energy consumption and a fixed delay
per access, regardless of the access size and type.
4.3.1.4 Caches
Similar to memories, a common base class exists for caches. From the conceptual point
of view, cache components can be regarded as bridging elements with scenario dependent
forwarding of accesses to the next level. This matches well with the behavior of actual
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caches. Assuming the best-case scenario, the requested data is present in the cache,
resulting in a cache-hit. Since the data does not have to be fetched from the next level,
the best-case scenario does not consider sub-accesses below a cache component. Opposed
to this, the worst-case scenario assumes a cache-miss, which requires the data be fetched
from the next level. Therefore, the subtree needs to be considered in aspect handler
computations.
Since the system-modeling approach, and in particular, the aspect handler implementa-
tion, is considered to be stateless across multiple access queries, the cache aspect handles
have to rely on the scenario selection provided by the user. Nevertheless, the possibility
to place access requests consisting of an access sequence is especially beneficial for aspect
handling at caches or similar components. Within such an access sequence an order of
accesses exists. This can be used to refine the aspect computation. For example, despite
a worst-case scenario an aspect handler may still assume cache-hits if subsequent accesses
to the same cache line are recognized.
4.3.1.5 Other Components
Processing units and memories are the components at focus of this system-modeling
approach. Nevertheless, other component types may also be required for a sufficiently
precise target-system representation.
Most commonly used components within this class are bridging components. They link
together two communication channels at different hierarchy levels. Since acting trans-
parently and usually requiring only limited hardware effort in physical systems, they are
often omitted in common structural system diagrams. Nevertheless, for a well-structured
system model, no two communication channels may be connected directly to each other,
and therefore within this system-modeling approach such bridging components are re-
quired once an interconnection hierarchy is going to be modeled.
Bridges: A bridge component exposes two ports: one target port and one initiator
port. The target port receives requests to be placed on the subsequent channel via the
initiator port, eventually with remapped addresses. Except for the host system model the
other three system models presented in this section incorporate bridge components. The
components can be identified according to their object class. The framework provides a
common base class called:
MACC_Bridge
DMAUnits: The second type of additional system-model components are DMA units.
With respect to the access-based view within this system-modeling approach, DMA units
are similar to processing units. Both initiate accesses to the memory subsystem. Due to
the limited computational power, usually no application code can be associated directly
with a DMA unit. Nevertheless, defining such components and incorporating them into
the system model has several advantages. Especially, if the application code is going
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to exploit data movement via such unit. The optimization technique introducing such
DMA-based copy operations may use access-based requests to determine the correct
setup (i.e. translate addresses between the processing-unit view and the DMA view of
the memory subsystem). Furthermore, the same aspect handler-based system properties
can be requested relative to DMA units, effectively providing a uniform cost model for
processing unit and DMA-based accesses.
I/O Devices: Finally, a system model may contain components which are neither
related to application code nor to the memory subsystem. Common examples are I/O
components. Nevertheless, even in the case where primarily targeting memory-access
optimizations, it may be advantageous to incorporate such components into the system
model. The presence of such components increases the precision of a system model, which
may improve the precision of computed aspect values. A real-life example is the AMBA
bus energy model in the MPARM system. Its computed per-access energy-consumption
value is dependent on the number of ports connected to this bus.
4.3.1.6 Buses
To connect system components together and form a complete system model, a repre-
sentation of communication channels is provided within this system-modeling approach.
The base class for any communication channel is defined as:
MACC_Channel
Based on this, a distinction between point-to-point links and shared access channels
is performed. Currently, for the shared access channels one type of common base class
exists:
MACC_Bus
As the name indicates this is the base representation of any kind of bus-based com-
munication channels. This is the most common communication channel type. All four
system models presented in this section provide derived bus implementations.
Host bus: The abstract host system model consists basically of one processing unit
and one memory component. For their interaction a bus channel is needed. Due to the
abstract nature of this system model, the communication channel does not provide any
specialized features. A subsequent class defines the unique type of this bus. No default
aspect handlers are provided:
MACC_HostBus
MPARM busses: The MPARM system model defines two buses:
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MACC_MPARM_PLBus MACC_MPARM_AMBABus
The PLBus channel class defines the processor local bus. This bus primarily connects a
processor core to the local scratchpad memory. Within the MPARM simulator the PLB
does not contribute to the computed energy consumption and does not expose additional
latencies. Therefore, the corresponding system-model channel has fairly simple aspect
handler implementations. Both default aspect handlers for energy-consumption and
latency computation are framework-provided standard handlers preinitialized with zero
contribution.
The AMBA bus is provided for the second hierarchy level. The MPARM simulator com-
putes energy-consumption and latency values for this bus. Within the MPARM system
model both aspect handlers are also provided. The per-access bus latency exposed within
the MPARM simulator is not a constant value. The AMBA bus energy-consumption esti-
mation requires more effort. MPARM computes the energy consumption in an iterative
approach. A per-cycle value is computed according to the signal setup for each cy-
cle. These values are accumulated to a per-access total energy-consumption value. The
AMBA bus component within the MPARM system model utilizes the same computation
method. In contrast to the MPARM simulator, the energy aspect handler does not keep
signal state across multiple accesses. This leads to a slight imprecision compared to the
actual MPARM values. As can be observed in the results chapter, the deviation has
only a limited effect, with the overall per-access energy value deviation being stable and
sufficiently low.
CoMET busses: The CoMET system model differs in the way tightly coupled mem-
ories are bound to the processor. In contrast to a MPARM system, these memories are
connected to the processor component via dedicated links. Therefore, the PLB is not
modeled here. The processor cores connect immediately to the AMBA bus.
The CoMET AMBA bus model is based on the MPARM AMBA bus model. The
aspect-handler implementation follows the MPARM model. A fixed bus latency per
access is contributed. Energy computation is performed in the same way as for the
MPARM model. Since the CoMET platform does not define an energy-consumption
model, the system description uses the MPARM values for a rough estimation. The class
name for this bus component is denoted as:
MACC_COMET_AMBABus
MSC8144 bus: The MSC8144 system description defines one bus component:
MACC_MSC8144_Bus
The MSC8144 system template instantiates three buses of this class. These buses are
connected via bridging components to form a hierarchical system model. The decision
to use the same bus implementation for each hierarchy level is feasible for the high
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abstraction level chosen for this system description. In line with this abstraction level,
the default configuration assumes these buses to be overhead free, both, in terms of
energy and latency.
4.3.1.7 Direct Links
Practical implementation of direct-link channels are provided within the CoMET system
description. Within this system description, direct links are used to connect tightly
coupled memories to processor cores. The CoMET-specific direct-link class is a direct
descendant of the generic direct-link channel class. Since these links are considered to
be overhead free within the CoMET platform, the aspect-handler implementation uses
standard fixed value handlers preinitialized to zero overhead. The corresponding class
implementation is denoted as:
MACC_COMET_ARM_Directlink
4.3.2 Common Aspect-Handler Examples
This section demonstrates the aspect-handler implementation on several examples. These
examples target both a real-life example as implemented in the MPARM system model
and some further, less common examples which show the flexibility of this approach. The
first example describes the aspect values provided within the MPARM system model.
Energy-consumption and latency values are provided. Compared to the actual MPARM
platform the values computed here are quite precise. A deviation of less than 0,21%
has been achieved. Refer to Section 5 for a more in-depth analysis of these results.
The MPARM system model provides specialized aspect handlers for energy-consumption
computation and latency computation. Both aspect-handler types resemble the actual
energy and timing estimation provided within the MPARM simulator.
The MPARM model consists of following specialized components:
• ARM7 Processor component
• Scratchpad memory component
• Configurable common memory component for private and shared memories
• Bus bridging components
Furthermore, two specialized channel types are defined:
• PLB - 1st level Processor local bus
• AMBA Bus - system-wide bus connecting the processing cores to the shared re-
sources
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Since the focus has been put on precise estimation of energy-consumption and latency
values for memory accesses, I/O components have been omitted in this system model.
Latency Handlers
Latency computation is performed for aspect values identified under the default name
Aspect-Cycles. For the aspect-value representation, a MACCv2 framework-provided
data type is used. This consists of a floating point number plus a unit representation.
Such a combined representation is beneficial once operations on differently scaled values
are going to be performed. A combined data type implementation ensures correct scaling
while performing arithmetic operations. The unit for latency values has been defined as
“Cycles”. Since the MPARM does not provide sophisticated control over the clock rates
applied to each component, the latency cycles are always related to the global system
clock.
Components within the MPARM simulator expose a constant timing behavior. There-
fore, for most components in the system model, plain accumulating aspects handlers
with preinitialized increment values can be used. The single component which requires
a specialized handler is the bridge. Within the MPARM, the bridging between the PLB
and AMBA Bus introduces different delays depending on the type of access. In detail:
a read access can be performed free of overhead, while a write access always introduces
a delay of one cycle.
Energy Handlers
With respect to the energy model, specialized aspect handlers are required. Except
for the PLBs, which are considered to be overhead free in terms of energy and la-
tency, for all other component classes dedicated aspect handles exist. The energy-
consumption model provided for the MPARM system description consists of a common
energy-consumption model and corresponding aspect handlers for all kinds of memories,
an energy-consumption model for each ARM processor core and the model of the AMBA
interconnect.
Energy-consumption estimation is performed for aspect values named Aspect-Energy.
Similar to the latency values, the energy consumption is represented as a floating point
number and the corresponding unit. The energy consumption is measured in Joule,
therefore, the unit is defined as “J”. Typical magnitude is in the order of 10−9.
The energy model and the corresponding aspect handler for memory components dis-
tinguish between three data sizes and whether it is a read or write access. In particular
distinct values for 8 bit, 16 bit and 32 bit accesses are defined. The aspect handler
for energy-consumption estimation chooses according to the access request size the cor-
responding value. The MPARM simulator applies for any kind of memory the same
energy-consumption model. The same way MPARM system description has been imple-
mented.
The second type of energy-consumption estimation aspect handler computes the contri-
bution of processing units. The energy consumption of a processor is abstracted according
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a two state model. According to this model, performing an access requires a number of
cycles in an active state plus further cycles in an idle state while waiting for the memory
subsystem to provide the data. In contrast to the memory aspect handler the processor
energy consumption depends on accumulated latency of the sub-tree. Since the value
computation is performed bottom up, the energy aspect handler at a processing unit has
access to this value while being invoked.
Finally, the AMBA bus also contributes to the overall energy consumption of a MPARM
system. A dedicated energy-consumption aspect handler is provided for this bus. The
energy consumption of the AMBA bus is computed on a cycle-by-cycle base. The energy
model defines per-cycle contribution according to the states of bus signals within that cy-
cle. Similar to the processing-unit-related handler, this one needs the sub-access latency
to introduce sufficient waiting cycles. In contrast to the MPARM bus energy model, this
one does not keep an access history across multiple requests. Referring to the results sec-
tion, this is the source of minor imprecision of this system-model description compared
to the actual MPARM full-system simulation.
Both energy and latency values of sub-accesses contribute in an additive way to the
overall values at each access tree node. Scenario selection is implemented as the choice
between the maximum (in worst-case scenario) and minimum (in best-case scenario)
combined value.
The MPARM energy and latency aspect handlers served as the foundation for the
motivating example in Section 3.4.2 demonstrating the value computation. Therefore,
the computational steps shown there apply also to the MPARM aspect handlers.
Exemplary String Concatenation Handler
The following example shows an exemplary string-based aspect-value representation.
The aspect value is basically an unstructured sequence of characters. The aspect handler
performs common transformations on such a character sequence. Appending, inserting
and cutting subsequences are the well-known ones. A practical example of string-based
aspect values would be the construction of user-friendly names for corresponding energy
or latency values. Basically, an aspect handler implementation would set the string
to the component name, add some separation mark (i.e. “→”) and append to this the
string of the subtree selected according to the scenario. A MPARM system description
equipped with such aspect handlers for the aspect value Aspect-Path would generate
from an access targeting the shared memory following path string at the top-level access:
CPU→PLB→BRIDGE→BUS→SHMEM
Even though this aspect value does not require very sophisticated computations, it is
quite useful. Generating such name strings for accesses is valuable either for debugging
purposes or for obtaining unique identifiers for data computed in such accesses.
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Exemplary Data Storage Handler
Finally, another example of versatile aspect handler application are aspect handlers which
implement represented storage space of memory components. They need to be accompa-
nied by aspect handlers which perform a simulation of corresponding data value trans-
port. This applies to buses or bridging components. The implementation basically copies
the data according to the access specification from or to the sub-access. Scenario selec-
tion will be applied to choose the unique source location for each value. The aspect-value
representation in target component handlers would be an array of data values. The size
of such a data array needs to be equal to the access request size. The action to perform
on this data is defined according to the access specification (i.e. read or write). Since in
general an access request may target several locations due to the chosen size and range
parameters, the aspect-value representation needs to provide an additional symbol for
undefined or ambiguous values.
In combination with latency and energy handlers the data value handler provides
a foundation for a simple memory-subsystem simulator with energy-consumption and
access-time estimation.
According to these examples, the aspect-handler model has a wide application sce-
nario. Especially, the unrestricted value representation combined with a C++-native
aspect-handler implementation provides a flexible approach to derive system-wide prop-
erties. The access-based perspective extends common iterative system-model exploration
approaches towards an often demanded processing-unit-centric perspective.
4.4 Processing Step Integration
A framework which targets optimization technique development needs to support com-
mon optimization implementation approaches. Mostly due to the complexity and often
also due to intended reuse, optimization techniques are implemented as a sequence of
processing steps. This section presents implementation details for such a processing-step
integration according to the MACCv2 framework.
The MACCv2 framework presented in this thesis provides an optimization technique
integration service which matches the requirements of a state-of-the-art optimization
development process. As sketched in this section, support for subdivision of complex
optimization techniques into a set of processing steps, denoted as “tools“, is the key
integration concept provided within this framework. Such tools expose unified APIs for
enumeration, invocation and dependency tracking. Since tools may invoke sub-tools, the
required support for hierarchical processing-step implementation is also present within
this framework.
4.4.1 Tool Implementation
Optimization or analysis-step implementation based on the MACCv2 framework are
instances of classes derived from MACC_Tool. Applying these tools to system-model
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objects leads to invocation of corresponding methods within a tool implementation. To
achieve a uniform invocation scheme, the MACC_Tool base class declares the common
interface methods, which need to be implemented in each tool. Basically, these are a
few methods describing properties of a tool. Examples are flags defining whether the
tool may be applied several times to a particular object or in the case the tool performs
modifications to the object, whether these modifications are reversible. A second set of
methods implements the invocation API. Currently, three actions are defined:
• Setup a runtime environment for the tool (i.e. preinitialize environment variables
etc.)
• Perform the actual tool action: in terms of this framework, ”apply“ a tool to one
or several system-model items.
• Revert the changes performed by a tool. This action is denoted as ”cleanup“. Not
every modification is reversible. Therefore, the tool may indicate to the framework
that this action is not available.
Implementing processing steps as tools encapsulated in C++ object classes enables
reuse of common-base-class-related framework services. Especially, two services are of
importance: The first is the configuration API to steer tool operation. The second is the
reflection API. Identifying tool class relations is a valuable prerequisite for the framework
to integrate a tool specialization approach as presented in the next subsection.
From the developer’s perspective, implementing optimizations and analyses as MACCv2
tools is reduced to a few mandatory steps, others are optional. This way a lightweight
implementation can be achieved for the most common application scenarios.
In detail the mandatory implementation parts are:
• Implement the C++ object class derived from the MACC_Tool or some more specific
tool class.
• Implement an initialization method, where at least the name, a description and the
set of classes this tool can be applied to, are defined.
• Implement the action method which will be invoked whenever this tool is going to
be applied to a suitable object.
Some of the most common optional parts to be implemented:
• Define dependencies to other tools which should be applied in advance to this one.
• Define additional classification tags.
• If the tool needs additional structured data as input or produces such data as
output, define an interface class, which can be attached to system description or
to application-code-representing objects.
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• If possible, implement methods for reverting actions performed by this tool.
• Implement tool-settings creation and initialization methods.
• Implement tool-environment creation and initialization methods.
Once a tool is going to be used, the framework ensures appropriate object construction.
To reduce instantiation overhead, the framework keeps track of currently available tools.
In general, a single instance per tool is created at runtime and preserved until the process
terminates.
4.4.2 Tool Specialization and Abstract Tools
The object-oriented representation of processing steps and class inheritance are used to
implement a hierarchical representation of processing steps. Figure 4.15 illustrates the
hierarchical relations for the class of compilation tools, starting at the root, which is
always represented as the most generic class MACC_Tool. At this level only the basic in-
vocation and configuration APIs are provided. At the next level all kinds of compilation
tools are grouped. Typically, compilers are invoked as external executables. Therefore,
another level of classification is added. Further specialization with respect to the in-
vocation pattern and available options focuses on the often used GCC (GNU Compiler
Collection) [66] as compiler framework. Based on this common class, platform-specific
compiler tools are provided.
As can be observed in the case of compilation tools, a class-based approach is not
only beneficial for identification of processing steps, but can also be used for reduction
of implementation overhead for future processing-step types. In the case of compilation
tools, the invocation of external tools and further common tasks can be implemented in
a base class, reducing the effort for platform-specific tool implementations.
Besides overhead reduction, good practice software design approaches use class hier-
archies to implement common interfaces. This approach is also applicable to the tool
model provided within the MACCv2 framework. Since framework tools are based on the
common-object-class model. The interface definition includes configuration API entries,
enabling unified configuration entries for each class of tools. Typically, interface defin-
ing classes omit the implementation. In the case of processing-step tools, such interface
tools would not be operational. The framework provides means to express this case. A
distinction between regular tools and abstract tools is provided.
According to the class hierarchy, identification of processing-step types and correspond-
ing hierarchical dependencies is possible. Based on this foundation, the framework pro-
vides methods to automatically choose the most suitable tool for a particular system-
model object. The relation between tool implementations and system-model items is
achieved via an interrogate callback at system-model item level. In the process of apply-
ing tools to system-model items, each item may suggest a more specialized tool instead
of the one been requested. This specialization approach is, for example, widely used
for compilation and linking tools. Since these are highly platform-dependent steps, each
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MACC_Tool
MACC_Compile
MACC_CommandSeqCompile
MACC_GCC_Compile
MACC_COMET_ARM_Compile
MACC_HostCompile
MACC_MPARM_Compile
Figure 4.15: Compilation tool hierarchy example.
processing-unit component suggests a suitable specialized tool, which is used when com-
piling code for this processing unit. From the toolflow perspective, this simplifies the code
generation process significantly, since regardless of the actual target platform, always the
generic tool MACC_Compile can be requested to be used.
4.4.3 Processing-Step Interaction and Configuration Options
A typical processing step needs some input data and eventually produces some output.
Since applied to particular system-model component, the system model and associated
application code can be considered as implicit input data to each processing step. Nev-
ertheless, processing-step-specific input data is likely needed as well. This kind of data
can be annotated to relevant system-model components. The data is represented as so-
called tool interface objects. Furthermore, most processing steps will need some means
of controlling and configuring their processing actions.
A good practice recommendation for compilation and linking of MACCv2-based tools is
to provide separate libraries for the actual tool implementation and the optional interface.
On the one side, this approach opens the opportunity to reduce the memory footprint of
processes which have to prepare input data, or have to deal with the results. They only
need to use the interface library and do not need to pull-in the whole tool code. On the
other side, this separation would also help, if licensing issues could prevent distribution
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Figure 4.16: Tool interface example.
of particular processing steps even in binary form. In that case, processing could be
performed locally and only the interface library would be distributed. Figure 4.16 depicts
this good practice approach for such interface definition. The basic concept is to separate
the optimization technique implementation and the interface definition. Each of them
is located in a dedicated library. The interface library can be used in several tools,
including both cases, tools which generate such interaction data, as well as tools which
use it as input data. Especially, in combination with abstract tool definitions according
to Section 4.4.2, the interface separation provides a powerful method to achieve true
architecture-independent optimization-technique implementations. To summarize the
effects, an architecture-independent optimization technique will typically consist of a set
of sub-steps which are invoked according to their generic tool class. Since the interfaces
are also defined at that level, these sub-steps can cooperate with each other regardless
of the actual implementation being used for a particular architecture.
Continuing towards control over the actual operation of processing steps, a concept of
tool setting and configuration options has been introduced. To demonstrate usage and
implementation of these control instruments, a compilation tool example will be analyzed
with respect to the available control options. In the straightforward case, a GCC-based
compilation tool requires - among others - the configuration of the optimization level and
a path to the actual gcc executable. The optimization level is a variable configuration
option. Especially, in the course of the compilation process, the optimization level may
vary depending on the processing unit the compilation tool is applied to. Various reasons
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to vary the optimization level exist. Most commonly occurring is the expected usage of
the compiled binaries. If the code is going to be used to run profiling steps, most
likely a low optimization level is desired, which in turn will result in a straightforward
mapping between the application code and the corespondent binary representation, while
for generating the final executables typically a high optimization level is beneficial. The
optimization level is defined best as a tool setting object.
According to the example in Figure 4.17, the compilation tool may request the frame-
work to provide tool settings for selected system-model objects. From such settings
instance the compilation tool can read the expected optimization level. Since, tool set-
tings are not required to be present at each item of the system model, the framework
tries to locate more generic tool settings according to the parent-child relations present in
the system description. Nevertheless, a system description may contain no suitable tool
settings, in this case the tool needs to define default values to stay operational. In the
case of a compilation tool, this is a default optimization level. Such default options are
expressed as configuration entries related to the tool. The tool developer has to choose
basically between two places where to put such options: either immediately as entries of
the tool object itself, or as entries of a default tool-settings object. Which one is more
suitable, depends on the purpose of a configuration option.
Continuing the example, the other important option of a GCC compilation tool is the
path to the gcc executable. Typically, the path stays unchanged over the runtime of an
optimization technique. It is constant information, which is dependent on the operating-
environment setup. Such configuration options are expressed best as MACCv2 environ-
ment variables. Such environment variables resemble the same well-know approaches
in Unix-based operating systems. Actually, among various types of such environment
variables, the framework provides means to link operating-system environment variables
to corresponding ones within the framework representation, enabling configuration of
framework tools from typical invocation script.
Concluding the configuration options, the processing-step model proposed in this thesis
offers basically four ways to pass configuration parameters to a particular processing step:
• Tool-settings objects attached to particular components of the system model.
• Configuration fields in the default tool-settings object.
• Direct configuration fields in the tool object.
• MACCv2 environment variables.
4.4.4 Toolflow Construction
Based on the framework-provided integration services, tools can be combined into tool-
flows which perform intended optimization or analysis steps. In previous sections the
most common aspects of such step-wise optimization technique development process have
been presented. This section focuses on the actual construction of toolflows.
In the simplest case, the framework is capable of constructing automatic toolflows ac-
cording to tool dependencies. In this case no explicit toolflow definition is required.
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Figure 4.17: Tool configuration options.
Tools are invoked with their default configuration options according to their input re-
quirements. The final tool will be the one specified by the user.
Since typically such simple cases occur only for subsets of processing steps, in fullfledged
toolflows an instance coordinating the tool execution is required. Such an instance may
execute several subtools conditionally, or eventually introduce loops in the tool invo-
cation sequence. Within the MACCv2 processing-step integration approach, such con-
trolling instance is by itself a ”MACCv2-Tool”. Figure 4.18 depicts this hierarchical
approach. Several nested toolflows are combined at higher level to form a combined
toolflow instance. Especially in combination with tool specialization, which provides the
flexibility to adapt existing toolflows to upcoming system architectures, such a hierar-
chical approach is crucial for high reuse of existing optimization and analysis approaches
in future developments.
Toolflow construction is closely related to the implementation of individual tools. Even
though toolflow tools do not contribute any optimization or analysis technique but solely
coordinate invocation of sub-tools, they are regular tool instances. Therefore, the imple-
mentation starts with the same steps as for any other MACCv2 tool.
A toolflow requires a dedicated object class to be implemented which is derived from
MACC_Tool or any intermediate class. Such an implementation includes provision of
at least the implementation of the invocation method and some informational items,
like name, description, applicable system-model classes and dependencies. Within the
invocation method, the major part of the implementation consists of enumerating the
required subtools, setting up configuration entries of these tools and invoking them in
desired order, eventually, analyzing the intermediate results and taking further invocation
decisions.
More sophisticated toolflows may define interfaces and configuration options at the
toolflow level. Again, the approach for toolflows does not differ from the interface and
configuration definitions described in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.18: Tool hierarchy.
Following this hierarchical toolflow implementation approach, one topmost toolflow
instance can be identified for each optimization and analysis approach. To perform the
desired actions, the user has to be able to explicitly apply the toolflow to the target-
system description. Since the tool-based configuration and invocation methods are well-
defined, several options exist on how to access a particular toolflow:
• The MACCv2 framework provides a set of predefined executables which can be
used to construct system descriptions according to template models, populate these
system models with application code and apply any tool-based processing step,
including fullfledged toolflows as described in this section.
• Another framework-provided method targets the case where system descriptions
are interactively developed via a graphical editor integrated into the Eclipse-IDE.
Within this IDE, a tool invocation interface is provided. This way optimization
techniques or other processing steps can be immediately applied to the system de-
scription being designed. Examining the results on the graphical representation of
the target-system description gives the opportunity to perform interactively several
design space exploration iterations.
• Finally, the processing-step invocation can be performed via dedicated user-inter-
face frontends, enabling well-structured presentation of configuration options and
easy access to the processing-step results. Especially in the case of a project-driven
optimization technique development where a user-centric presentation of achieved
results is required, such dedicated frontends are beneficial. Especially, when imple-
menting dedicated graphical frontends, the user-interface abstraction presented in
Section 4.2.4 provides powerful implementation foundation for interactive toolflow
operation. Using the user-interface abstraction gives the toolflow sufficient control
and information on the current state, so non-interactive tool operation modes (i.e.
script-based invocations) are not affected.
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4.5 Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis tries to overcome typical problems in the develop-
ment process of source-code optimization techniques. The corresponding models and
approaches have been introduced in Chapter 3. Actual implementation details and prac-
tical examples have been presented in this chapter.
Basic Services
The set of framework services has been implemented as C++ object classes. A significant
set of services is closely related to the common base class. The details presented here show
how typically occurring services like reflection, persistent data retention, data annotation
and runtime-linking support have been implemented within this framework. Besides
this, the common base class offers services which go a step further. Since reuse and self-
contained modularity are at the focus of this framework, the implementation of object-
reference tracking and auto deletion, cross module event notification, unified access to
dedicated class members and object factories has been presented here as well. These
implementation details have been accompanied by practical examples which give a good
starting point to benefit from these services in optimization technique implementations.
High-Level Services
Based on this foundation, higher-level services have been implemented. The first one, the
user-interface abstraction, enables development of interactive optimization techniques.
Three aspects of user interaction have been implemented. Optimization techniques may
expose dialogs to the user requesting simple decisions or offering a set of options to choose
from. Typically, optimizations take prolonged execution times. To keep the user updated
on current progress, corresponding user-interface service is offered to the optimization
technique. User-interface abstraction also provides means of visualizing optimization
technique results. The implementation details of these services have been presented in
this chapter. Finally, in the course of implementing the MACCv2 framework services,
three user-interface types have been provided. A plain-text-based interface suitable for
command-line usage of optimization techniques, a graphical user interface which is best
suited for optimization result presentation and interactive usage and a target-system
model development-focused interface which has been implemented as an Eclipse-IDE
plug-in.
System Modeling
The system-modeling approach as integrated into the MACCv2 framework has been built
upon the basic services provided within this framework. Based on the common object
class, tight integration with other high-level services has become possible. Especially, the
application-code representation is based on the same object-class model which allows for
seamless formulation of relations between these representations.
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The practical implementation of the system-modeling approach consists primarily of
object-class declarations representing particular system-model entities and a set of actual
target-platform descriptions. Each target-platform description consists of a platform
template and the corresponding set of component and channel-representing object classes.
Since these platform descriptions were implemented in the context of the MNEMEE
project, which is targeting memory-aware source-level optimizations, a set of aspect
handlers for the most relevant set of system-wide properties has been implemented.
Even though the implementation has started off for the MPARM platform, practical
experience has shown simple reuse for the other platforms as well.
Successful implementation of real-life target-platform models and usage in projects
and teaching, as can be observed in detail in Chapter 5, show feasibility and practical
relevance of this system-modeling approach. The decision to base the system-model items
on C++ object classes, provides a natural interface within an optimization technique
implementation and takes advantage of programming language native class inheritance
relations.
Processing-Step Integrating
Actual optimization technique development is supported via the tools implementation
service. Tools represent self-contained entities which encapsulate optimization and anal-
ysis steps and provide unified invocation and configuration APIs. The implementation
details presented in this chapter focus on the steps and effort needed to implement pro-
cessing steps and how to link those steps into a toolflow.
This framework has shown its practical relevance in the MNEMEE project. The effort
for integrating optimization and transformation techniques developed at disjoint orga-
nizations across Europe has been significantly reduced. Summarizing the framework-
related contribution of this thesis, the design and the set of services provided within this
framework can be considered to be a well-balanced foundation for the development of
memory-aware optimization techniques.
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The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis is expected to provide a common
target-platform description for various source-level optimization techniques. In particu-
lar, memory-subsystem-aware optimization techniques are dependent on the presence of
a precise system model. Since the approach is part of an optimization technique devel-
opment framework, there is effectively an unlimited set of optimization techniques which
could be developed using this framework, and which may expose different requirements
on the target-platform model. In general, a balanced approach between the level of
detail, effort to model a target platform and the precision of such models is required.
The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis tries to provide such a balanced
implementation. This chapter evaluates the system-modeling approach in the previously-
identified dimensions of design complexity, precision and abstraction level. Subsequently
a closer look is taken on the benefits arising from application of the MACCv2 framework
in a research project and teaching activities.
5.1 Motivation
Quantifying the outcome of a system-modeling approach is a challenging task. In the
context of a framework which is expected to support developers in implementing cutting-
edge memory-aware optimization techniques, intuitively the question arises how well the
proposed system-modeling approach suits this purpose. As indicated, there are several
orthogonal dimensions which need to be taken into account to estimate the fitness. Unfor-
tunately, also non-functional aspects contribute to the overall result, preventing a closed
form, numeric, fitness or improvement representation as typically used for the results
achieved by the optimization technique to be implemented within this framework. Nev-
ertheless, each aspect is analyzed in detail to provide a notion of best-suitable application
scenario to upcoming developers. In the case of precision evaluation of system-wide prop-
erties computation, a comparison to an actual target platform is possible. Therefore, in
this case, a deviation value is calculated.
First, considerations in the process of estimation of properties and applicability in
a source-level optimization development flow go towards the set of dimensions to be
evaluated.
In the framework-based development process three groups of users have been identified:
• The first group of users has the primary task to provide system-model descrip-
tions. They develop component and channel classes, system-model templates and
implement the property computation rules for each component and channel (i.e.
energy-consumption or latency models and corresponding aspect handlers). This
group of developers is primarily interested in the methods provided by the frame-
work to implement such a system description. In particular, the API definition,
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the initial overhead, eventually the set of already implemented components and
channels. Summarizing this domain, the system design effort needs to be analyzed.
• Following the typical use scenarios, the second group of developers is considered to
provide the building blocks for actual optimization technique development. These
are analysis or transformation steps, previously developed optimization techniques
or abstractions of external tools (i.e. access to compilers and linkers). With respect
to the system-modeling approach, this group uses particular instances of system
descriptions. While using system descriptions the focus shifts towards the model
and in particular towards the structural level of detail available within a system
description.
• Finally, the third use scenario covers the actual development of new optimization
techniques. They are typically combined of existing building blocks. Therefore,
the appropriate level of detail of the system model is also of increased importance.
Nevertheless, typical memory-aware optimization techniques also require precise
models describing various system properties. Since the system-modeling approach
includes a fast method for requesting such values at runtime in a fraction of time
compared to state-of-the-art approaches based on full-system simulation, the pre-
cision of provided system properties is crucial for taking founded optimization
decisions. Therefore, system-model precision is analyzed as the final dimension.
A system-modeling approach on its own will provide only theoretical benefit to the
research community. Therefore, it has been implemented and embedded into a fullfledged
memory-aware optimization development framework. The second part of this chapter
focuses on the framework benefit evaluation. The work presented in this thesis has found
real-life application in an European Commission funded project and several embedded
systems teaching activities. This provides a good foundation to evaluate the framework
benefits along these corresponding application scenarios.
Since typical optimization techniques are preferably not going to be developed from
scratch, but based on previous work, the final section evaluates aspects of porting already
existing optimization techniques into a MACCv2-based implementation. An exemplary
memory-aware optimization technique is presented and corresponding transformation
steps are analyzed according to reuse and implementation effort.
5.2 System Design Effort
The effort for system-model design is primarily driven by the effort for implementing
system-model building blocks and the system-model template. In both cases APIs pro-
vided by the MACCv2 framework are used. Since the effort grows with the complexity
of modeled target platform, an estimation of the growth in relation to system-model size
in terms of number of components and channels is performed.
As a starting point, a basic system description consisting of a single processor, a mem-
ory component and an interconnecting bus is evaluated for its minimal design effort.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of such a system model.
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Figure 5.1: Initial system model.
Component Modeling Effort
Provision of system-model descriptions occurs with some initial effort. Mainly the im-
plementation of an object class derived from the component or channel base class, or any
further specialized one (i.e. a processor or memory class) contributes to this effort.
Implementing such derived classes exposes only a moderate initial effort. Since typi-
cally, the primary purpose of a component or channel class is to provide a unique object
type for each system-model item, this effort requires only regular C++ programming
skills, namely, declaring an object class and implementing the constructor member func-
tion. From the framework perspective, the task of defining system-model components
and channels is supported by various macro definitions, effectively reducing the effort
to few lines of code. Typically, this includes the definitions required for persistence,
providing component descriptions and defining relevant address spaces. The unavoid-
able one-time effort with respect to the framework service is to gain an overview of the
methods and services provided by the MACCv2 framework. Nevertheless, even for these
developers who prefer a jump-start approach or evaluate the fitness of this framework
for their projects, documented example component definitions are provided. Therefore,
it is a valid conclusion, to quantify the effort for system-model component and chan-
nel definitions to be very moderate. A real-life example supports this conclusion. The
minimalistic host system model defines a system similar to the example in Figure 5.1,
consisting of two component classes (processor and memory) and one interconnect (a
bus). None of these definitions exceeds 100 lines of code in total, including excessive
comments, and formating.
Aspect Modeling Effort
In addition to these minimalistic definitions which are sufficient for plain structural
system models, a typical system model is going to use the unique system-wide property
computation feature of this framework, as presented in Section 3.4. Such system-wide
properties require the presence of corresponding handlers at each component and each
channel. Providing such handlers is a two step approach: Defining a particular handler
type and binding such a handler to the component or channel object. The second step
is basically limited to the instantiation of a handler object of the appropriate type and
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adding the reference to the set of handlers. Typically, such manipulation requires only
up to two additional lines of code per handler added to a component or channel.
The actual effort for defining handler object classes depends on the complexity of
the underlying model to be implemented. Besides the typical class definitions, only
the computation method needs to be implemented. For commonly-occurring cases (i.e.
accumulating constant values) the framework provides predefined handlers. In such
cases there is no need to define target-platform-specific handlers. Even when no suitable
predefined handler exists, a typical user-defined handler class requires about 60 lines of
formated and documented code. The processor energy-consumption computation handler
for the MPARM system model is a real-life example for such an implementation.
Top-Level Design Effort
According to the system-modeling approach, a system model consists of, besides the
component and channel items, a top-level system-description object class. Similar to
the component definition, the initial purpose of the system object class is provision of
a unique class for that particular system-description type. Therefore, the initial effort
is similar to the one expected for component and channel definitions. According to the
lines of code metric, the definition of a system class is typically less than 100 lines. A
practical example at this complexity level is the host system model. The top-level system
object class definition requires 80 lines of code, including formating and comments.
MPSoC Design Effort Scalability
Continuing the design effort considerations for a typical system model, the next step goes
towards the design of multicore system models. The effort for a basic single core system
model as considered previously in this section, is taken as the starting point and the
baseline. Depending on the general system type, the effort for the component and chan-
nel definition may vary. A multicore system model consists in general of function blocks
which are connected to shared resources via system-wide interconnections (i.e. a bus).
The design effort for a function block is considered to be equal to the effort for the single
core system presented in the beginning of this section. In addition to this, the system-
wide interconnection channel and typically corresponding bridging components need to
be implemented. This is a one-time effort per system-model type. Per-component or
per-channel implementations remain typically within the 100 lines of code range, found
in the single core models. In homogeneous target platforms each function block is of the
same structure. Therefore, regardless of the number of function blocks present in the
system model, no additional components or channels need to be defined. Consequently,
no additional implementation effort arises. In heterogeneous target platforms each func-
tion block may have a different set of components and channels (i.e. differing types of
processing cores). In this case, each function block may require a similar effort as the
single core system model. Therefore, the overall system-model design effort grows in the
worst case linearly with the number of function blocks present in the target platform to
be modeled.
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Template Definition Effort
Finally, a typical system model provides a target-platform template. The purpose of
such a template implementation is the definition of a typical target-platform system
model. Primarily, it is used in the automatic construction of system-model descriptions
for unattended optimization run, or as a starting point for the GUI-based design of
target-platform system models.
Designing such target-platform templates consists basically of instantiating the compo-
nent and channel objects, linking their ports according to the target-platform structure
and implementing corresponding address space mapping rules. Each of these steps typ-
ically consists of a single digit count of lines of code. Defining the mapping rules can
be considered the highest effort step within the target-platform template definition. De-
pending on the memory map established in the target platform, in the worst case each
segment in the memory map requires a mapping rule entry on each traversed port. Fortu-
nately, in typical MPSoC platforms several segments can be combined into one mapping
rule. In a typical scenario each function block requires at most two mapping rules. The
first one covers the range of tightly coupled memories, the second combines all ranges
which require access to the secondary-level bus. Further selection of particular target
components occurs in the mapping rules for these components (i.e. shared memories, I/O
devices). Since these rules are common to all function blocks, defining these mappings
is a constant effort regardless of the number of function blocks present in the target
platform.
In total, the effort for a target-platform template definition can be considered to be
moderate. The minimalistic host system-model template requires less than 200 lines of
code, while a fullfledged, configurable MPSoC system-model template for the CoMET
ARM platform currently requires about 500 lines of code.
Concluding the overall system-model design effort, several effort contributing tasks
have been identified. Component and channel design, implementation of aspect handlers
defining the component’s contribution to system properties and, finally, the definition
of system-model templates connecting these components and channels in a preferable
order. Combining these individual task efforts into an overall system-modeling effort,
shows a linearly growing complexity in terms of distinct component and channel types.
Each component or channel implementation contributes a fixed amount of lines of codes
(independent of other components and channels). The system-model template requires
for each component port a single digit count of lines of code. Since the number of ports
a component exposes is also fixed and independent of the presence of other components,
the overall increase in lines of code in system template definition due to additional
components or channel types is linearly related to the number of such components or
channels. Therefore, the overall system-modeling effort shows a linear and moderate
growth in relation to the number of component and channels.
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Figure 5.2: Exemplary Bell/Newell PMS representation of a CDC 6600 system [7].
5.3 Abstraction-Level Considerations
A reasonably applicable system-modeling approach faces several contrary requirements.
Developing system models should be simple, while maintaining sufficient flexibility to
be able to model a wide range of target-platform types, including future platforms.
The previous section shows that in terms of design complexity, a balanced approach
between complexity and flexibility has been achieved. Similar contrary requirements
exist for the choice of preferred abstraction level. Higher abstraction levels with less
detail reduce the modeling effort, but may also diminish the optimization potential.
Defining system descriptions at a too detailed level, may obscure valuable structural
properties, and therefore effectively also reduce the possible optimization gain. The
decision for a particular abstraction level influences the extend of the domain of target
platforms feasible to be modeled in such a system description. Therefore, a balanced
approach has to cover as much as possible of the relevant target-platform types while
providing appropriate level of detail.
According to Chapter 3 and the overview of various system-modeling approaches in
Chapter 2, this system-modeling approach is located at the processor-memory-switch
level as introduced by Bell and Newell [6]. Decomposing system-level designs into these
building blocks gives valuable structural information for memory-aware optimization
techniques. On the other side PMS models are sufficiently abstract, not to limit the
set of possible components. Compared to the adjacent abstraction levels, the PMS level
provides the best balance between modeling effort, level of detail and covered range of
possible system models. Especially, towards lower abstraction levels, algorithmic-level
models, as described by Hanna and Melham [67], require detailed behavioral and instruc-
tion set descriptions, which are not needed for memory-aware optimization techniques
and thus just increase modeling complexity.
Figure 5.2 shows a typical representation of a system according to Bell and Newell.
Observing the structure shown in this figure, a straightforward relation to a MACCv2
model can be concluded. There are components connected to each other via links. Bell
distinguishes several types of components which match well to the MACCv2 component
and channel representation. In particular:
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• Memory (M), a storage component, has the same dedicated component type in
MACCv2
• Link (L), a connecting component. Within MACCv2 the corresponding item is a
channel.
• Control (K), an active component. Within MACCv2 this type would translate into
any component type which exposes at least one initiator port. The most common
example would be a DMA unit.
• Switch (S), a switched link component. This relates also to the class of MACCv2
channels. More precisely, to the Bus channel class.
• Transducer (T), an I/O component. MACCv2 has no predefined I/O component
class. Basically these items can be matched to the basic component class.
• Data-operation (D), a data manipulation component. Similar to transducers,
MACCv2 does not provide a dedicated component subclass for this type of com-
ponents. Nevertheless, it is feasible to map them to the basic component class.
• Processor (P), the processing unit. MACCv2 offers a processor component, which
is capable of maintaining the relation to corresponding application code.
The inverse mapping can be deduced from the previous item list. In general MACCv2
distinguishes between direct links and bus-based channels. The corresponding represen-
tation in PMS models would be links (L) and switches (S). Memory components and
processing units have a direct representation in PMS notation. Components which can
initiate memory accesses, are best mapped to Control (K) components, since they are the
sole active part besides processing units. The remaining set of target components will
map either to a memory-controller part, or a data-operation controller part, depending
what is its intended functionality.
With this mapping, the MACCv2 system description defines a target-platform repre-
sentation which can be considered to be located at the PMS abstraction level. This
representation fits well the level of detail required for memory-aware optimization tech-
niques. Similar to the representation proposed by Bell and Newell, components and
channels may have annotated properties which increase the level of detail as necessary.
In addition to the plain PMS target-platform representation, MACCv2 models expose a
formalized notion of access routing. A link between components includes a description
of the relation between adjacent addressing schemes. This allows for automatic traversal
of MACCv2 system models, and computation of system-wide property values.
5.4 Target-Platform Representation Precision
Knowledge of target-platform properties is important for source-code optimization tech-
niques to be able to adapt the code to a more efficient usage of target-platform hardware.
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According to the optimization targets, the expected result is reduced energy consumption
and/or reduced runtime.
There are several approaches to incorporate such knowledge into the optimization tech-
nique. The least preferable, nevertheless often occurring, is to develop the optimization
technique based on implicit target-platform assumptions, being hard coded into the opti-
mization technique implementation. Typically, such approaches enable immediate access
to target-platform properties at optimization technique runtime.
Moving towards retargetable optimization techniques, a common approach is usage of
target-platform simulators or the actual hardware as a black-box for evaluation of the
benefit achieved in a presumably optimizing code transformation. Since such evaluations
are time-consuming, and are separated from the actual optimization decisions, they in-
fluence such decisions only indirectly in an iterative approach. Nevertheless, due to the
whole-system evaluation the estimated results are precise.
The approach presented in this thesis tries to combine advantages of both approaches,
enabling development of truly platform-independent optimizations which, nevertheless,
may take platform properties at runtime into account. For a detailed description refer
to Chapter 3. The key benefit of this approach is the possibility to provide system-
wide property values based on a component or channel wise locally-defined data set
which is combined on request into such global values. Typically, such properties are
not limited to, but preferably used to, describe energy-consumption-related or runtime-
related properties.
Within this section the precision of these system-wide properties is evaluated and com-
pared to full-system-simulation results. The MPARM platform and the corresponding
simulator are used as a baseline. The advantage of this platform is the possibility to
evaluate both energy-consumption and runtime properties simultaneously on the same
platform. The simulation platform exposes a well-defined, community-accepted [68] en-
ergy and runtime model for an ARM-based MPSoC platform. To achieve improved con-
figurability of the memory subsystem the simulator has been combined with the memory
hierarchy simulator MEMSIM [42]. The system configuration defines one processing tile
with a 12k bytes scratchpad and a 12M bytes main memory connected via an AMBA-
AHB bus. The energy and latency values for these memories are configured according
to the reference design:
• Scratchpad memory read: 0.0241275682 nJ / 0 wait states (WS)
• Scratchpad memory write: 0.0080780647 nJ / 0 WS
• Main memory read: 10.6813104793 nJ / 10 WS
• Main memory write: 1.0667890999 nJ / 10 WS
Figure 5.3 shows such a typical MPARM platform using the default configuration of four
cores. According to the minimal setup, caches have been disabled. Since the platform
exposes a homogeneous structure, the evaluation is performed for the first processing
core without loss of generality.
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Figure 5.3: MPARM target platform.
The MACCv2 system-model description follows the structural properties of this target
platform. Except for the omitted I/O devices the set of components and channels matches
exactly the items of the target platform. To focus the evaluation approach on memory-
aware optimization techniques targeted in this thesis, an exemplary scratchpad allocation
technique is used next.
The static scratchpad allocation used for demonstration purposes in this thesis was
presented by Steinke et al. [69]. Further extension toward multiprocessor systems has
been done by Verma et al. [43]. Basically the approach solves a knapsack problem for
each processor separately using integer linear programming. Without loss of generality,
this example targets energy reduction as the objective. A set of input parameters is
required per processor to formulate the ILP equations:
• A set of code or data items which can be placed independently in the main mem-
ory or the scratchpad memory. These items are identified as memory objects in
literature. In our example global variables (i.e. scalars and arrays) and functions
are used.
• The size of each memory object.
• The access counts to each memory object.
• The scratchpad size as the limit for the knapsack.
• The energy consumption per main-memory access.
• The energy consumption per scratchpad-memory access.
Subsequently, the approaches to gather required data in the MACCv2-based environ-
ment are presented. Starting with the set of movable items, they can be identified easily
in the abstract syntax tree of the C program representation within the MACCv2 sys-
tem description. The processor nodes in the system model incorporate the ICD-C-based
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representation of application program code intended for execution at this processor. It-
erating over the global symbol table provides names and references to these memory
objects. The sizes of these memory objects are also accessible via symbol properties
stored in the application-code representation. According to the list of optimization tech-
nique prerequisites, next, access counts for each memory object are required. To gather
such values, the scratchpad optimization technique will invoke a corresponding MACCv2
tool or specify a dependency on such tool asking the framework to run this analysis step
in advance. The result will be annotated to the system description, in particular to each
symbol within the application-code representation. Therefore, from the point of view of
this example optimization, the access count information is inherent to the system descrip-
tion, and its construction may vary depending on the target-platform model. Currently,
access counts to each of these memory objects are generated via profiling. Once static
analysis methods become more sophisticated, they can seamlessly replace the profiling
step.
In the context of this evaluation, steps required to find the architectural properties are
of higher relevance. Determining them is typically as easy as looking up some table-based
predefined values, but with the confidence of always getting precise up-to-date values,
without the need for manual adaption to new platforms. Refer to Section 3.4 for more
details on modeling and retrieval of these system-wide properties.
To be able to construct the ILP formulation, the size of the scratchpad memory must
be known, or more precisely, the size of the fraction of this memory mapped into the
processor address space. In typical platform designs, including this MPARM platform,
there is no subdivision of memories, and each processor has either access to the entire
memory or no access at all. Nevertheless, to achieve a generally valid approach, retrieving
the scratchpad-memory size is a two-step approach. In the first step, the MACCv2
framework-provided address space analyzer is applied. The result is a mapping list of
address ranges in the address spaces of an initiator component (i.e. an ARM processor)
and the final target component. The analysis is performed by default across all memory-
hierarchy levels, therefore in the mapping the final target component (i.e. main memory
or scratchpad memories) will be visible. For this optimization technique the memory
layout, as observed by a processing unit, is the interesting outcome of this analysis step.
In this example, the first processor in the MPARM target platform shows this mapping:
ARM0.[0x0-0xbfffff] -> MM0.[0x0-0xbfffff]
ARM0.[0x19000000-0x190fffff] -> SHM.[0x0-0xfffff]
ARM0.[0x22000000-0x22002fff] -> SPM0.[0x0-0x2fff]
In addition to the mapping ranges, the type of targeted memory - in general, the
type of a targeted component - is of importance for an optimization technique. Since
the MACCv2 framework-based system descriptions define dedicated object classes and
corresponding inheritance hierarchy for each component type, optimization techniques
requiring this type knowledge, can easily iterate over the set of components and ex-
amine each item for the relevant class membership. In the case of the optimization
technique used in this section, the presence of scratchpad memories is of importance. In
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the MACCv2 system model, scratchpad memories can be identified as components being
derived from the specific scratchpad-memory class.
Once all relevant memories are identified, a second step has to be performed to de-
termine the size of allocable memories. Simple arithmetic operations on the address
ranges are sufficient to compute a scratchpad size of 12k bytes according to this example
architecture.
The energy values, which are required to compute the achievable gain for each allocable
memory object, can be retrieved in a similar way. As described in Chapter 3, the key
feature of this model is to provide system properties via a query-based interface. Two sets
of queries are required for this optimization. The first one would be placed to the address
space range of the main memory, the second one to the range of the scratchpad memory.
Each set would collect three values; for data read, data write and instruction fetch. The
difference between corresponding values of each set is the gain factor multiplied by the
access counts.
These values complete the set of prerequisites for the ILP formulation. Solving the ILP
will result in a set of decision variables indicating which memory object has to be placed
on the scratchpad. The key value directing the ILP solution is the gain which can be
achieved per memory object when moving it to the scratchpad memory. Therefore, the
evaluation of MACCv2-provided values is performed in relation to the values determined
in the whole-system simulation.
The final missing part is the actual application code to be optimized. To be able to
manually verify the results, a reasonably simple application code has been chosen. The
selected application code performs a chain of matrix operations. In the first step, a
matrix A has to be transposed, and in the second step, a second matrix B is added and
the result is stored in another matrix C.
AT = AT
C = AT +B
All matrix values are 32 bit unsigned integers. Two sets of experiments were performed,
one with 10× 10 matrices, another with 30× 30 matrices.
In the context of this evaluation, the selected benchmark has the advantage of having a
fixed number of accesses to each matrix which can be determined via profiling. Table 5.1
shows the access counts for 10× 10 matrices which were determined in advance.
Matrix Reads Writes
A 100 0
B 100 0
C 0 100
AT 100 100
Table 5.1: Access counts for 10× 10 matrices.
Corresponding values for 30× 30 matrices are shown in Table 5.2.
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Matrix Reads Writes
A 900 0
B 900 0
C 0 900
AT 900 900
Table 5.2: Access counts for 30× 30 matrices.
To formulate the baseline, the energy consumption caused due to the execution of
matrix operations on the MPARM system has to be determined. For each matrix size,
the benchmark was run with all matrices located in the main memory of the MPARM
simulator. The total energy consumption in this case was 27130.266 nJ for the 10 × 10
matrix and 231908.203 nJ for the 30 × 30 matrix. Afterwards, each matrix was moved
one-by-one to the scratchpad memory. Since the scratchpad memories are more efficient
in terms of energy consumption, a lower total energy consumption was determined. The
resulting energy-consumption decrease is summarized in Table 5.3. These values are
the gain factors which could be used in the ILP formulation when solving the knapsack
problem related to an optimal allocation of memory objects.
Matrix 10× 10 30× 30
A 1122.741 nJ 10104.672 nJ
B 1122.741 nJ 10104.672 nJ
C 164.459 nJ 1480.125 nJ
AT 1287.202 nJ 11584.812 nJ
Table 5.3: Measured gain per matrix.
Collecting these energy-consumption gains in the way described up to now represents
state-of-the-art approaches often found in literature. Observing the effort and runtime
of this task it may contribute a significant share of the overall optimization technique
runtime. The approach presented in this thesis tries to avoid this effort and provides such
values in a fraction of the time without use of full-system simulators. Computing such
values has to be sufficiently precise to gain acceptance in future optimization techniques.
Up to now, the baseline values for the comparison have been obtained. Subsequent
steps describe how to compute the same per-matrix energy gains using MACCv2-provided
methods. An important prerequisite is a well-defined system model. The system model
used for this comparison has been designed according to the MPARM simulator setup.
The energy and latency values for memories are configured to the same default values as
used in the simulator. The interconnection energy computation is based on work done by
Bona et al. [70]. The subsequent values denoting calculated total energy consumption per
access were retrieved by four access queries. Two queries are directed to the scratchpad
memory and two to the main memory, each one for a 4 bytes read and a 4 bytes write
access, corresponding to the size of the matrix elements.
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A typical query consists of few lines of code only: setup, add aspects, perform query
and retrieve value:
MACC_Access *acc=new MACC_SingleAccess(...);
acc->addData(ASPECT_ENERGY);
acc->addData(ASPECT_CYCLES);
acc->queryAccess(AS_WORSTCASE,ASPECT_ENERGY);
val=acc->getValue(ASPECT_ENERGY);
delete acc;
Matrix 10× 10 30× 30
A 1120.457 nJ 10084.114 nJ
B 1120.457 nJ 10084.114 nJ
C 164.238 nJ 1478.143 nJ
AT 1284.695 nJ 11562.258 nJ
Table 5.4: MACCv2 computed gain per matrix.
Via these queries, total per-access energy values of 0.0791284 nJ per scratchpad read,
0.0630784 nJ per scratchpad write, 11.2837 nJ per main-memory read and 1.70546 nJ per
main-memory write have been retrieved. These values multiplied by access counts result
in the gain value for each matrix. These values are summarized in Table 5.4. Comparing
these values to the ones generated via full-system simulation results in the conclusion
that the system-modeling approach presented in this thesis has the capability to provide
very accurate information regarding the energy-consumption estimation. The computed
results were all less than 0.21% off compared to the actual values. Furthermore, the
results are stable along the increased number of accesses, even for the bigger matrices,
having nine times higher access counts, the deviation remains almost the same.
Matrix Deviation
A 0.203%
B 0.203%
C 0.134%
AT 0.195%
Table 5.5: Relative deviation from simulation results
5.5 Application Scenarios
The MACCv2 framework and the platform description approach presented in this thesis
have found application in an European Commission funded project and several embedded
systems teaching activities. Following subsections present the benefits resulting from the
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application of this work in both areas. Furthermore, the path towards exploitation of
MACCv2 framework even for already existing memory-aware optimization techniques is
sketched in the last subsection.
5.5.1 Application in MNEMEE Project
The tight integration of several optimization techniques into one cooperative toolflow has
been highlighted in the project review process. Especially, this cooperating operation of
each optimization step leads to the noticeable energy and runtime saving presented in the
project introduction in Section 2.7.3. The MACCv2 framework provides two key features
which served as the foundation for this tight integration. The first one is the system-
modeling approach. The second is the processing-step interaction and encapsulation
service. In following sections the benefit and contribution to the MNEMEE project are
evaluated.
5.5.1.1 Target-Platform Architectures
The MNEMEE toolflow has been designed to be applicable to various target platforms.
In the course of this project, several platforms haven been chosen to apply the toolflow in
the first place. This implies the presence of corresponding platform descriptions which
provide metrics and structural properties for each platform. To achieve this goal the
MNEMEE toolflow uses the system-modeling facilities provided by the MACCv2 frame-
work. The following set of target platforms has been used in the MNEMEE project. For
each platform a short introduction, followed by a description of corresponding MACCv2
system-model implementation, is given.
Host platform architecture: The MNEMEE project uses the host-based application-
code execution and corresponding system model. The system model aims at providing
an abstract compilation and execution platform. A typical setup consists of a single
core and a single main memory. Figure 5.4 depicts such an abstract target-platform
architecture. Typically, such platforms are used for profiling steps. Target-platform-
independent values (i.e. variable access counts) can be retrieved in this environment
within significantly shorter time compared to a full-system simulation. The MACCv2
host platform system description embeds the native runtime environment of the host
platform, effectively enabling the same handling of application code and invocation of
optimization and transformation tool as for the actual target platform.
MPARM target-platform architecture: Initially the MPARM platform has been
developed and used as the driving demonstrator for the system-modeling approach pre-
sented in this thesis. Besides this, the same platform model has been used in the
MNEMEE project as the primary platform for evaluation of the toolflow developed in
this project. Several refinements have been contributed within the MNEMEE project.
Basically, an improved configurability of memory layout and energy metrics were imple-
mented.
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CPU
MEM
Bus
Figure 5.4: Abstract host architecture
The general structure has already been depicted in Figure 5.3 in Section 5.4. Typi-
cally, a standard four core system is modeled. The memory subsystem consists of local
scratchpad memories, private main memories and a common shared memory. Typical
sizes are 12k bytes scratchpad 12M bytes main memory and 1M byte share memory.
To deviate from these defaults, all memory sizes can be configured on system-description
instantiation. Furthermore, the number of processing cores can also be adjusted.
In the context of the MNEMEE project, the MPARM platform has the advantage of
providing a PC-based simulator which includes energy-consumption estimation and a
cycle-accurate runtime estimation. Both metrics have been vital for the work performed
within the MNEMEE project. Since the optimization techniques are expected to perform
code transformations resulting in reduced energy consumption and reduced runtime, an
evaluation platform providing these metrics is mandatory.
According to Section 5.4, the system model of the MPARM platform implemented in
the MACCv2 framework achieves a highly precise representation of both relevant system-
wide properties, namely per-access energy consumption and latencies. Summarizing the
key properties, the MPARM platform offers a community-accepted energy and runtime
estimation on a cycle-accurate full-system simulator combined with a precise system-
model representation usable within MNEMEE optimization techniques. It is a valuable
foundation for further development and academic evaluation of these optimization tech-
niques.
CoMET target-platform architecture: Unfortunately the MPARM platform has
a significant drawback. The full-system simulator operates only at a moderate speed.
Therefore, real-life application code as optimized within the MNEMEE toolflow, has sig-
nificant evaluation times. This lead to the decision to introduce another target platform,
which could be used in the development process to achieve faster results. This target
platform was primarily designed to resemble the MPARM platform on a faster simulator.
The CoMET simulator [62] is an industry-approved simulation environment. The simu-
lation environment has been configured to implemented a target platform which is struc-
turally comparable to MPARM. Furthermore, additional variations of the structure can
be configured at instantiation. Basically, there are two CoMET-based target-platform
simulation setups. The first resembles exactly the MPARM memory-subsystem struc-
ture. According to Figure 5.5 this is the so-called flat target platform, where each private
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Figure 5.5: CoMET flat target-platform architecture
main memory is connected to the system-wide bus. Typically, this results in increased
bus congestion when multiple processing cores access data or execute code from their
local main memories.
Another CoMET-based simulation platform has been designed. This platform was in-
tended to evaluate the effects related to moving the main memory closer to the processor
core. Figure 5.6 depicts such a platform. In this case, local main memories are con-
nected to their corresponding processing cores via dedicated buses. In this setup no bus
congestion due to main-memory access can occur. Only accesses to the shared memory
have to pass via the system-wide bus.
Since the CoMET and the MPARM platform expose similar structural properties the
MACCv2-based system model for this target platform has been derived from the MPARM
model. The scratchpad memories are bound to their corresponding processing cores in a
different way. Basically, each uses a dedicated interface to connect to the core. Regarding
the different simulation platform setups, MACCv2 system description resembles the flat
target-platform model as depicted in Figure 5.5. Since the CoMET platform has no
established energy and runtime values, the energy and runtime model of the MPARM
platform has been adapted and used for the CoMET target platform.
MSC8144 target-platform architecture: The MNEMEE project has been planned
in tight cooperation with industrial partners. One goal was to apply the optimization
and transformation techniques developed in this project to real-life application code and
corresponding target platform. Such a platform is the Freescale MSC8144. Figure 5.7
depicts the overall structure. It is a four core high performance DSP architecture. The
memory subsystem has a three-level hierarchy. A peculiarity of this platform is the capa-
bility to distribute dynamically the memory at each hierarchy level among the processing
cores. Due to the cross-bar-based interconnection, the memory shares are accessible si-
multaneously from each DSP. For this platform a physical execution environment was
available.
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Figure 5.6: CoMET hierarchical target-platform architecture
The system model for the MSC8144 platform has been designed primarily for the ap-
plication of MNEMEE-provided optimization techniques. Primary focus has been put
on well-matching and highly configurable memory-subsystem representation. Therefore,
the numerous peripheral devices were of lower importance and have been omitted. Fur-
ther, the opaque CLASS interconnect has been modeled as distinct interconnections for
each level. Based on this structure, the distribution among private and shared mem-
ory regions for each hierarchy level can be configured individually. In addition to the
memory distribution, parameters of the energy and latency model can also be adjusted.
Hardware platform-based measurement of energy consumption (i.e. by the means of an
approach as presented by Steinke [69]) could be used to derive matching system-model
values. Figure 4.14 in Section 4.3.1.1 depicts more details on the implemented MACCv2
system description.
5.5.1.2 Shared System Model Benefits
The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis allows for a uniform target-
platform representation across multiple optimization or processing steps. This ensures a
common notion of target-platform properties. Especially cooperating optimization tech-
niques can control their effort to avoid contradicting decisions, which would diminish
the overall optimization result. Such a coordinated execution of optimization techniques
is expected for the MNEMEE toolflow. According to the toolflow description, a set of
memory-aware optimization techniques addressing a more efficient exploitation of MP-
SoC platforms has to perform its task in a coordinated way. The shared system model
provides target-platform parameters for each optimization technique. Typically, each
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Figure 5.7: MSC8144 Quad core DSP architecture [63]
optimization technique has a different focus on the set of parameters required for its
operation. The granularity of requested target-platform properties increases along the
optimization chain. At the initial steps (i.e. dynamic data type refinement or paralleliza-
tion) only structural details are at focus. This includes memory sizes and number of
processing cores. At the opposite end of the optimization chain, a fine-grained notion of
data access effort in terms of energy-consumption or latency values is required to take
scratchpad-memory allocation decisions.
The subsequent matrix in Table 5.6 summarizes the set of requested information per
optimization step.
Due to the diversity of information requested by the set of optimization techniques,
the system model needs to be sufficiently generic to incorporate all kinds of such prop-
erties. Especially, the often observed ad-hoc approaches which combine several data
tables describing individual target-platform properties, suffer from inconsistency and a
non-uniform access pattern to each property.
The MACCv2 system modeling has the ability to serve a rich set of system properties.
The MNEMEE project benefits from this uniform system-modeling approach. First of
all, the system-modeling approach is accompanied by a versatile API for accessing these
system-model properties. The MNEMEE project tools use this API to retrieve relevant
data. Since relying on a present API saves implementation and testing effort, the first
benefit can be concluded as a reduced implementation overhead.
Subsequent benefits result from unified target-platform representation. Any optimiza-
tion step retrieves exactly the same target-platform data. This is a valuable prerequisite
which helps in avoiding contradicting optimization decisions. In the case of MNEMEE
an additional benefit arises due to the toolflow structure. The optimization steps in
MNEMEE are implemented as a two-step approach. The first step implements the opti-
mization logic and records particular optimization decisions. The second step implements
code transformations which carry out these decisions in a runtime-environment-specific
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MMAP ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘
SMAP ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘
SPM ✘ ✘ ✘
Table 5.6: System-model information usage in MNEMEE
way. This separation of processing steps simplifies porting these optimization techniques
to different runtime environments. Nevertheless, this introduces additional challenges in
keeping these steps synchronized. Implementing such a twofold approach based on the
MACCv2 framework relieves the designer from implementing communication and syn-
chronization methods between these steps. Coupling optimization and transformation
steps based on MACCv2-provided annotations can be realized in a quite precise but still
simple way. The annotation approach allows for attaching complex data structures to any
item of the system model. Furthermore, such data may incorporate references to other
system-model items. In general, these are typical building blocks for any kind of opti-
mization result representation. MNEMEE exploits this annotation-based communication
approach between processing steps at various levels. Passing parallelization decisions to
the MPMH step for implementing corresponding synchronization directives or express-
ing mapping decisions are only two examples for such a system-model annotation-based
processing-step communication in MNEMEE.
Finally, the long term benefit of founding the MNEMEE work on the MACCv2 frame-
work results from the well-encapsulated target-platform description. Introducing this
optimization flow to upcoming platforms becomes possible at a minimal expense of def-
inition of such a target-platform system model. A practical example for such an opti-
mization technique retargeting has already been observed in the course of this project.
While development of optimization techniques and integration into a uniform toolflow
have been performed initially for the MPARM platform, the final evaluation of indus-
trial grade application code has also been performed on the MSC8144 target platform.
After the toolflow and the optimization technique development process has reached a
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mature state, the applicability to the MSC8144 target platform could be achieved by
simply providing the appropriate target-platform system model. Similar modeling effort
is expected once support for further architectures becomes necessary. Concluding this
final benefit, the MACCv2 framework-based system modeling delivers retargetability to
the MNEMEE toolflow at minimal implementation effort.
According to these benefits, the MACCv2 framework and the unified system model
in particular improved the development process and provided the expected added value
in the MNEMEE toolflow. Especially, a significantly reduced implementation effort
combined with improved retargetability can be observed. Due to the complexity of
memory-aware optimization techniques, the approach of decomposing such optimization
techniques into a set of sub-steps is often observed in literature. Furthermore, the domain
of memory-aware optimization techniques still offers a wide range of challenging tasks.
Therefore, the MACCv2 framework is not bound to the MNEMEE toolflow, but will
likely provide similar benefits in future optimization toolflows in the domain of memory-
aware optimization techniques.
5.5.1.3 Common Framework Benefits
Besides the system-modeling approach, MACCv2 provides a fullfledged optimization
technique integration framework. For the MNEMEE project this framework has been
used to bring the project’s individual optimization steps into a coherent toolflow.
The MACCv2 framework provides solutions for various aspects of such an integra-
tion endeavor, starting from methods for optimization technique encapsulation, followed
by methods for inter-processing-step communication up to user-interaction abstraction
layer. Hierarchical grouping of processing steps enables high reuse and effort-balanced
retargetability of implementations. The seamless integration with the target-platform
system model is a unique feature of this framework. Based on this foundation, the ac-
tual implementation of memory-aware optimization techniques could be performed at a
significantly reduced effort. Further, the common interchange format enables easy plug-
and-play of various processing steps. This includes store-and-replay scenarios, where
intermediate results are stored to disk and subsequent processing steps are applied mul-
tiple times with different parameters. In particular, also variations of the toolflow can
be explored, as occurred in case of the mapping step.
These MACCv2 framework features have been used in MNEMEE project:
• Optimization and processing-step representation in terms of MACCv2 tools: Ac-
cording to Section 4.4, the MACCv2 framework offers methods for processing-step
encapsulation and interfacing. In MNEMEE, the top-level toolflow as well as sub-
processing steps within a particular optimization technique are represented in terms
of MACCv2 tools. Especially, the following tool representation features were ben-
eficial for the MNEMEE project:
– Tool encapsulation: Processing steps are represented as self-contained enti-
ties exposing a well-defined invocation interface. One practical example is
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the seamlessly interchangeable mapping approach. Since both MNEMEE-
provided task mapping methods are implemented as MACCv2 tools and both
expect the same system-model annotations, the selection of either memory-
aware or scenario-based mapping is only a mater of requesting a particular
tool instance in the top-level toolflow.
– Tool abstraction: The MACCv2 framework provides a method for expressing
processing-step specialization relations. Therefore, requesting some particular
transformation or optimization technique can be performed based on a generic
class, while at runtime the framework ensures the usage of the most appro-
priate instance for a given system-model type and runtime conditions. This
feature has been used excessively in the MNEMEE toolflow for interfacing
with target-platform compiler and linker tools. Depending on the target-
platform model, the MACCv2 framework provides the right compilation and
linking tools for that particular platform.
– Tool hierarchy: Decomposing optimization or code transformation techniques
into sets of sub steps helps in achieving a tractable implementation complexity.
Furthermore, a second benefit results from improved reuse of such sub-steps.
The MNEMEE project uses at multiple levels this hierarchical tool composi-
tion approach. Most visible is the top-level toolflow. The MNEMEE toolfow
is constructed of a configurable set of processing steps, while exposing a regu-
lar MACCv2 tool interface to the user. This way, accessing MNEMEE-based
memory-aware optimizations in the context of some future project is as easy
as invoking a preexisting MACCv2 tool. A closer look at the optimization
technique implementation shows the hierarchical tool structure continuing at
deeper levels. A particular example is the task graph extraction step. This
one consists of three sub steps.
• System modeling: The MACCv2 framework includes means of modeling target-
platform system properties. The benefits of using a common target-platform model
for each processing step within a toolflow has been presented in the previous sec-
tion. From the framework perspective, the most beneficial is the unified API for
retrieving any kind of system properties.
• ICD-C-based application-code representation: The MACCv2 framework uses the
ICD-C-based application-code representation. The major benefit of this code rep-
resentation is the exact and well-structured representation of the application code
as an abstract syntax tree. The MACCv2 framework offers this application-code
representation as an annotation to system-model components. The full set of ICD-
C code manipulation methods and pre-implemented transformation techniques is
exposed to the MNEMEE optimization toolflow. Common tasks, like insertion
and modification of statements, can be performed with minimal effort. Sophisti-
cated control and data-flow analysis techniques assist the MNEMEE optimization
techniques in performing their tasks.
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• Common-object-class model: The common-object-class model is a fundamental
service provided by MACCv2 framework. In general, any object class has a com-
mon predecessor which provides a rich set of methods for reflection, configuration,
storage and construction of dynamic object relations. Please refer to Section 4.2.1
for more details. Especially for the MNEMEE project, the following features of the
common-object-class model have been beneficial:
– Annotations and dynamic object relations: The common-base-class type en-
ables type-safe implementation of object reference collections. These collec-
tions are used to implement a key-value map, which stores relations to other
objects. In a typical application scenario, annotation of optimization-specific
data to items of the system model or application-code representation is per-
formed. MNEMEE uses such annotations to pass optimization results and
intermediate data between optimization steps. Especially, the unified base
class representation used for both system model and application-code repre-
sentation has simplified the construction of relations between both domains. A
typical example is the representation of mapping decisions, where application-
code items are assigned to system-model components.
– Persistent storage: The common base class provides methods for object-state
serialization. Basically, complete object graphs can be stored to disk and
reconstructed in subsequent optimization runs. MACCv2 framework uses such
persistent object storage for system-model retention, runtime environment
and tool configuration. In the MNEMEE context, system-model snapshots
are optionally created between each processing step. These snapshots enable
analysis of intermediate results, fast reapplication of subsequent steps with
different configurations or exploring different mapping options on the same
preprocessed application code.
– Runtime linking: MACCv2 uses operating-system features to dynamically
add libraries into a process context. These libraries contain typically system-
model components, optimization or transformation steps or interface object
definitions for inter-processing-step communication. The general benefit of
dynamically loading these libraries is the flexibility to support future object
types (i.e. future target-platform models) while maintaining a small process
image footprint. Typically, the runtime-linking approach is transparent to
the optimization technique developer, due to MACCv2 containing methods
for automatic loading of these libraries while performing reconstruction of
objects graphs from persistent storage.
– Object-lifetime monitoring and pointer tracing: The common object class pro-
vides methods for tracing of object references and attachment counts. This re-
lieves the developer from implementation effort related to individual garbage
collection code. In MNEMEE, this feature saved implementation overhead
at several processing steps. One example is the task graph extraction step.
Within this step several parallel implementations are maintained for numerous
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individual application-code statements. The relation to the original applica-
tion code is expressed in terms of object annotations. Since these transfor-
mations affect code at various nesting levels, keeping track of alive solutions
becomes a challenging task. MACCv2-provided object-lifetime monitoring
greatly simplified this task.
– Object-configuration interface: The common base class provides methods for
accessing object members in a uniform way. Typically, derived classes need
to implement only an enumeration of class members to be exposed via the
configuration interface. In MNEMEE, the object configurability has been used
throughout the toolflow. Most prominent are the toolflow-level configuration,
individual optimization step configurations and configuration of system-model
construction.
– Object factories: Based on the common-base-class model, MACCv2 provides
methods for object-class instantiation based on the class name. Factories ex-
tend this concept by providing additional control over the object-initialization
process. MNEMEE uses this feature primarily for the construction of target-
platform system models according to predefined templates. The system-model
factories expose a set of configuration parameters to control adjustable prop-
erties of the system model. For example, the number of cores or memory sizes
can be configured in case of the MPARM system model.
• Runtime environment: The runtime environment as described in Section 4.2.3 en-
ables provision of operating-system-dependent as well as execution-environment-
dependent parameters. MNEMEE follows the typical application scenario pro-
moted in MACCv2 by usage of environment variables for resolution of paths to
external tools, libraries and temporary files.
• User-interface abstraction: The MACCv2 framework provides methods for ab-
straction of user interaction. This approach has been described in Section 4.2.4.
Basically, the framework provides typical user-interaction methods which, in de-
pendence of current execution environment, will be presented to the user as GUI
dialogs or a simple text-mode interface. The optimization or transformation step
requesting user interaction does not have to be adapted to use any particular kind
of user-interface type. The MNEMEE toolflow uses primarily these features:
– Dialog: Dialogs are used primarily in the system-model construction tools.
There, an interactive mode is available which guides the user though the
process of constructing a system model according to a platform template.
– Progress indication: Since several optimization steps require a prolonged pro-
cessing time, a detailed progress indication is beneficial to keep the user in-
formed on current actions being performed. MACCv2 supports automatic
progress indication at tool level. MNEMEE uses these methods to provide
fine-grained progress indication, which includes information on the progress
of actions being performed within a step.
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– Object views: Object views are MACCv2-provided presentation methods,
which enable user interaction beyond simple dialog-based input or option se-
lection. A feasible user-interface implementation (i.e. window-based GUI) can
indicate to MACCv2 its capability to display the state of objects of particular
type. For example, the graphical UI provided within the MACCv2 framework
implements object views for HTML structured text and bitmaps encapsu-
lated as PNG image data. On the other side of the user-interface abstraction,
optimization and transformation techniques can request presentation of a par-
ticular object in a user-interface-independent way. MNEMEE uses these views
to present toolflow runtime statics. Since these object views are not limited to
show static data, the taskgraph extraction step can use this user-interaction
method to plot its current solution space as a Pareto-graph.
– Platform for dedicated UIs: The MACCv2 user-interface abstraction has been
designed to support construction of toolflow-specific user interfaces based on
some generic implementation. MNEMEE exploits this feature for construction
of a dedicated demonstrator frontend. This is based on the Qt GUI imple-
mentation provided in MACCv2, extending this by implementing a toolflow-
specific main window which enables easy toolflow configuration as well as
progress and result evaluation.
The usage of MACCv2 as a framework for MNEMEE can be concluded as very bene-
ficial for the project. Especially, a significantly reduced implementation effort in combi-
nation with improved reuse capabilities, shows the benefit of this approach.
Considering the MNEMEE project structure (which consists of a cooperating set of
optimization and transformation techniques) as a typical approach in the domain of
memory-aware optimization techniques reveals the versatile applicability of MACCv2
framework services to this domain of such optimization techniques. The framework
provides a balanced set of services which covers a wide range of typical tasks occurring
in memory-aware optimization techniques. Especially, the common-object-class model
provides a pervasive foundation for these tasks, enabling easy data exchange, common
notion of object types, simple construction of dynamic object relations and support for
persistent data retention. Furthermore, this common-object-class model applies also to
the application code and system-model representation. Synergy effects of these unified
services result in further implementation-overhead reduction.
Besides implementation-overhead reduction, founding MNEMEE on MACCv2 has pos-
itive long term effects. Implementing a toolflow on a modular framework simplifies reuse
of MNEMEE optimization techniques. In particular, MACCv2 goes a step further in this
discipline. The hierarchical tool representation offers a well-defined interface at various
levels. Therefore, either the entire MNEMEE toolflow as a black-box or components of
it can be easily reused in further projects.
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Figure 5.8: Scratchpad allocation tool interface
5.5.2 Application in Teaching
Besides the MNEMEE project, the MACCv2 framework has found usage in teaching
activities. Actually, the scratchpad allocation technique, as used in MNEMEE, has been
adapted for teaching activities. Marwedel et al. [5] offer courses in the context of ALaRI
Master of Advanced Studies Program. The 2010 term included lab excises exploring
scratchpad-memory allocation techniques. The MNEMEE-related implementation has
been encapsulated into a stand-alone tool. The MACCv2 framework contributed the
common services of target-platform description, application-code representation, target-
platform compiler interface and user-interface abstraction. Figure 5.8 shows the main
interface of this tool-specific GUI.
In particular, the system-modeling approach included in MACCv2 turned out to be
beneficial in this application scenario. Since students could tweak target-platform pa-
rameters, they were able to conduct various memory allocation experiments in a straight-
forward way. From the teacher’s perspective, preparation of such lab exercises becomes
much simpler. MACCv2-provided platform-model templates, tools and applications,
which reduced the effort to the core optimization technique implementation. Further-
more, due to the modular structure, the same optimization tool implementation as in
MNEMEE could be used. Basically, a significant share of the effort spent on this tool
comes from the implementation of a dedicated graphical user-interface frontend.
5.5.3 Application for Present Techniques
The optimization technique evaluated for migration to a MACCv2-based implementa-
tion performs operating-system-supported scratchpad allocations. Since being an opti-
mization technique located in the domain of memory-aware optimization techniques for
MPSoCs, it is expected to fit well a typical MACCv2 application scenario.
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The technique shortly introduced next, has been presented in detail by Pyka at al. [71].
The approach tries to provide scratchpad-memory access in operating-system-equipped
environments. This is a challenging task, since typically operating systems do not grant
access to physical memory locations as it would be required for common scratchpad-
allocation strategies. Therefore, the approach presented in this section adds a scratchpad-
memory management component into the operating-system core which controls the
scratchpad allocation for each task.
Performing scratchpad allocations solely at runtime, without any further knowledge
of application structure resembles typical caching approaches. This approach combines
compile-time code analysis and transformations with such a runtime management. This
way, the allocation strategy was capable of outperforming hardware caching.
Code analysis is performed at compile-time, which identifies code items, so-called mem-
ory objects. Later, access statics are computed for these memory objects. Combining
these access statistics of each object with its size gives a benefit value which denotes
how worthwhile it would be to place this object into the scratchpad memory at runtime.
Access statistics are collected in a profiling step. In a subsequent step, two types of
source-code annotations are performed. The first adds data structures which provide
memory-object information to the runtime system. Since this approach is expected to
work without dedicated hardware support, the second set of transformations introduces
an indirection layer which allows assignment of particular memory objects to several
memory locations.
At runtime, various allocation strategies have been implemented, starting from simple
ones, which place memory objects into scratchpad memory the first time they are ac-
cessed. This is followed by approaches, which record memory-object access intervals and
mark such object as locked, effectively enabling object displacement of unused objects at
context switches. Finally there are approaches which try to use as much as possible of
the scratchpad memory for each task, at the expense of higher copy costs, which occur
due to saving and restoring of locked object at context switches.
The results show, that a software-based management of scratchpad memory can achieve
significant energy savings (up to 83%) even in multi-threaded operating-system-equipped
environments. Compile-time annotations and transformations support runtime deci-
sions in a valuable way, effectively enabling this approach to outperform hardware-based
caching.
This operating-system-integrated energy-aware SPM allocation technique has been im-
plemented prior to availability of MACCv2. Within this thesis, effort for a hypothetical
MACCv2-based implementation is compared to the original one. Since MACCv2 does
not affect the runtime environment in both cases, the same operating system and run-
time scratchpad manager can be used. Therefore, comparison focuses on compile-time
transformations and annotations.
The compile-time transformations are performed in a sequence of steps. In particular
these steps can be divided into:
• Identify memory objects to operate on.
• Introduce memory-object access dereferencing.
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• Annotate for profiling.
• Compile for profiling.
• Run application and collect profiling data.
• Compute profit values.
• Perform code transformations which introduce memory-object locking.
• Update runtime-data for each memory object .
Implementing this optimization technique based on the MACCv2 framework plus a set
of optimization and transformation techniques developed in the context of MNEMEE
would reduce implementation effort to:
• Introduce memory-object access dereferencing.
• Compute profit values.
• Perform code transformations which introduce memory-object locking.
• Update runtime-data for each memory object.
Comparing these lists, in particular the tasks of profiling and compiler interfacing could
be reused from the MNEMEE project. Since these task are tedious and error prone, an
overall effort saving in the development of the compile-time part of this technique is
estimated to approximately 60%.
Even though these remaining optimization and transformation steps are focused on
this approach, encapsulating them into MACCv2-based processing steps is advantageous
in terms of reusability. Most likely the transformation step introducing memory-object
locking will find its way into future optimization techniques which propose a combination
of compile-time and runtime decisions.
5.6 Conclusion
System-Modeling Evaluation
The contribution of this thesis has been evaluated for fitness and improvement in three
dimensions. First of all, the effort necessary for provision of system models has been
evaluated. Next, the selection of the abstraction level and finally the precision of this
approach have been considered.
With respect to the system-model design effort, detailed implementation effort analysis
is performed by estimating the expected number of lines of code. A step by step approach
estimates theses values for each component and channel, continuing with the system-level
object class and corresponding system-model construction templates. Finally, the effort
is added for aspect handlers, which provide typically the information for timing and
energy-consumption models. Concluding these results, low initial effort can be observed
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for a minimalistic target-platform description. This number of lines of code starts at
around 200 lines for a plain host system model. The slightly more complex MPARM
model has been defined with an effort of 500 lines, including comments. The effort for
adapting system models depends typically on the number of component and channel
types. Since for each component and channel class similar effort occurs, the overall effort
grows linearly with the number of component and channel classes.
The second evaluation dimension targets the abstraction level. First, the PMS abstrac-
tion level has been identified as the most appropriate one. This abstraction level offers
a well-balanced ratio between the level of detail needed for memory-aware optimization
techniques and the modeling effort. Later on, a mapping between the PMS level de-
scription as proposed by Bell et al. and the MACCv2 system model is constructed. The
mapping shows straightforward relations between components of both models. Therefore
the MACCv2 system description can be considered to be located at PMS level.
Next, the precision of this system-modeling approach is evaluated. The MPARM plat-
form and corresponding system model have been used to demonstrate the achievable level
of precision even with limited modeling effort. In particular, energy consumption and
runtime have been considered. The actual MPARM full-system simulator provides the
baseline. Since the actual optimization techniques and target applications are not at the
focus of this evaluation, the results are presented for a well-known scratchpad-memory
allocation technique, processing an application code which implements several matrix
multiplications. The evaluation targets the key steering parameter of the scratchpad
allocation strategy: The gain, in terms of energy consumption, is achievable by moving
a particular data item (i.e. a matrix) from its main-memory location into the scratchpad
memory. Even though the MPARM system description focuses on the memory-subsystem
model, omitting precise bus modeling and peripheral component models, the maximum
deviation of MACCv2 calculated gain values compared from the full-system-simulation
results is less than 0.21%. This could be improved further once a more sophisticated bus
model is implemented into the MACCv2 MPARM system description.
Application in the MNEMEE Project
The MNEMEE project provides a toolchain dedicated towards memory-aware data ac-
cess optimizations for multicore architectures. This toolchain focuses on the goal of
runtime and energy-consumption reduction. This is accomplished by optimized code
assignment to processing units, and exploitation of local memory hierarchies for efficient
data access. Summarizing the project outcome, a set of optimization and processing
steps has been developed. Each of them targets different optimization goals in this
toolchain. These goals were access pattern refinement for dynamic data storage, code
parallelization and assignment and data item placement in local memories. The MACCv2
framework has been used in this project as the integration foundation throughout the
entire toolflow. Well-defined processing-step interfaces, a common-object-class model,
data exchange methods, persistent storage of intermediate results and a set of high-level
services, as well as the target-platform representation and the ICD-C-based code rep-
resentation significantly contributed to the positive project outcome. Well-cooperating
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tools, reduced implementation effort, easy adaptability to upcoming target platforms and
improved reuse of the entire toolflow as well as individual processing steps are only the
most noticeable benefits of founding the MNEMEE project on the framework proposed
in this thesis.
Application in Teaching and Research Activities
The MACCv2 framework has been used for teaching activities as well. In particular, the
scratchpad allocation step developed in MNEMEE has been transfered into a stand-alone
code optimization. Students can tweak target-platform parameters and application-code
structure to conduct various allocation experiments. MACCv2 in this context provides
the target-platform description and the same foundation as for the MNEMEE context.
Therefore, implementing these lab exercises was quite straightforward and required only
effort for an appealing user interface. The actual allocation technique implementation
has been reused without modification.
The last section in this chapter demonstrates as an example the exploitation of the
MACCv2 framework for an optimization technique which has been developed prior
to availability of MACCv2. The effort for implementing such an operating-system-
integrated energy-aware SPM-allocation technique could have been reduced by aprox.
60%, if an implementation would have been performed based on the MACCv2 frame-
work. In particular, the MNEMEE project contributed a set of basic MACCv2 tools
which would also be usable for this technique. Such a benefit is mutual in the set of con-
tributing projects. In the case if these techniques had been implemented initially based
on MACCv2, the benefit of a reduced effort would have occurred for the subsequent
development of MNEMEE. Even though optimization techniques like this one expose a
significant runtime-related implementation effort, using MACCv2 as the framework for
related compile-time transformations saves this part of the implementation effort and is
also beneficial for this type of optimization techniques.
Concluding the results evaluation, this thesis proposes a target-platform description
well-suited for memory-aware optimization techniques. It exposes only limited initial
modeling effort, while still being capable of delivering precise platform values without
the need for full-system simulation. This platform description has been embedded into a
framework which has been successfully used in the MNEMEE project and for educational
purposes.
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6.1 Summary
The primary contribution of this thesis is twofold. First, a novel system-modeling ap-
proach targeting support for development of architecture-independent source-code opti-
mizations is proposed. Second, a fullfledged optimization technique implementation and
integration framework is proposed. Both contributions are tightly related. Together,
they significantly alleviate the effort required for implementing source-level memory-
aware optimization techniques for MPSoC.
Motivation for the MACCv2 system-modeling approach was the observed demand for
a common target-platform description across all parts of a multi-step optimization and
transformation approach. In general, common assumptions on the target platform help
to avoid optimization decisions which interfere with subsequent steps. In particular,
this applies to source-level optimization techniques as well. Even though they operate
on an abstract level, knowledge of architectural properties is still beneficial or even vi-
tal for this type of optimization technique. The system-modeling approach proposed
here provides mechanisms for database-like access to such whole-system target-platform
properties, while requiring only definition of locally-scoped input data in terms of com-
ponent or channel properties. The request-based retrieval of system properties is a
unique feature, which makes this approach superior to state-of-the-art table lookup or
full-system simulation-based approaches. Table lookups achieve similar response time
performance, but suffer from limited applicability scope and difficult update of values,
once target-platform modifications occur. Full-system simulations are time consuming
and therefore often used only as a postponed evaluation or validation step. Especially,
using full-system simulation to guide optimization decisions at optimization technique
runtime takes a prohibitively long time.
The approach presented in this thesis has been located at the processor-memory-switch
(PMS) level, which provides this target-platform data at the most appropriate abstrac-
tion level for source-code optimization techniques. The general structure consists of
components representing self-contained entities in the target platform and channels rep-
resenting the interconnects between them. Items of this system-modeling approach are
defined by a unique item class plus a comprehensive set of properties attached to each
item. This locally-focused structure enables development of libraries containing sets
of components and channels. These libraries are usually grouped according to target
platforms being modeled.
Combining these local properties to system-wide-valid data is performed via aspect
handlers. These handlers define computational rules which are applied to correlated
locally-scoped data along access paths in the memory-subsystem hierarchy. According
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to Chapter 5, this approach has been capable of providing close to full-system simulation
results. This has been shown for energy-consumption values as well as for access-latency
values of the MPARM platform.
The framework introduced in this thesis provides a set of fundamental services to
the optimization technique developer. This includes a common-object-class model, a
runtime environment and user-interface abstraction. These basic services are used for
implementing APIs for system-model representation, the ICD-C-based code represen-
tation and processing-step encapsulation. Especially, the processing-step encapsulation
and interaction services allow for modular plug-and-play style of toolflow construction.
Such processing steps are self-contained entities with well-defined interfaces. The inter-
face definition includes descriptive parameter passing, the actual processing invocation
and structured data type definition, usable for system model and application-code anno-
tations.
According to the applicability evaluation in Chapter 5 this framework has been suc-
cessfully used within the MNEMEE project. The set of optimization techniques provided
in this project is organized as a multi-step toolchain. Analysis results are annotated to
the target-platform model and to the ICD-C-based application-code representation. The
hierarchical processing-step representation in MACCv2 allows for encapsulation of tasks
at various granularity levels. This has been frequently used in the MNEMEE project.
Starting at top-level the entire toolchain has been represented as a processing-step en-
tity in terms of MACCv2. This allows for embedding the project outcome into future
optimization techniques. At the next hierarchy level, top-level project structure is encap-
sulated into individual processing steps. Complex processing steps are further subdivided
into fine-grained code analysis and transformation steps.
Concluding the work presented in this thesis, the system-modeling approach, as well
as the framework, show the right set of properties needed to support development of
memory-aware optimization techniques. The MNEMEE European Commission funded
project, continued research work, teaching activities and PhD theses have been success-
fully founded on the approaches and the framework proposed in this thesis. The variety
of current application fields and the expected continued application of the MACCv2
framework in ongoing research work can be assumed as an indication for MACCv2 being
helpful in improving state-of-the-art research work and considered a valuable contribu-
tion in the domain of memory-aware optimization techniques for MPSoC platforms.
6.2 Future Work
The MACCv2 framework and system-modeling approach provides a well-defined and
feature-balanced environment for development of memory-aware optimization techniques.
Nevertheless, some suggestions for further improvement are given next.
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The system-modeling approach presented in this thesis provides a full-system model,
which is focused on the memory subsystem. Memory hierarchies can be described, includ-
ing bus bridging and caches. Especially in the case of caches the component modeling
may induce higher implementation effort once a very precise cache model is required.
The effort comes due to the implementation of aspect handlers which have to take access
sequences and scenarios into account. This repeating effort could be reduced once an ex-
tended common cache base class and corresponding aspect handlers are provided. Initial
in-depth investigation of common cache properties is needed. This includes determin-
ing of often occurring cache structures, associativity levels and replacement strategies.
Based on these findings, the component class with corresponding set of properties has to
be defined. A set of aspect handlers which take these component properties into account
has to be implemented as well. Eventually, further derived classes representing major
cache types could be useful.
Another possible improvement of the system model targets processing-unit compo-
nents. In this case, investigation could be performed whether automatic construction of
access sequences from application source code is possible. The expected advantage of
such an approach would be the possibility to collect aspect values based on application-
code structure. A typical example could be abstract estimation of data access energy
consumption for a chosen source-code function. Finally, the most promising improvement
direction targets a more sophisticated application-code representation model. Currently,
the target-application code is attached to a processing unit as ICD-C-based abstract
syntax trees. This representation is most suitable if assignment and partitioning in a
multicore system is known. In earlier stages where the application code could potentially
run on any processing unit, this component-based assignment comes to its limitation.
Currently, the system-modeling approach offers the opportunity to assign such an ap-
plication code to a processing-unit class instead of one particular processing unit. In
general, a more sophisticated application-code representation would be beneficial. Espe-
cially, once code transformations are performed which split and distribute parts of the
application code among the set of available processing units, the links between these sub-
parts may get lost if no dedicated precaution is taken. Therefore, it would be reasonable
to add a fullfledged application-code model to the system representation. Besides the
yet known ICD-C-based code representation, this could cover topics like shared storage
representation, application-code variants management, parallel execution hints and more
complex mapping representation.
The system-modeling approach has been embedded into a fullfledged optimization
technique development framework. Although the framework provides a rich set of ser-
vices, some improvement is still possible. Starting from the current processing-step
representation, each processing step exposes a single invocable action. Once a set of
optimization or analysis steps expose similar functionality or a common parameter set,
this may become a limiting factor. In current approach grouping of such co-related pro-
cessing steps is performed via additional configuration parameters which can be used to
select among the set of available processing steps. The downside of such an approach
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is that most likely each implementation will use its own way to select between process-
ing options. A preferable approach would be to implement the ability to indicate which
processing-step action is requested to be performed in a uniform and framework-provided
way. This would result in a well-defined method to invoke and enumerate the set of
available processing options in a given MACCv2 tool. As a second example for improved
framework services, future development could introduce various system-model iteration
methods. Especially, in combination with lambda functions introduced in C++11 [50]
this would significantly reduce recurring implementation effort in upcoming optimization
techniques.
Optimization and analysis techniques for multicore architectures become increasingly
complex. A straightforward approach to cope with the increasing computational effort
would be via distribution of tasks onto several computers. The MACCv2 framework pro-
vides already a versatile serialization and persistent storage method. Considering this as
a foundation for a distributed execution model would be a reasonable next step towards
a distributed computing MACCv2 framework. In this context there are numerous inter-
esting challenges to be endeavored including remote tool invocation, parameter passing,
application code and system model distribution and synchronization.
Since the MACCv2 framework has shown its applicability in real-life projects like the
MNEMEE project, already the by far incomplete set of further improvement directions,
indicated here is worth being implemented in the short term. This way, the frame-
work could strengthen even further its contribution to the research community as a tool
which simplifies and speeds up development of cutting-edge memory-aware optimization
techniques for multicore SoCs.
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